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Abstract
The Harlem Renaissance and the Black Arts Movement were two seminal eras in
American history. The Renaissance also referred to as the New Negro Movement was a literary
artistic, and cultural movement, centered in Harlem in which writers produced large bastions of
literary works. African descended people began to identify with their African past and
intellectuals adopted Black Nationalist and Pan-Africanist methodologies to overcome
oppression. Their efforts laid a foundation for the Civil Rights movement. The Black Arts
Movement, an era of intense literary artistic activism begun with the assassination of Malcolm X.
Artist/intellectuals responded to a more hostile environment by producing more radical art forms.
They came with a razor sharp mentality to produce a Black aesthetic as a foundation from which
those oppressed could advance. In doing so they implemented an entirely fresh literary style and
agenda that would pervade all Black art genre’s and Black cultural traditions. Their words heard
around the world delivered a message that no one should have to detach a part of them self and
become someone else to exist. These significant historical eras created prolific visionaries
whose creativity continues to resonate with underserved populations.
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should never ever awaken in a day where there wasn’t something in our agenda that would help
set the course of the undermining of injustice”
Harry Belafonte.

As long as inequality persists, art will embrace that agenda. With loving dedication to my
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Preface
As a performing artist I have witnessed the power of music. I am thrilled to share
compelling moments of call and response in delivering awe inspiring concerts and seeing, as
well as feeling the audience receptivity as we are all moved and taken to a higher place for
however long we share the sheer magic. We can instantly relate to passionate moments such as
these because we are constantly fed by rhythm. There is music everywhere, it is utterly
contagious. From our hearts, it is the beat that maintains our life force.
The choice of content came about because of my love for the artistic, cultural, and
literary dynamics of the Harlem Renaissance. I have always found this era fascinating, the arts
exploded. I love the transition made by people who were formerly enslaved and began the
process of unshackling their lives. Prior to beginning research, I was familiar with some aspects
of the Black Arts Movement because of the bitter confrontations during the Civil Rights Era; the
media coverage did a pretty good job of keeping everyone informed. However, my belief in
equality and love of reading made me want to further understand the dynamics of the movement,
the artistic processes of the intellectuals, and the art that was produced.
It was Amy Zigmonski, my theater professor at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
who suggested how to approach the journey of what you want to write about and how to get
there. I relate this process of research to the movie The Wizard of Oz. The thesis statement is
home, and all of the questions are the subjects to research. One can visualize a circle with
spokes, like a wheel. Place the thesis statement in the center, and the lines leading to the
statement answer the questions who, what, where, when, why, and how. Imagining the journey
as such will begin to help one organize paths that lead to completion of a project.
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Vocabulary
ADP- African descended people
Afrocentricity- a paradigm based on the idea that African people should re-assert a sense of
agency to achieve sanity
BAM- Black Arts Movement
Black Aesthetic- a term used to define the principles that guided the ideologies of the BAM
Black nationalism- a political tendency toward the agency of African people in an effort at
political, cultural, economic, and spiritual self-determination; a notion that Black people
must take responsibility for liberating themselves
Communalism- an ancient way of life in African cultures, where a belief in metaphysical unity
transcends the physical, explained by community cultural traditions
HR- Harlem Renaissance
Ideophonic performance- utilizes words that evoke an idea in sound, African aesthetics and
improvisation
Itutu-mystic coolness
Kemet- Name of ancient Egypt
Maat-the ancient Kemetic idea of moral order, and its implications for human communication,
derived from a physical concept of straightness, evenness, and levelness, became
identified with truth, righteousness, justice, order, balance, harmony, and reciprocity,
functions to create human society that is non-dominative and non-combative
Negritude- An affirmation that one is Black and proud of it
Nommo- the generative and productive power of the spoken word
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Orature Orality- The sum total of oral tradition which includes vocality, drumming, storytelling,
praise singing, and naming
Pan-Africanism- the idea that people of African descent have common interest and should be
united
Radicalism- (radicals) ordinary men and women who recognize a void between the rhetoric of
democracy and the reality of their lives, and dare to change itRe-member- to become
members again; to unify
Sankofa- is a word in the Twi language of Ghana that translates to "Go back and get it" (san - to
return; ko - to go; fa - to fetch, to seek and take); a retrograde journey to ensure
transformation
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Introduction
Humans are born with the innate gift of freedom; it is like the air one breathes- a
necessary enabler of life. It is simply a natural part of life, inscribed within the cellular structure,
are instructions to grow as a human and become all that one can aspire to become. Quite simply,
a tree will become a tree; a lion will become a lion. In all of man’s wonderfully acquired
knowledge, these processes need no intervention. This progression is ordained by an intelligence
that is eternal. To enslave a human being is the most unnaturally poisonous process to life.
Africans living in the Diaspora’s have responded and continue to respond by engaging the body,
mind, and spirit as armament to naturally liberate themselves through artistic creations in all art
forms. Dramatist, novelist, poet, and one of the chief orchestrators of the Black Arts Movement,
Amiri Baraka states, “From the Slave Trade, certainly one fundamental call in Black art has been
the cry of freedom. Whether we are quoting Frederick Douglas or Thelonious Monk, the
concept and will to freedom always animated our conscious and instinctive lives here” (Baraka
106). Bernice Johnson Reagon, the founder, and member of the world-renowned acapella group
“Sweet Honey in the Rock ,” penned riveting lyrics to a song that was inspired by Civil Rights
activist Ella Baker entitled “We Who Believe in Freedom Cannot Rest.” This song is an
international anthem for those who understand the need for the liberation of all human beings.
For some, the idea of freedom is always as close as one’s next breath. The oppressed exist in a
precarious space; attempting to somehow enjoy the day to day life, while forever looking for
their true cultural self—that hope is never far away.
Within the text, I reference two critical eras in American history of immense creativity.
Initially, the Harlem Renaissance also referred to as The New Negro Movement, was a literary,
artistic, and intellectual cultural movement, centered in Harlem. It lasted from about 1918
1

through the 1930s. The Black Arts Movement, an era of intense literary, artistic activism began
with the assassination of Malcolm X in 1965 and ended in 1976; Both developed because of a
crucial need for change in America, and ultimately throughout the world. The monumental
contributions put forth by those who believe the words of Bob Marley, “Every man’s got a right
to decide his own destiny” (Marley), have impacted not only Black communities but have
produced a wealth of wisdom to educate and enlighten global populations. I give honor while
speaking of the monumental contributions of the following legendary heroes who devoted their
lives to advancing the black race: Martin Delany, W. E. B. DuBois, Hubert Harrison, and
Marcus Garvey. The cultural wisdom and values imparted by these charismatic leaders produced
significant oeuvres that are still reverberating. Although their ideologies somewhat differed,
each stepped up to fashion a plan of redemption, by “re-member-ing,” or (bringing together
again), African descended populations. Awakening those that had been subjugated from a
knowledge of self was their foremost objective. Challenged by ongoing struggles, and elusive
promises, these intellectual organizers were conclusively led to embrace resistance strategies
through Black Nationalist and Pan-Africanist ontologies. Despite numerous obstacles, the
voice, and spirit of their philosophies are alive today, and remain a continuous ray of hope, not
only for those that are marginalized in America but also as a transformation of oppressive
systems that cloud the rights of all children of the sun. In this paper, I analyze and interpret how
African Americans have used words as weapons and wisdom in their quest for equality in a
world where their humanity is denied. Human life presents many complexities, and as we are
highly sophisticated beings, we have the capabilities to overcome challenges intelligently,
passionately, authoritatively, and forceful when necessary engaging our minds to communicate
effectively. Weapons are used as a means of defending one’s self, when in conflict. The
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Artist/intellectuals mentioned in this work are to be commended for their ingenious artistry and
ethics, to engage words as instruments of reasoning to evoke change and impart wisdom to
achieve humanity without becoming combative.
The literary works of the Harlem Renaissance and the Black Arts Movement were
ultimately directed towards the same objective- to achieve liberation. However, during the
Renaissance, artists engaged methods of protest in an attempt to communicate their lived
oppressions to the dominant society; they hoped to appeal to their emotions and inspire them to
change. During the Black Arts Movement, another approach was adopted. By side-stepping
protest, the artist’s and intellectual’s energy was purposely aimed at educating the Black
community, to raise consciousness and inspire agency. These intellectuals and artists refused to
be judged by western literary standards, and a Black Aesthetic, a method of evaluation that had
sprung out of their cultural experiences, became a political art form. By effectively engaging
their most accessible tool—their words, along with sound, and their power of intention;
resistance was creatively shaped. “Sociolinguist Geneva Smitherman explains that “the power of
the word lies in its enabling us to translate vague feelings and fleeting expressions into forms that
give unity, coherent, and expression to the Inexpressible. The process of composing becomes a
mechanism for discovery wherein we may generate illuminating revelations about a particular
idea or event” (Rambsy 10).
Art is the fruit of imagination; it is beauty inspired. The architects of Negritude: Aime
Cesaire, Leon Damas, and Leopold Senghor “all agreed that art was another approach by which a
sense of the world as totality would be restored. Cesaire states in his “Discourse on African
Art”: “Through art, the reified world becomes again the human world, the world of living
realities, the world of communication and participation. From a collection of things, poetry and
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art remake the world, a world which is whole, which is total and harmonious” (Diagne 12). To
make sense of the non-sense was the work of the artists, and they were determined to express
from their cultural perspective. These skilled creators performed within the genres of literature,
music, painting, music, and drama, to address problematic race relations in America.
Within the process of liberation, identity is crucial. Throwing off physical chains, is only
one aspect of freedom, to disengage mental shackles becomes the real challenge. As the journey
of independence for African descended people, will not be understood without an awareness of
certain cultural components, included are fundamental Africanisms: drums, rhythm,
communalism, and the significance of the circle, all essential elements that function as a signpost
to locating one’s self. Especially significant is nommo- the generative and productive power of
the spoken word (Asante 22). The infinity of the circle is honored with words. When one is
speaking to another; those in the audience respond to what was said with an oral: “I hear you,”
“amen,” “right on,” or “I feel ya,” some spoken confirmation, meaning: I hear and understand
what is being said. This circular communication is also known as “call and response,” and is
part of African orature where words are enlivened and possess the power to create understanding
and produce agency (59). As African descended populations have been removed from their
cultural traditions, African wisdom suggests a ‘Sankofa,’ or retrograde journey to begin a
transformation. The engagement of Sankofa will jump-start the process so that re-member-ing
can become a reality. Until one returns to an awareness of one’s past and locates self within
one’s culture—identity remains elusive. With self-recognition, one is truly able to proclaim, “I
am that I am.” The importance of such searching is not only critical to one’s cultural
understanding but also to better acquaint one with world history, as all cultures share
relationship.
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It was the prestigious historian, activist, sociologist, W.E.B. DuBois, who proclaimed
“the problem of the twenty-first century will be the color line” (Elam 4). Within his reasoning,
he imagined pedagogical performances that articulate positive black social and cultural agency
of, for, by, and near Blacks (6). Performing culture can write the wrongs that are a large part of
what is diminishing humanity in contemporary times. Healing must take place vertically,
horizontally, and circularly on numerous levels. For African descended people the genesis for
healing is through a Sankofa experience, which holds the generative power to awaken one to that
true “man in the mirror” that Michael Jackson sang about; that same healing will remedy
DuBoisian “double consciousness.” As liberation is ongoing, writing for resistance will continue
as long as there are injustices to correct.
Fitting, I have included a play that premiered in 1990, from a brilliant writer Suzan Lorie
Parks; her dramatization functions as a bridge from the HR, across the BAM to reflect the
bigotry that persists in more contemporary times. Within the scope of the text, theatre illustrates
the power of educating through the arts for social change
Both eras provided a myriad of intellectuals and artisans with mentionable contributions.
Some are considered to have left major footprints; while others have been relegated to lesser
traces; however, within the collective, all are worthy and have a special place in Black cultural
history. I have selected men and women whose creativity surfaced in revolutionary writings and
whose performances, helped to stimulate critical reasoning and ignite humanity. Those included
worked tirelessly to blaze a pathway towards liberation where subjugation exists. The examples
selected to expose the inequalities that persisted at the time, and are analyzed and interpreted
from a contextual lens of artistic, cultural resistance. To better understand the art of agitation or
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resistance, a biographical synopsis highlights each artist’s contributions; along with historical
significance.
The research is informed by the ideologies of Black Nationalism, a political tendency
toward the agency of African people in an effort at political, cultural, economic, and spiritual
self-determination; and Pan-Africanism, the idea that people of African descent have a common
interest and should be united. It culminates with the Afrocentric Philosophy of Molefi Kete
Asanti, who defines Afrocentricity as “a paradigm based on the idea that African people should
re-assert a sense of agency to achieve sanity” (Asante Afrocentricity 1).
Perceived as a natural progression in the healing process for the mentally incarcerated,
and an antidote for the misinformed, it is a revolutionary perspective in critical thinking and an
entirely holistic approach to analyze the problem of oppression- economically, politically, and
culturally. Asanti advances knowledge from a historical epistemology. Within his methodology,
he is digging and actively locating identity from a perspective of African inclusion in all
discourses. Only then, he says, logical be correctly assessed (2). In searching for equality in
one’s existence, self- knowledge is exceedingly important. As Black Nationalism rests on
improving one’s self—self must first be located. This text introduces the artists/intellectuals who
imagined a better world and was moved to address the disparities and injustices they were
experiencing. Inspired, they took up the pen in retaliation to an oppressive lifestyle that
prevailed.
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Chapter 1
Sankofa – Looking Back to Come Forward
“Know thyself,” is ancient Kemetic wisdom, and begs ongoing inquiry- one must look at
the past and gain knowledge of the present to positively impact the future. Finding one’s way
home begins with looking to one’s heritage and honored cultural traditions and is crucial to not
only how African cultures perform unity but can provide one with an appreciation of all within
the human family. “According to Paul Gilroy, the reconstruction of the past can undermine
racist ideologies, because “racisms work insidiously and consistently to deny both historicity and
cultural integrity to the artistic and cultural fruits of black life…The transformation of the past is
thus always closely related to the African American struggle for emancipation” (Dunkel 73). To
better understand the causality for a nationalistic and sometimes Pan-African ethos, I will
examine African cosmology.
“Communalism in Africa is a system that is both supersensible and material in its terms
of reference” (Emeka Seminar Paper 1). The African believes their societies were originally
made by the Gods and, as such, a metaphysical unity transcends the people who currently live
there. This spiritual/physical relationship cannot be traditionally understood independently. “The
authentic African is known and identified in, by, and through his community- of which he is an
integral part of” 1). The community as an entity remains the caretaker of the individual giving
both physical, as well as ideological identity. It is the central support and remains long after an
individual has gone. This ancient system maintains that “Outside this ancestrally chartered
system there lay no possible life, since ‘a man without lineage is a man without citizenship’;
without identity, and therefore without allies.” Further stated, “A man outside his clan is like a
grasshopper which has lost his wings” (Emeka). The community exists as the lifeline for its
7

residents. Cogently, an individual must always consider the whole, and not merely perform
within one’s separateness; a fist is stronger than a finger.
Although writing traditions did exist in ancient Africa, communication and teaching were
largely performed by griots, those orally and intellectually gifted men who had to consume large
amounts of history, file it away and draw on that information at any given time to recite recent
events, and history, sometimes speaking for days at a time. As a storyteller, the griot was
expected to present the information truthfully, but also with charisma and humor when
applicable. (McIntyre 3-5). Drumming also functioned as a means of communicating.
Rhythms are natural sounds of the universe expressed in bodily movements and all living
thing. “Leopold Senghor so synergistically describes the omnipresence essence of Black
aesthetics as rhythm, he states:
This ordering force that constitutes the Negro style is rhythm. It is the most
sensible and least material thing. It is the vital element par excellence. It is the
primary condition for, and a sign of, art, as respiration is of life – respiration that
rushes or slows down, becomes regular or spasmodic, depending on the being’s
tension, the degree, and quality of the emotion. Such is rhythm, originally, in its
purity… Rhythm is alive; it is free… This is how rhythm acts, despotically, on
what is least intellectual in us, to make us enter into the spirituality of the object;
and this attitude of abandon that we have is itself rhythmic…Rhythm illuminates
the spirit. (Diagne 10-11)
Rhythm as respiration represents the opposing duality, in breath and out breath, it express
perfect continuity, symbolized by the importance of the circle, as completion, and as a force, it
inspires agency. Rhythm, produced by drumming, functioned in America as resistance, until the
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drums were banned in 1740. Those enslaved continued communication across taboos by
chanting, clapping, tapping, and singing in the union, all approaches symbolized power and
solidarity (DJ Zhao). They further engaged the body to convey messages- one example being the
rhythmic tapping on the body known as ‘hambone.’ Beats as communicative rhythms were also
made possible by the use of spoons and washboards. As more slaves acquired writing skills,
locating identity became more accessible; those that possessed a creative spirit began a journey
to freedom with the stroke of a pen. Many narratives are historic documents; other literature
would become classic works of art.
Diasporic Africans, have long engaged nommo as their armament to express opposition
to injustices. Words, being great equalizers are powerful tools, when creatively crafted, they
become mighty effectual arguments, purposed to inspire wisdom and understanding; they then
have the potential to influence dialogue that can positively generate change. Noted author, Neely
Fuller states: “Words can be used as tools…for expressing thoughts through speech and/or
writing, printing, etc., in order to produce some desired result…words have been used to cause
people to think, speak, and act to establish, maintain, expand, and refine” (ix) Imaginatively
configured, socially, politically and morally, conscious artists began to craft words, to function
as resistance against a racist, oppressive system.
In the novel Black Boy, Richard Wright expressed how he appropriated the potent usage
of words: “I would hurl words into this darkness and wait for an echo, and if an echo sounded,
no matter how faintly, I would send other words to tell, to march, to fight, to create a sense of the
hunger for life that gnaws in us all, to keep alive in our hearts a sense of the inexpressibly
human” (384). Apart from words conveying meaning, and producing rhythm, they also impart
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energy. In shaping resistance, these Africanisms were engaged as an armament to resist
oppression.
Words shaped an illuminated understanding that begun to form solidarity around
ideologies which culminated in nationalism. Author Tommy J. Curry states, “Black Nationalism
was the earliest and most dominant branch of African thought in America before integration. At
its inception, Black nationalism was “a consciousness of a shared experience of oppression at the
hands of white people, an awareness and approval of the persistence of group traits and
preferences despite a violently anti-African larger society, a recognition of bonds and obligations
between Africans everywhere [and] an irreducible conviction that Africans in America must take
responsibility for liberating themselves” (43). In framing resistance, it is only natural that
nationalism, grounded in culture, be engaged as a compelling construct to defeat racial injusticesocially, culturally, politically, and economically. Nationalism and the power of nommo were
actualized in the eloquent agenda put forth by four intellectual revolutionaries: Martin Delany,
Hubert Harrison, W. E. B. DuBois, and Marcus Garvey.
Martin Robinson Delany, one of the great African American leaders of the nineteenth
century lived an extraordinary life, amidst such contemporaries as W. C Pennington, Alexander
Crummell, Frederick Douglas, William Wells Brown, and James McKeon Smith (Asante
YouTube). His numerous careers included: social activist and reformer, Black Nationalist,
abolitionist, physician, reporter and editor, explorer, jurist, realtor, politician, publisher, educator,
the first Black major in the Union army, ethnographer, novelist, and political and legal theorist;
through all endeavors, his efforts were always directed at uplifting the Black race (Levine 1). In
recognition of his remarkable attributes, Asante maintains, “Delany was born a free man, at a
time when cultural recognition had been clouded by the slave trade, and many refused to accept
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their African origins . . . He was a man of exceptional intelligence and possessed a healthy sense
of self” (Asante YouTube).
As a youth, two profound instances indelibly shaped his character and defined his cultural
identity. His Father was jailed for fending off a beating from a white man, and his Grandmother
told him a story about his grandfather, a brave African prince, and how he resisted enslavement.
While a young man, Delany traveled throughout the South, where he grew to understand how
laws were constructed for the continued oppression of slaves and free Blacks. From witnessing
the ongoing injustice, he developed a burning desire to help his people; he became a spokesman
for their rights; this was to be his life’s mission. (Griffith 2-4)
In 1850, Delany was accepted as a medical student at Harvard but was soon dismissed
because a group of white students resented his being there (13). His life experiences led him to
believe that Blacks would never attain equality in America, and at that point, emigration became
a reality. To find a place where Black men could build viable, self-sufficient communities in
some adopted homeland became his larger vision (14). As he grew more passionate about the
need for equality, his nationalist ideologies were formulated. He desperately tried to instill in
Blacks the importance of self-knowledge. Asante maintains, “He taught blacks independence of
spirit, to think for themselves, to elevate their status, and that they were free, even if they were
oppressed, or discriminated against-they were still free” (Asante YouTube).
Delany’s strong sense of purpose and advocacy for his people caused whites to label him
as a Black Nationalist, a term connoting negativity. When African descended people profess an
intense love for their blackness, it does not mean that they share an intense dislike of white
people; this is a misconception that projects hostility (Levine 5). Consequently, when
nationalism is measured in other nationalities, it is not inaccurately assessed. Asante states,
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“Delany did not call himself a Black Nationalist, to assign this label, underrates the intellectual
genius’s critical philosophy that he taught. He saw himself as a transformatist-one who contends
that identity change and the acceptance of self-determination as a motivator for human maturity,
can bring about the profound realization that one is as human as the next person”. Delany’s
tenets suggest three important considerations: that one acquires a historical relationship to their
current situation; that separation is the logical solution if racism cannot be eliminated; and, the
acceptance of Africa as one’s spiritual home is absolutely imperative (Asante YouTube).
As a visionary, “Many years before W. E. B. DuBois, Delany foresaw the need for a
fundamental awakening among Black men that was international in scope, making him one of
the earliest contributors of a Pan-Africanist ideology” (Griffith 9). Long before DuBois, Delany
affirmed, the major future struggle would be between the white and darker races of the world,
where globally one’s identity would be a significant issue (27). Economically, Delany believed
that “African American entrepreneurship was a vital aspect of self-determination
[suggesting]…firmly establishing an economic base would make it possible for future commerce
with the Caribbean and Africa” (8). Politically, Delany knew it was critical for Blacks to
educate themselves, as expanding their awareness would ensure a power base to better argue for
their rights. Culturally, Delany understood the urgency for African people to be rooted in selfdefinition and to be firmly committed to self-determination. He stated, “Only they [Blacks]
could take the initiative for their own advancement, represent their own causes, present their own
claims, and address their own wrongs to the American people” (9) and in upholding self-help as
a first remedy for transformation, he furthered stated, “They had to raise their own money to
establish and maintain institutions and public figures, and not rely on white philanthropy” (9).
Strategically, Delany concluded, “Emigration was psychologically important for an oppressed
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people, and would save Black men from their inferiority complex … If this trend continued
indefinitely, future generations of black youth would have very low aspirations” (19).
Spiritually, Delany’s deep commitment to the place he considered home stood in sharp contrast
to many of his contemporaries who were championing integration; he had no desire to assimilate,
nor did he see himself as a subordinate. Africa was always in his vision.
Identity, for Delany, was extremely important; it was the key to liberation and unlocking
one’s potential. Delany was a heavily melanated man, and very proud of his dark hue. Author
Robert S. Levine states, “When he asserted his black pride, and even racial superiority, he did so
against the grain of a culture that regarded blackness as a mark of evil and inferiority” (4).
Author Julianne Malveaux concurs, “At the time of Delany growing up in Pennsylvania, doctors
attributed blackness to leprosy” (53). Although, he was accused of being too Black, too
intensely African, what is extraordinary is that Delany devised his own method to quiet bigots.
Levine states, “He fought white racist’s denigration of blackness by embracing it” (4), an
approach promoted by intellectuals during the Harlem Renaissance and later used during the
Black Arts Movement, where one’s blackness was engaged as resistance. Strategically, Delany
held up his Black body as armament in the struggle. More importantly, his actions were an
example to African descended people of how to instill a love of self.
Delany introduced revolutionary themes in Blake or the Huts of America, his novel which
appeared serially in The Weekly Anglo-African from November 26, 1861, until late May 1862
(Delany xi). The genius of the book is that it presented profound ideas against a background of
earlier black writers, who consistently used white cultural values as a standard for literary
creations; these writers were culturally deficient, not having an awareness of self-identity, the
very thing that Delany promoted. Malveaux acknowledges, “Until the Harlem Renaissance, the
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only exceptions to this established pattern were “Blake, or the Huts of America” by Martin
Delany, and “Imperium in Imperio” by Sutton Griggs” (52). Malveaux maintains:
Blake is an antithesis of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Stowe’s
book is created from conversations with fugitive slaves, through her perception of
slavery, written for solely charitable reasons; Delany, on the other hand,
witnessed the horrors of slavery from genuine experience. His father had been a
slave; his poignant involvement was undeniable. “Uncle Tom,” Stowe’s main
character is “elderly, uneducated, faithful, and religious; Uncle Tom would not
run away even if given a chance. In contrast, Blake, Delany’s central character
can be described in songstress Nina Simone’s words as “young, gifted, and
black.” He is revolutionary. Delany juxtaposes aspects of his personality with
that of ‘Blake,’ who is committed to agitate, to educate, and to liberate- one’s
mind first. What is significant is that ‘Blake’ was written as a vehicle of protest
to promote Delany’s radical philosophy of nationalism, which affirmed the
importance of identity. (52-54)
History has proved Delany a visionary and foremost theorist in Nationalist and PanAfricanist intellect. Asante contends. “Delany was the founder of a tremendous school of
thought-an actualizer of Maat,” “the ancient Kemetic idea of the moral order, and its implications
for human communication … derived from a physical concept of straightness, evenness, and
levelness … [it] … became identified with truth, righteousness, justice, order, balance, harmony,
and reciprocity … Maat functions to create a human society that is non-dominative and noncombative” (Asante Maat). Author/activist Larry Neal credits Delaney as “the first African
American to raise the question of self-determination for the Africans” (Neal 133). His critical
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thinking and resilient actions during his life served as a model for future leaders in the struggle
for the liberation of the Black races. Although the ideologies would differ, his objective of
emancipation for those oppressed ran parallel to another leader.
The death of Frederick Douglas, the great abolitionist, coincided with the famous speech
given by Booker T. Washington in 1895. There are many arguments for and against the
leadership strategies of Booker T. Washington as compared with those of W. E. B. DuBois.
Both were brilliant; each believed that he was the best plan to advance the black race. Although
their political and social ideologies were oppositional, both would have a great impact on the
literature produced during the Harlem Renaissance. Their antithetical approaches are best
understood by their dissimilar backgrounds. Washington had come from the South; he knew the
institution of slavery well and was most accommodating to whites. He proposed that blacks
should put their energies in industrial farming, skilled craftsmen, manual laborers, and domestic
servants. He stressed the necessity for blacks to first gain an economic foothold, and later rally
for political and civil rights. He urged blacks to stay in the South, get a meaningful education,
save their money, and purchase property. His plan theorized blacks would, in time, earn full
citizenship if they proved themselves to whites and worked hard. Washington was far from being
the first person to advocate working hard for the betterment of the race; in fact, blacks had
always worked hard; they had built most of the country. Author Avon Kirkland presents
reasons for the dissension pertaining to Washington’s position. He states:
Washington was not chosen as a leader of black people, by black people; he was
anointed by certain elements of the white power structure in the United States at
that time, who considered his conservative approach to racial progress convenient
to their pursuit of the almighty dollar” (59) … He reinforced the collective denial
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on the part of white people about how bad slavery was…He gave black uplift a
bad name by marrying it to acceptance of segregation and disfranchisement … He
let them [white people] off the hook, making black people the problem (66).
Black people were working hard, saving money, buying homes, and succeeding in
business long before he came along. (67)
There were many blacks that felt they did not have to prove themselves to whites.
African Americans recognized the severity of their situation because they had lived it, and the
majority felt hopeless with the plan put forth by Washington. Separation of the races was not a
problem, but without equality; it was a farce. Molefi Asante adopted a somewhat different
perspective. He commends Washington for having made substantial progress in his commitment
to Blacks in the south, where he courageously worked to improve education, through a very
hostile Ku Klux Klan environment. Asante believes Washington’s legacy is mainly seen through
his Atlanta Compromise speech; but this is not a fair assessment, as the speech does not reflect
his works, collectively (Asante Afrocentricity 14).
What is quite remarkable is that Washington built something from nothing; from a
chicken coop; he made a thriving campus, with an all-black staff. Today Tuskegee University is
a testament to his insight and determination and is an establishment of racial pride. The growth
of the school is directly attributed to his talent of fund-raising, his energy, and his commitment to
accomplishing his dream (Kirkland 60-61). Asante acknowledges Washington’s victories;
however, he concludes, “Washingtonianism was mainly economic independence” [and]
“Economic freedom must always be connected to political and cultural freedom, else freedom
does not truly exist…Although Washington predicted African economic and political
independence, he showed no real appreciation for cultural liberation” (Asante Afrocentricity 15).
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Washington could only be successful, based on the knowledge available to him at the time.
Unfortunately, he lacked an Afrocentric foundation; as economics alone were extremely limited
as a component for acquiring freedom (15).
Historian Henry Louis Gates Jr., recognizes “William Edward Burghardt DuBois, as the
Renaissance man of African American letters during the first fifty years of the twentieth century”
(Gates 679). He was born in Massachusetts, a descendent of free Blacks, not accustomed to
racial prejudice. However, unlike Washington, at his initial encounter with racism, he was
shocked but did not acquiesce. He became a highly accomplished academic. At an early age, he
professed the following goals for his life: “to make a name in science, to make a name in art and
thus to raise my race” (684).
Initially, W. E. B. DuBois agreed with the acclaimed speech made by Washington at the
Atlanta Exposition, but after a decade, bitter contention arose between the two leaders. From the
early 1900’s DuBois passionately spoke against racial injustices; he also felt that blacks had
gained very little in return for relinquishing their social and political rights, which resulted in him
aligning more with Douglas’ arguments against racial prejudice and discrimination. Eventually,
DuBois felt he had found a solution in the creation of the NAACP (National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People), an organization formed with many black and white reformers
(Howard-Pitney 56). DuBois, optimistic that whites would do the right thing, worked diligently;
he wrote powerful editorials for the association’s magazine The Crisis, “The Crisis ‘took its
name’, he stated, from the belief ‘that this is a critical juncture in the history of the advance of
men’, and that in this pivotal situation, the NAACP had a crucial task: ‘The function of the
association is to tell the nation the crying evil of race prejudice,’ so that, alerted, the nation might
reform’” (Howard-Pitney 57).
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Like Delany, both intellectuals advocated for self-Help as the first plan of action to uplift
the race, but Washington’s insistence on accommodation failed to convince a large number of
Blacks who felt freedom from oppression and the institution of slavery was not to consider how
this might impact the white race, but for freedom of the Black race, and was to be acquired at all
cost. “The Washington/DuBois dispute polarized African American leaders into two wings-the
conservative supporters of Washington and his ‘radical’ critics. The DuBois philosophy of
agitation and protest for Civil rights flowed directly into the Civil Rights Movement which began
to develop in the 1950s and exploded in the 1960’s” (PBS Frontline). This contention would
surface in the oncoming struggles of liberation within the Black communities.
DuBois became the authoritative voice on African American sociology. He believed that
the distinctive cultural qualities and values indicative to Blacks in America had not been
recognized and should be conserved as a part of American cultural traditions. In 1903 he
published The Souls of Black Folk, where he posits the problem of the color-line as the
twentieth-century dilemma (Gates 682). He suggests, Blacks exist within a veil-a fog,
experiencing “double consciousness”, [stating] “The Negro ever feels his twoness; an American,
a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two irreconciled strivings, two warring ideals in one dark
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder” (Lewis 29). The entire
Black population has been afflicted with this burden. It is truly problematic not only for Blacks
living in America but in all Diasporic locations, where they are excluded from a life of justice
and equality afforded mainstream societies. DuBois perceived a deeply rooted trauma, existing
in Black people that culminated from the institution of slavery. He, like conscious-minded
intellectuals before him, concluded that sense of self was crucial for cultural recovery.
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DuBois envisioned a comprehensive compendium of scientific knowledge about the
history, culture, and social institutions of people of African descent; a goal that he desperately
tried to bring to fruition without success. During the post-war riots and the renewal of the Ku
Klux Klan, he lost hope, and in 1919, he convened a Pan-African conference, a collective that
had been initially organized by Henry Sylvester-Williams in 1900. DuBois became the main
organizer for subsequent congresses (Adejumobi). In later years DuBois adopted an even more
Pan-African position. With the publication of his autobiography in 1940 Dusk of Dawn.
DuBois, as did Delany, concluded that “voluntary segregation is the most effective means of
organizing and advancing African Americans socially and economically” (Gates 683). In 1963,
he eventually renounced his American citizenship and moved to Ghana. DuBois’ dream of an
African American compendium was realized in 1999, ninety years later when Kwame Anthony
Appiah and Henry Louis Gates Jr., published Africana: The Encyclopedia of the African and
African American Experience (683).
Hubert Harrison was described by A. Phillip Randolph as “the Father of Harlem
Radicalism” (Perry The Voice of Harlem Radicalism). Historian Joel A. Rogers dubbed him
“the foremost Afro-American intellect of his time.” In 1900, at a time when Harlem was thought
to be the predominate location of radical thought and the international mecca for shaping New
Negro influence, Harrison, a brilliant writer, orator, educator, critic, and political activist
appeared in the midst. He Arrived from the island of St. Croix and was immediately introduced
to race riots, lynching, and intense racial discrimination (Perry Hubert Harrison Reader 10-11),
unfamiliar to him in the Caribbean.
While attending night school, he began writing literary reviews for the New York Times,
where his work commanded front page attention (Perry YouTube). His above average
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intelligence was recognized early on. A 1903 newspaper article read “Genius found in West
Indian student, who speaks or reads six languages” (Perry YouTube). While a young lecturer,
he became a charismatic orator, who “could demolish any opponent” (Perry Reader). He
popularized street-box oratory, and “would sometimes speak twenty-three times a week before
40,000 people at Union Square, elaborating on history, science, education, literature, theatre,
evolution, and race and class” (Perry The Voice). In 1910 Booker T. Washington visited
Europe, where he made erroneous statements about the status of Blacks in America, stating
“conditions for Blacks are pretty good.” These insensitive comments infuriated W. E. B. DuBois
and other prominent Black leaders. Harrison wrote a letter of response, where he advised
Washington to tell the truth. An angered Washington retaliated by getting him fired from a
postal position. (Perry YouTube).
Harrison’s “naturally critical mind and insatiable thirst for knowledge” (Perry Reader 3),
led him to develop a philosophy that was steeped in nationalism, modern science, evolution, and
humanities, at its core. Scientific reasoning led him to embrace the concept of ‘freethought,’
where deep interrogation of social issues are scrutinized with scientific methodologies, free from
religious dogma, one examines social issues. Harrison developed an entirely different mindset
from the majority of African Americans at the time, where religion was at the center of their
lives. He believed that Christianity was a deterrent in evolving logical solutions for the
redemption of the Black race. He challenged the purpose of Christianity. He saw it as a trap that
the Black race must rid themselves of (Perry Reader 12-13).
In an article entitled “The Negro a Conservative: Christianity Still Enslaves the Minds of Those
Whose Bodies It Has Long-Held Bound,” he writes:
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Christian America created the color line … It should seem that Negroes, of all
Americans, would be found in the Free-thought fold since they have suffered
more than any other class of Americans from the dubious blessings of Christianity
…The church among the Negroes today exerts a more powerful influence than
anything else in the sphere of ideas … Show me a population that is deeply
religious, and I will show you a servile population, content with whips and chains.
(43-44)
Harrison recognized that many African American were held captive through their lack of
knowledge; he worked tirelessly on their behalf for liberation.
Christianity, like much of the culture in America, has been transformed by the African
presence. The slaves were forced to accept this religion, which they did, but they made it their
own. It was, and for many, is still retained as a survival technique. Larry Neal states, “In such a
state, the natural urge for survival motivates people to pretend to go along with a con game …
This attitude illuminates an aspect of the group ethos masked in the language of innuendo,
double-entendre, and trickery. These are stratagems of an oppressed people trying to assert their
own place and face in the world” (121). Hubert Harrison recognized, and wrote about the mental
constraints of Christianity in 1914, confirming his analytical approach to life.
Harrison was a member of the Socialist Party from 1911 to 1914. Mark Solomon
affirms, “Harrison “became …American’s foremost black Socialist” (224), deeply committed to
equality, he states, “the crucial test of the party’s sincerity was its duty to champion the cause of
African Americans … the most ruthlessly exploited working class in America (225). He
expected the party to increase the number of black organizers and create special instructive
literature aimed at educating the Negro, as it did for other ethnicities (225).
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Consequently, Harrison continued to witness white supremacist elements within the
Socialist Party, and in 1914, he quit. The party’s policy of race exclusion led Harrison to
establish a counter-ideology of ‘Race First’ (5), where his objective was to secure procurement
of full equality for marginalized populations. This was a response to white race-first ideas and
the failure of the Socialist party’s full consideration of Black oppressions. Race-First would
eventually expand to mean more specifically an obligation to awaken Black consciousness (Perry
Reader 16).
A major Point of contention between the leading intellectuals was how to uplift the race.
DuBois’s plan was sculpted around the “the talented tenth,” the educated elite. Harrison
believed this was a mistake; he performed activism on a level with the oppressed. His strategy
was to introduce a solution that would spread like a fire and inspire large numbers to act within a
unified purpose. Harrison states, “If unselfishness, humility, courage, and usefulness would be
the fuel to kindle a fire among common people, then they, the back-bone of every good cause …
will do the right thing by you” (Perry 29-30). Perry affirms, “Harrison developed a democratic
ideology, so much so that as a resident of Harlem, he lived among the people on Harlem’s most
densely populated block, where he taught the people and drew inspiration from them” (Perry
You Tube); this strategically placed him in a favorable position with immense populations where
their input was valued. Given the societal atmosphere at the time, Harrison’s methodology
appeared to be a more practical and sustainable solution. He truly lived the concept of “by the
people, for the people.” Overall Harrison believed that the NAACP did not deliver what it
espoused; it refused to support federal lynching policies; The Crisis, its magazine, performed
merely paper protest; and, the NAACP a predominately white organization was not as passionate
about Black issues (Perry 5). Harrison concluded that DuBois had no backup plan to assure the
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agenda would move forward if whites did not comply and do the right thing. The earlier
methods of protest, proposed by the NAACP, had been to affect the minds of white people,
Harrison believed they [Blacks] had no control over those minds.
Perry states:
As an alternate strategy, he began to advocate “the mobilizing of the Negro’s
political power, pocket book power and intellectual power,” which were “within
the Negro’s control” in order “to do for the Negro the things which the Negro
needs to have done.

This would be accomplished “without depending upon or

waiting for the co-operative action of white people (Perry 16). The general
political, economic and social climate of the era helped to shape Harrison’s
ideologies, understandingly so, he acquired the title “The father of Harlem
Radicalism.” (Perry The Voice)
“Radicalism is extreme; it is born out of extreme complacency by free thinkers who think
the previously unthinkable, and open up space for society’s mainstream to change and process.
As society changes, the meaning of radicalism itself changes (Enclyclopedia.com). As it
pertains to the Black community, it refers to ordinary men and women who recognized a void
between the rhetoric of democracy, and the reality of their lives and dared to manifest change.
Harrison’s activism was more closely in line with the demand for equality advocated by the
artists and intellectuals of the sixties. His reasoning profoundly continues to influence strategies
of resistance to overcome hegemonic oppression.
In an effort to challenge white supremacy, more aggressively than the NAACP, in 1916,
Harrison pioneered and became founder of the ‘New Negro Movement, a race consciousness,
internationalist, mass-based, autonomous, radical, and militantly assertive movement for
“political equality, social justice, civic opportunity, and economic power” (Perry 5). He later
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founded the Liberty League and The Voice “the first organization and the first newspaper of the
movement” (Perry The Voice). In an article written to explain the duty and purpose of the
Liberty League, Harrison wrote a Declaration of Principles:
The Negro people of America feel that this is the right time to make a bold bid for
some of that democracy for which their government has gone to war. They insist
that the constant recurrence of horrible lynching’s, where perpetrators go
unpunished, and the status of disfranchisement for ten millions of Negroes living
in the Southern section of this land, cannot be reconciled with any idea of liberty
or democracy. Moreover, the Liberty League came into existence to voice not
merely their protest, but the demand that this nation of which they are a part shall
first abolish the twin evils of lynching and disfranchisement at home before it can
expect the world to take its professions of democracy seriously. (Perry Reader 9091)
Solomon states, “Harrison’s pioneering discussion of ‘New Negro’ pride included his
editorship of a short-lived 1919 magazine New Negro, well before Alain Locke’s famous 1925
collection of the same title” (225).

Harrison’s definition of “The New Negro” was “Negro first,

Negro last, and Negro always.”
Harrison states:
Politically the Negro is the touchstone of the modern democratic idea ... issues of
housing, education, healthcare, life expectancy, etc. could be used as a barometer
to test American democracy for the Negro; and because of the disparities he
concluded, “Truth and justice require a revolutionary approach. (Perry The Voice)
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Harrison advocated for women’s rights, was anti-capitalist, anti-imperialist, and consistently
challenged white supremacy. His work progressively expanded to improve and uplift the Black
population, and he is a vital connection for the leaders who adopted Pan-Africanism. He
encouraged reading, and together with his contemporaries Arturo Alfonso Schomburg, and
James Weldon Johnson founded an organization where their efforts to preserve rare books
resulted in the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture. His methodology established a
framework that shaped Black radical discourse into the twenty-first century (Perry).
Harrison’s radical declarations of revision in America directly influenced socio/political
activism in the coming Civil Rights Movement. He is often overlooked and relegated to the gray
area by historians which Cornel West calls “historical amnesia” (West Reader 295). The
ongoing struggle produced many leaders, magnificently dedicated intellectuals, who worked
their entire lives for the liberation of the Black race. Harrison’s New Negro thought was
impressionable for one future visionary.
Marcus Mosiah Garvey, like those that dared to chart a course for independence before
him, would become extremely influential to Nationalistic endeavors and deeply transmit an
understanding of African pride that would raise Black consciousness on all levels. His plan of
redemption for all Diasporic Black people would cause ripples globally. At the center of his
ethos, was the unification of all African descended people. In two groundbreaking quotes, he
declares:
“The world has made being black a crime, and I have felt it in common with men who
suffer like me, and instead of making it a crime I hope to make it a virtue” … “In a world of
wolves one should go armed, and one of the most powerful defensive weapons within reach of
Negroes is the practice of race first in all parts of the world” (Martin Race First 22-23).
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Garvey, a contemporary of DuBois and Harrison, was born in Jamaica on August 17,
1887, in St. Anne’s Bay. His father was a descendant of the Maroons, the African slaves who
escaped British rule, and forced them to accept their independence (Martin Hero 8). Garvey’s
leadership abilities were recognized at an early age; these skills were due to the extensive library
in the Garvey home, and his formal education, which was helped by tutors. During his early
teens, he was introduced to racism. Two white childhood friends whom he had known
throughout his young life began to “shun his company and pretended not to know him (9). By
the age of 18, he had become a master printer and perfected his journalism and oratorical skills.
These talents would serve him well in his life’s work.
He traveled to Costa Rica, Panama, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Ecuador, Chile, Peru, and
London, and wherever he traveled, he witnessed the abuse and oppressive conditions that Blacks
were experiencing. While working on ships, his journalism skills allowed him to establish
newspapers which benefitted his goal to create an organization for the betterment of all Black
people. Garvey realized the need for an ideology; he adopted a slogan of “Africa for the
Africans at home and abroad,” to form international solidarity (Vincent 6).

In 1914, while still

in Jamaica, he and his first wife attempted to set up the UNIA (United Negro Improvement
Association) in Jamaica, with a motto of “One God, One Aim, One Destiny” (Martin Hero 2723), however, they were hindered by lack of support from the black community. At the time,
there existed on the island a tiered system of bigotry where whites discriminated against all
nonwhites, and Coloreds (lighter skinned blacks) discriminated against blacks with darker skin
(4), acquiring unity was difficult, but Garvey did not let that deter him.
Garvey was motivated by Booker T. Washington’s “Up from Slavery” (26). He had
corresponded with the leader and had received a promise of support, but unfortunately,
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Washington passed away before Garvey reached America. Garvey shared Washington’s plan to
build a strong economic base as an initial stage for restoring the Black race, however, on the
issue of accepting financial support, there was a difference of opinion (Vincent 8). Garvey felt
that no one should have to beg or belittle one’s self to acquire justice and equality. He believed
entitlements were one’s God-given right.
Marcus Garvey arrived in the United States in 1916, fully persuaded that his calling was
to emancipate his people. He established residency in Harlem where he acquired a modest
apartment and immediately began promoting his philosophy, and promoted himself as “The
Honorable Marcus Garvey.” He completed a 38-state lecture tour to observe how blacks in the
U. S. worked and lived, and was impressed by the economic unity expressed, despite overt
racism. Blacks owned banks, cafes, restaurants, theaters, and real estate agencies (Martin Hero,
38-41). Garvey was triumphant in his second attempt to establish the UNIA. In 1918, amidst
full knowledge of the subjugation of Africa by European imperialism, his vision began to unfold.
At the time, a number of factors contributed to Garvey’s success.
First and foremost, Harlem provided the perfect location. Martin states, “… [It] was
already the virtual capitol of the Black world. It’s population, composed of the vast majority of
Southern and West-Indian born immigrants, was possessed of a rare vitality, containing as it did
a high proportion of radicals of all types, and a large number of Black creative artists” (Martin
Race 9).
The organization was built on three principles: Race First- where African descended
people should put their own interest first; Self-Reliance- meaning that the oppressed should not
rely on the oppressor; and Nationhood- meaning Africans should develop a strong Black nation,
somewhere on the African continent (Martin Hero 50-53). His ideologies came to be known as
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“Garveyism,” and immediately became a success. These principles were the philosophies
expressed by Harrison in the Liberty League, and The Voice and became the root of the Garvey
Movement. The successes of the UNIA were the Negro Factories Corporation which operated a
chain of businesses in Harlem, including restaurants, groceries, laundries, a doll making factory,
a printing press, a tailoring establishment, a trucking business, and a hotel. This corporation
employed over a thousand people and Black ownership in Harlem was a major source of
employment for blacks during the height of the UNIA (Aberjhani 336). The UNIA prosper, and
Garveyism swept the world.
One of the proudest achievements of the UNIA was the weekly newspaper The Negro
World. It was in circulation from 1918 until 1933 … entirely staffed by Blacks, and acquired the
editorship of Hubert Harrison in 1920. It was published in English, with sections in Spanish and
French, and became the most widely published Black newspaper in the world. The paper served
as a symposium for political viewpoints of journalists, who couldn’t secure work with the white
press (Vincent 109).
In his ongoing quest for change, Garvey was responsible for one of the most spectacular
events of 1919- the launching of the Black Star Line steamship corporation. His grand vision
was an answer to the racist conditions experienced by blacks on ships- where blacks experienced
inferior travel, and could only eat when whites were finished eating (Martin Hero 56). The UNIA
amassed four ships for commercial trade of black communities around the world and later for
transporting black people back to Africa. It was not to be a mass movement, but the ships would
accommodate his vision of nationhood to assist with the projected development of the African
continent and to strengthen ties between Blacks in the East and West. Like Delany, Garvey felt
strongly that economics was most important to realize independence. (Martin Race 33). Vincent
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states, “Garvey argued without an independent base of operations, challenges to white racism
would require alliance with one or another segment of that racist society and would be defeating”
(8).
Garvey left extensive declarations of the UNIA, and more influential, are the speeches.
The following are segments from two of his works that profess his commitment and dedication
for liberation of African descended people worldwide.
The Future as I See It”: It comes to the individual, the race, the nation, once in a
life-time to decide upon the course to be pursued as a career. The hour has now
struck for the individual Negro as well as the entire race to decide the course that
will be pursued in the interest of our own liberty. We who make up the Universal
Negro Improvement Association have decided that [w]e shall go forward, upward
and onward toward the great goal to human liberty. We have determined among
ourselves that all barriers placed in the way of our progress must be removed,
must be cleared away for we desire to see the light of a brighter day (Gates 989).
“The Negro is ready”: We are organized for the absolute purpose of bettering our
condition, industrially, commercially, socially, religiously and politically. We are
organized not to hate other men, but to lift ourselves, and to demand respect of all
humanity. (Gates 979)
The above statements affirm his Nationalistic beliefs of the absolute betterment of self,
by self. He rallied all Blacks to rise to the occasion of their own liberation. At a time when
Blacks were persecuted and subjugated globally, Garvey imparted a message of hope; he made
them see the greatness in themselves and know that there was nothing that they could not achieve
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In its prime, the UNIA had over three-quarters of a million followers (Vincent 119). The
organization “was represented in thirty-eight states in the USA … outside the United States,
Cuba led with fifty-two branches, followed by the greater Caribbean, Central and South America
… South Africa was the most thoroughly organized of the African countries. No area of the
significant black population in the world was without a UNIA branch. This included Canada,
Europe, and Australia” (Martin Race 17).
Marcus Garvey and Hubert Harrison both sought strategies to end imperialism but held
opposing ideas on how to achieve liberation. Garvey’s vision was to transport a portion of
African Americans to the continent and build a bridge between the two populations; the
connection he felt would help to liberate Africa and establish a foundation for African
Americans. While Harrison believed that African Americans had much to learn from Africans
(Perry 27), his first concern was to remedy the issues of lynching, disfranchisement, and
segregation in America. Their major ideological differences reflect how each arrived at various
processes of redemption. Harrison’s desire to remain in American and fight, caused him to
believe that protest tactics should be heightened “to move in a more political, more radical, more
anti-imperialist direction; he desired more rational and factual appeals rather than more
emotional ones” (26).
Although the community that Garvey envisioned would not be entirely manifested in his
lifetime; his massive efforts resulted in a profound blueprint to impact humanity that was
beautifully orchestrated. Many artists of the Harlem Renaissance were associated with the
UNIA’s ideology and his nationalistic spirit of Pan-Africanism. His influence inspired
intellectuals during the Black Arts Movement and many others globally including: Kwame
Nkrumah, Nelson Mandela, Julius Nyerere, Leopold Sedar Senghor, Henrietta Vinton Davis,
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Martin Luther King Jr., Elijah Muhammad, Alhaji Ahmed Sekou Toure, Fela anikulapo Kuti,
Amy Jacques Garvey, Jomo Kenyatta, M. L. T. De Mena, Paul Robeson, Malcolm X, Steve
Biko, Kwame Ture (Stokely Carmichael), Patrice Lumumba, Frantz Fanon and numerous others
(Philip).
To answer inquiry concerning reasons for the different ideologies of two esteemed
intellectuals, noted political scientist and educator Dr. Umar Johnson asks: “If DuBois and
Garvey were both in New York City at the same time, both espousing Pan-Africanism, and both
had dreams of advancing the black race- what caused the great divide? Moreover, how was
Garvey able to achieve so much in such a short time?”
Dr. Johnson provides a cogent analysis of why these two great minds did not come
together:
First, there was the elder vs. the youth; age difference; DuBois was about 20 years
older than Garvey, expressed as the ‘father image.’ DuBois thought that because
Garvey was younger, Garvey should slow down and follow his lead. DuBois also
questioned Garvey’s philosophy. Then there was the scholar vs. the non-scholar
and the trained European scholar vs. the layman. This division was attributed to
an established elitist attitude. DuBois had been educated in the best European
schools and was the first black man to receive a Ph.D. from Harvard. His belief,
like other intellectual college graduates, was if you have more degrees, you are
better equipped. Garvey attended two different universities but did not receive
degrees. He was more self-educated and learned from several exceptional men
that came before him. There was also the argument of domestic leader vs.foreignborn leader and Jamaican born vs. American born. DuBois questioned Garvey’s
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intent as he was not American born. Another dispute was Integrationist vs. pure
nationalist. Both were Pan-Africanist who believed they should focus on the
whole race, but with major differences. DuBois believed the answer was
integration. Garvey did not. Garvey’s major opposition was the black leaders
who were integrationist and believed that eventually, blacks would receive
equality through integration. Garvey believed it would never happen. There was
also a division in the masses vs. the Elite- the masses more readily supported
Garvey and embraced his vision. DuBois stood behind his ideal of the talented
tenth; which was in comparison a smaller number of participants.

Garvey

looked at loyalty and service to race only. He brought the Ivy League
intellectuals and the layman together in the same movement. Then there was the
aspect of rich vs. poor. DuBois had some money but had to seek support from
whites to sustain his vision of the Talented Tenth. Garvey did not. His was a
movement built without money from any other race. Garvey intensified the
movement of the Pan-Africanists that came before him. What was significant is
that he amassed the support of so many worldwide in such a short time. (Johnson
The Great Debate)
Johnson’s analyzation unconditionally advances a comprehensive understanding of the
ideological differences between the great intellectuals, related to class, education, patronage,
assimilation, age, and the locations where they were reared. Unfortunately, these differences
remain as stumbling blocks, which prevents solidarity within the Black community. The
bourgeoisie vs. the grassroots, the economically included vs. the economically deprived, the
educated vs. those who have not been afforded an education, and somehow, the poor are blamed
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for their poverty. Although, these issues were never reconciled, resistance remained at the root
of their agendas. Both labored at a time when Black leaders refused to accept a subjugated
position in America. Through an ethos of Black Nationalism, they challenged oppression, while
they endeavored to connect an African past, with a cultural identity. Both intellectuals possessed
a similar penchant for the improvement of the Black race. They understood the importance of
knowledge of self. Both taught by example, how to transform the Black community and both
afforded a path to justice and equality within a white supremacist society.
Martin Delany was steeped in ancestral wisdom. To “know thyself,” the first directive
for all knowledge had been instilled in him from an early age, and he held firm to his revelation
of emigration to Africa if equally was to be an unattainable reality. W.E.B. DuBois’s solution to
subjugation was derived from his ideology of the Talented Tenth. He attended some of the best
schools and was led to believe liberation would come with higher education. Hubert Harrison
and Marcus Garvey shared cultural similarities- as both had been raised in the Caribbean, and
both were self-educated. Harrison challenged extreme bigotry with radical agitation. Garvey’s
message of racial pride was to connect all diasporic Black people through Trans-Atlantic unity;
he is counted as one of the esteemed leaders of his time.
Jeffrey B. Perry concludes:
Like a fine line, the philosophy of Black Nationalism runs from Martin R. Delany
considered the father of black nationalism to Hubert Harrison, who was a huge
influence on A. Phillip Randolph (who marched at the side of Martin Luther King
Jr; at the Washington March) to Marcus Mosiah Garvey, of whom Malcolm X’s
father was a Garveyite preacher, and his mother was a reporter for The Negro
World Newspaper. (Perry Reader 2)
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Regardless of their antithetical strategies; each worked tirelessly to achieve the liberation of
African descended people, not only in America but worldwide. Although the approaches
differed, their guidance, commitment, and wisdom will always be acknowledged with gratitude
and carry ancestral honor
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Chapter 2
Harlem Renaissance
“We gonna use what we got to get what we want” – James Brown
The Harlem Renaissance also is known as the New Negro Movement was a cultural,
social, artistic, and intellectual explosion that began in Harlem after World War I and ended
around 1935 sometime during the Great Depression (Johnson). In the early 1900’s, a great
gathering of black people fled the South and relocated in Northern Cities, due to unemployment,
being denied voting rights and home ownership, the cotton crops being devastated by the boll
weevil, the Jim Crow laws and customs, and the horrific practice of murdering African
Americans by lynching (African American history thoughtCo.com).

Of major significance was

the unfair Southern educational system:
Eugene Kinckle Jones of the National Urban League observed that in 1920, in New York
City, $66 per year was spent on every child, white or black, for education, in sharp contrast to the
$1.25 per year spent in South Carolina on one black child. Southern farm children were educated
in one-room schoolhouses and were allowed to attend class only after working with their families
in the field (Aberjhani 138).
Harlem located in northern Manhattan, stretches from 114th Street to 156th Street between
the East Harlem River and St. Nicholas Avenue.

(Artsedge: Drop Me Off in Harlem).

Because of the Great Migration, “By approximately 1910, the 60,534-black people who lived
throughout the borough of New York City increased to 175,000 who lived solely in Harlem”
(Aberjhani 137). Harlem acquired many names: “Little Africa,” “Black Manhattan,” whatever
the name, “it became a city within a city about 50 blocks long, seven to eight blocks wide with as
many as 5,000 to 7,000 people living in a single block” (138). When Harlem was in vogue, its
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upper-class Black neighborhoods in Sugar Hill and ‘Striver’s Row’ housed many affluent writers
and other artists. Harlem also included residents from many Diasporas- Africans, as well as
African Caribbeans, who were fleeing the social stratification and imperialist systems throughout
the islands. It was a mixture of the working class, as well as an educated class who set out to
uplift and make the area a center of culture (138).
In 1925, critic, philosopher, and educator Alain Locke authored an anthology, The New
Negro, which was devoted exclusively to the life of Harlem. It became the declaration of the
Harlem Renaissance. The essay addressed the condition of the old Negro of the south, who on
the outside portrayed the unintelligent, shuffling along type, but beneath the ever-constant grin
and playful demeanor were dreams of a better life; he played the game with dignity to live to see
a better day. Author Nathan Irvin Huggins states, “The New Negro was rather, a man and a
citizen in his own right—intelligent, articulate, and self-assured” (3). The New Negro had left
behind the persons portrayed in Washington’s Famous Atlanta speech. Locke’s essay introduced
the transformation of the newly transplanted population. He states, “The mind of the Negro
seems suddenly to have slipped from under the tyranny of social imitation … and implied
inferiority…With this renewed self-respect and self-dependence, the life of the Negro
community is bound to enter a new dynamic phase” (4). Limitation had become a thing of the
past. Those who made the trip north arrived with a new vision of opportunities, social and
economic freedom, and a new spirit to achieve a better life. Locke perceived the diversity of the
Harlem community, and the commonality of their adverse experiences as a major opportunity for
race solidarity (7), where unity from all Black populations could bring about desired changes to
uplift their lives in a timelier manner.
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Huggins states, “The proclamation of the ‘New Negro’ was a statement by black
intellectuals that actual emancipation could no longer be denied” (4). The article signaled
mental liberation. Many Blacks decided to no longer live in the shadows; they flung off the
highly inflated stereotypes that had for too long been imposed on them and began to imagine
their own world — living within the reality of who they were culturally provided answers as to
how they could overcome oppression and many sets about concretely defining what it meant to
be black. A spirit of insistence and constant agitation for equality became the new principles
with which to fight for that which they knew to be their God-given right. The mere act of
standing within one’s self had given confidence that gained momentum and produced a
collectivity of purpose that ultimately inspired and fueled a movement.
Within fresh psychology, many African descended people began to realize that identity
was the link to restructure their lives; for them, the real genesis was to connect with their history
as a path to ultimate freedom. Author Eloise Johnson states, “A point of origin secures one’s
place in history (47) …Wholeness comes with truly knowing who you are and where you come
from” (52) … “During the Harlem Renaissance, artists were searching for a definitive answer to
the problem of establishing an art that was distinctly racial and culturally connected to Africa”
(80), yet the issue of identity held somewhat incongruent attitudes. Many of the intellectuals
directed African Americans to look to Africa for knowledge, knowing that by doing so, they
would come to know themselves through an African aesthetic. Perhaps, without an awareness
of the exact terminology or concept, many came to embrace a Sankofa tradition for cultural
restoration; yet there were others who were reluctant to accept their African identity, they
attempted to live within an illusion of having to become someone else, to be accepted in
America.
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The New Negro was moving forward towards collective effort and self-dependence with
less social dependence. In his manifesto, Locke foresaw Harlem as the location for
“rehabilitating the race in world esteem” (14). The awakening that Locke perceived was moving
the race aesthetic forward by monumental leaps and bounds. Rising from self-disenchantment to
race pride required recognize of self as the power to achieve one’s goals. Those that understood
the importance of standing in one’s cultural realized that it would be disadvantageous to look to
others as a savior. They knew the answers were inside themselves. They had only to cast off the
distraction of searching for illumination outside of their blackness which they had been taught
was a mantle for inferiority.
A nationalist expression of self-determination shaped a very different psyche where
purpose with positivity prevailed. African communalism can be witnessed in the unified
strategy developed by the Harlem community of offering financial support to those in need,
through “rent parties.” If a family lacked funds to pay their rent- they or someone in the
community would throw a ‘rent party’ where a band was hired, lots of food prepared and they
would charge guests to partake or just merely pass the hat so that a family wouldn’t find
themselves, along with all of their belongings, tossed out on the sidewalk. Those giving the
party would rearrange a living room, parlor, or perhaps a bedroom converting it to provide more
dancing and seating space. They would advertise by printing rhyming jingles on cards or leaflets
and distribute them. Parties were easy to distinguish by the colored lights in the windows. Some
other names for the rent party were “boogie” or “skiffle” (Aberjhani 279-280).
The sheer number of Blacks nearby formed tightly cohesive working relationships, and
through the intelligent organization, creativity was afforded a stage. Community businesses
increased and provided numerous opportunities. A more hopeful future inspired all art genres-
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literature, music, drama, dance, painting, sculpture, and movies, which helped to shape an
awakened black aesthetic. Harlem was pulsating with creativity and became the heartbeat of the
Renaissance. Several factors are attributed to Harlem’s success. First of all, Huggins posits,
“New York as the center of American publishing, art, music, and drama. It was America’s
cultural capital, open to cross-currents from around the world … there was to be a crossfertilization of intelligence and culture as in no other place in the world” (6). Secondly, African
descended people who had been involved in the war returned with an international awareness of
how imperialistic world domination functioned in Diasporas globally. Third, their own
subjugation led them to educate others and protest injustices. Finally, Eloise Johnson states,
“Harlem became the “Negro metropolis of the world”, a great mecca for sightseers, the curious,
the adventurous, the ambitious, the enterprising, and the talented of the whole Negro world; This
change in Harlem was due to the influx of writers, artists, philosophers, educators, actors, and
voyeurs” (9). Simultaneously, rebirths were occurring in other locations-nationally and
internationally (6). Harlem was in the process of becoming from every angle. Some believed in
the American dream; others believed it was just a dream; some had already awakened to a new
reality. In the meantime, Black intellectuals were busy organizing a blueprint for the liberation
of the black race; their goal was to create a better future for those lost in the nightmare.
As Black people attuned themselves with the natural law, to know one’s self, somewhat
of ‘ah-ha’ moment occurred where Blacks began to recognize their cultural worth. The Harlem
population began to envision new possibilities as somewhat of a domino effect began to transpire
rolling through the community like fire it ignited sparks of creativity, pride in blackness,
solidarity, and nationalism. The heighten awareness served as a bridge to connect them with their
African heritage; where they could be the beautiful people that they knew they were, many
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penned these revelations. Included in the following examples are some of the literary works that
made an everlasting impression on shaping a new life for African Americans. The
transformation is seen in the revolutionary works of the artists, as well as in the agendas put forth
by the theorists. Creativity was invigorated by a heightened awareness of self; inspired by
African art and culture.
Gwendolyn Brooks penned a poem that details the living condition of a vast number of
Blacks that moved to the Harlem area. During the population explosion, European homeowners
were faced with many vacant apartments and began to create multiple dwellings in one unit,
which were usually insufficient. Once Blacks moved in, many landlords became slum lords.
Authors Aberjhani and West state, “Residents of Harlem had to face rent cost that was $20-$30
higher than those paid by whites for the apartments of similar design with the same number of
rooms” (279) … [and] “By the end of the1930s, thirty percent of the apartment buildings lacked
proper bathrooms” (138). It is within this reality of housing disparity that Brooks wrote
“Kitchenette Building”:
We are things of dry hours and the involuntary plan,
Grayed in, and gray. “Dream” mate, a giddy sound, not strong
Like “rent,” “feeding a wife,” satisfying a ma.”
However, could a dream send up through onion fumes
It is white and violet, fight with fried potatoes
Moreover, yesterday’s garbage ripening in the hall,
Flutter, or sing an aria down these rooms,
Even if we were willing to let it in,
Had time to warm it, keep it very clean,
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Anticipate a message, let it begin?
We wonder. But not well! Not for a minute!
Since Number Five is out of the bathroom now,
We think of lukewarm water, hope to get in it. (Brooks 3)
Brooks reveals how many residents co-existed. Her take is, we are real, tangible beings
living in an agonizing existence. She lives in one of the converted living spaces called a
kitchenette; her days are spent in onion fumes, aromas of fried food, and yesterday’s garbage.
She has dreams, although presently intangible. She has dreams full of joy and fun, with good
flowery smells to erase her present reality. Dreams which are happy, and light; not trapped in
the heaviness of obligations like rent and food. She is hoping her dreams will come, but at the
moment, she is reminded that it is her time to get in a bathroom that is shared; she is hoping there
is still sufficient water available, though-lukewarm. Brooks speaks of those who have little; she
pens thoughts to expose one injustice many are forced to contend with—discriminatory housing
conditions.
In the philosophy of The New, Negro, Locke states, “We realize that we cannot be
undone without America’s undoing” (12). Even though the Harlem residents were experiencing
a change in their new environment, they realized they weren’t the only ones that needed to
change. The hegemonic system desperately needed restructuring. Racism was a major problem,
and complex. The inequity of what the American social creed professed and what it practiced
(13) was like day and night, and was highly visible in the treatment of African Americans during
the First World War.
Johnson states:
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At the outbreak, 200,000 black soldiers were shipped to France. Black soldiers
could not be trained with white troops, and most worked as menials within the
armed services…the American army warned the French troops not to fraternize
with Black troops, however the French soldiers treated the black soldiers as full
Americans…Through world travel Black soldiers came to understand the reality
that Blacks were treated inhumanely worldwide. This new sense of pride and
militancy contributed to the mood of the New Negro…Black troops returning
from World War I, heard Woodrow Wilson’s message of global democracy, but it
did not ring true for them. (Johnson 16-17)
With an informed awareness, the Black community was inspired to form organizations which
helped to promote the idea of Pan-Africanism, as marginalization had caused their oppositional
voices to grow louder.
The Jamaican poet, Claude McKay penned one of his most famous poems during the
period in American history known as the “Red Summer”- a summer of intense racial violence,
where race riots erupted in Arkansas, Chicago, and Washington, in which Whites attacked
Blacks. It would last into the fall of 1919. “If We Must Die”:
If we must die, let it not be like hogs hunted and penned in an inglorious
spot, While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs,
Making their mock at our accursed lot.
If we must die, O let us nobly die,
So that our precious blood may not be shed
In vain; then even the monsters we defy
Shall be constrained to honor us though dead!
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O kinsmen! We must meet the common foe!
Though far outnumbered let us show us brave,
And for their thousand blows deal one death-blow!
What though before us lies the open grave?
Like men we’ll face the murderous, cowardly pack,
Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back! (Gates 984)
Amidst this horrific period, “Eighty-Three African Americans were lynched- many of
them soldiers returning home from World War I. At the same time the Ku Klux Klan is
operating out of 27 states” (African History Thoughtco.com). In the midst of a very chaotic
America, Claude McKay encouraged African Americans to continue the fight against racist
oppression. African Americans had begun to expose the ills of segregation to the world through
newspapers, magazines, and were gathering strength through the many organizations that were
forming. McKay expressed social activism through his poetry, “he believed strongly that too
many black poets had hidden behind lofty standards of poetic refinement to keep from offending
white readers” (Gates 1004); for this reason he voiced his militancy utilizing high literary
standards, he refused to stoop to inferior art, while expressing his impatience with inequality.
James Mercer Langston Hughes. Poet, social activist, novelist, playwright, and columnist
was one of the foremost innovators in the literary world with a career that spanned from the
Harlem Renaissance to the Black Arts Movement. He acquired the title, the ‘people’s poet’, as
his poetry and fiction portrayed the lives of working-class blacks in America. Unlike his father
who was in denial of his Black ethnicity (Hughes 40); Hughes deeply loved his people, and fully
embraced the culture. His authenticity with cultural representation is substantiated in the
comments of Leopold Senghor. Victor A. Kramer states, “When asked in a 1967 interview in
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which poems of our American literature [do] you find evidence of Negritude? His reply was Ah,
in Langston Hughes; Hughes is the most spontaneous as a poet and blackest in experience” (235236).
Hughes, a contemporary of Alain Locke and W. E. B. DuBois was an early founder of a
Black aesthetic. He promoted art that was synonymous with the people. He believed art being
of the people should represent the people, and he never strayed from his deep convictions. He
demonstrated through his artistry, the importance of remaining true to one’s self. Kramer
maintains, “Hughes efforts to create a poetry that truly evoked the spirit of Black America
involved a resolution of conflicts centering on the problem of identity” (237). Contextually, his
works were directed to confront racial stereotypes, protest social conditions, and expand African
America’s self-image.
During the Renaissance people could freely ‘riff’, or create whatever they imagined,
however, it was widely perceived by many progressives that art should always reflect the
struggle of the people. One such advocate was W.E.B. DuBois, who in 1926 wrote the “Criteria
of Negro Art” in which he stated, “There is much to be expressed by the African American artist,
but “all art is propaganda and ever must be, despite the wailing of the purist. It is crucial for the
black artist to write of truth and justice, because this is what will propel the world into a true
position of beauty” (Gates 776). Within the great literary awakening of the Harlem
Renaissance, this controversy produced two streams of thought concerning black art that would
have far-reaching repercussions: Should artist of color create art for art sake, meaning to merely
produce aesthetically pleasing art; or “should art be used directly and intentionally, as an
instrument for social change” (Huggins 280). The more radical intellectuals and more
socio/politically, and culturally aware artists believed that art could and should perform
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didactically; that through style and content art should speak of the injustices of those that were
marginalized.
Langston Hughes and Countee Cullen were two writers that held oppositional
convictions. Cullen existed in a literary world torn between creating art, free from race or
political-isms. He chose to write in mainstream established traditions that secured a place for
him in the world of his white contemporaries. Huggins states, “One looks in vain in his poems to
find departures from convention … He never forgot his formal exercises from his Harvard
seminar …Cullen did not serve that function of poetry which molds the language into something
new” (213). Hughes on the other hand, created from an intuitive and spontaneous place within
… free to express truth in self, as he found it, not molded by someone’s ideas of acceptable form.
His was a blank page, open to experimentation. (221). Huggins confirms, “Hughes believed the
poet should not wrestle with rules of poetics; they distorted the freshness and trueness of the
poet’s vision, he did little rewriting …this belief in instinct gave Hughes a great respect for the
common man” (222). He chose to write of black life experiences and saw Cullen as betraying
his race by mimicking white writers. Whether traditional, or experimental, the writers that
created through a nationalist perspective generated excitement and made lasting impressions.
Clearly this dispute, was indicative of an identity crisis. Those that defended a
revolutionary art style helped to enlighten many and their insistence may have produced
therapeutic results for some. While a substantial portion of the Black population was becoming
steeped in self-awareness, many continued to function through a haze, trying to be something
that they weren’t, not realizing that they suffered the psychic trauma resulting from the
institution of slavery. Hughes addresses this dilemma in the following poem from a 1926 article
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in The Nation magazine entitled “The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain”. It clearly reflects
the mindset of disillusioned artists during the Renaissance:
One of the most promising of the young Negro poets said to me once, "I want to
be a poet--not a Negro poet," meaning, I believe, "I want to write like a white
poet"; meaning subconsciously, "I would like to be a white poet"; meaning behind
that, "I would like to be white." And I was sorry the young man said that, for no
great poet has ever been afraid of being himself. And I doubted then that, with his
desire to run away spiritually from his race, this boy would ever be a great poet.
But this is the mountain standing in the way of any true Negro art in America-this urge within the race toward whiteness, the desire to pour racial individuality
into the mold of American standardization, and to be as little Negro and as much
American as possible. (Gates 1267)
The enormity of the situation is mountainous, as it pertains to black artist who try to reach their
optimum goal, while they maneuver in a clouded reality. The problem is “DuBoisian” in nature.
Kramer concurs, he identifies it as “double consciousness the sense of always looking at one’s
self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in
amused contempt and pity” (237), a population that modeled themselves after the so-called high
culture, while simultaneously damming all that is Black.
Hughes interprets the psychosis of this phenomena:
For racial culture the home of a self-styled "high-class" Negro has nothing better
to offer. Instead there will perhaps be more aping of things white than in a less
cultured or less wealthy home. The father is perhaps a doctor, lawyer, landowner,
or politician. The mother may be a social worker, or a teacher, or she may do
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nothing and have a maid. Father is often dark but he has usually married the
lightest woman he could find. The family attends a fashionable church where few
really colored faces are to be found. And they themselves draw a color line. In the
North they go to white theaters and white movies. And in the South, they have at
least two cars and a house "like white folks." Nordic manners, Nordic faces,
Nordic hair, Nordic art (if any), and an Episcopal heaven. Kramer states, “In this
carefully thought-out manifesto, Hughes attempted to integrate the two facets of
double consciousness (the American and the Negro) into a single vision” (238).
A very high mountain indeed for the would-be racial artist to climb in order to
discover himself and his people. (Gates 1268)
Here again is an example of culturally conscious individuals attempting to express the
importance of identity. Each person is created unique unto themselves and this truth should be
recognizable, embraced, cherished, and must be at the root of creativity. To attempt to be
something that one is not, is failure from inception, as it is fraud. Hughes delved deep into the
wealth of Black culture, he did not side step that which was frowned upon, damned, or labeled
low culture, and he recognized the value in blackness that had yet to be given to the world.
Hughes was an authentic artist, and in expressing his cultural self, he began to blend traditional
poetry with jazz, making him a progenitor of the more radical sixties’ poets (Reid 9). Huggins
affirms, …”the promoters of the Harlem Renaissance were so fixed on a vision of ‘high’ culture
that they did not look very hard or well at jazz … were it not for Langston Hughes we would
have almost no specific notice of that art from the Harlem writers” (10).
The creators of the various art genres were producing black art about black people for
black people; it was indeed a rebirth and operating from a Black aesthetic became important to
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many who desired to live their cultural traditions. As their self-awareness evolved, they could
recognize themselves in a different light and began to judge their standards of beauty based on an
African cultural awareness. This new perspective is referenced by Langston Hughes, “this is
about us”, if it appeals to you fine; if not fine. We define our reality whether beautiful or ugly.
It is for our future that we are building our temples so that we can be truly free- free in ourselves
(Gates 1324).
Jump for Joy, was an All Black Musical Revue conceived by Duke Ellington, not only a
stellar musician, performer, but considered a class act and genuinely first rate human being. He
was one of the most influential figures in Jazz and one of the twentieth century’s best known
African American personalities. The show was labeled “the first socially significant show”
though not realized until just after the peak of the Harlem Renaissance. David Brent Johnson,
host of the jazz program “Night Lights: reveals:
The inspiration for the musical came after a late-night party that was attended by the
Ellington orchestra, civil rights activists, and Hollywood celebrities …It evolved into a
performance where the cast members spoke, sang, danced, and joked in rebellion against
traditional representations of blacks in movies and musical theater. In a bold break with
convention, Ellington expressly forbade the 60-member cast to “blacken up”, or artificially
darken their skin hues … No crying, no moaning, but entertaining, and with social demands as a
potent spice. The revue featured Dorothy Dandridge, the blues singer- Big Joe Turner, Langston
Hughes, Comedian- Wonderful Smith, and Ellington’s collaborator- Billy Strayhorn (lyricist for
the Ellington composition “Take the A-Train”) who assisted with scoring the show. It was
financed by the actor- John Garfield, directed by Nick Castle, and included input from Charlie
Chaplin, Orson Welles, and Mickey Rooney.
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Duke Ellington once said that Jump for Joy ‘was the hippest thing we ever did’. His
assistant Patricia Willard notes, “It fulfilled his lifelong criteria for success: “doing the right
thing, at the right time, in the right place, with the right people.” In an age when the film and
theater industries presented African-Americans primarily as servants and porters, as fearful and
clowning stereotypes, Duke Ellington dared to produce and grace a musical with the same
dignity, wit, beauty, and unbinding hipness that he always brought to his band. Jump for Joy is a
cultural milestone and another example of how this great American composer traversed the racial
and aesthetic boundaries of his time” (Johnson).
Jump for Joy, is socio/politically and culturally significant in that during an era of
American apartheid, the message was clearly a panacea helping to ensure racial pride. When
“Black face”, a malady of Jim Crow laws was popular in the theater, Ellington imparted a
didactic discourse to make people think. These early refusals to participate in buffoonery are
revolutionary, and are shining example as to how the arts can be used to instruct and enlighten,
while entertaining. This was long before the Civil Rights Era, and begun with a small conscious
group of people who acted on a simple premise of ‘enough is enough’.
Duke Ellington’s lyrics in Jump for Joy express a long-awaited message:
Fare thee well land of cotton.
Cotton isle is out of style,
Honey chile
Jump for Joy
Don’t you grieve little Eve
All the hounds I do believe
have been killed
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ain’t ‘cha thrilled?
Jump for Joy
Have you seen pastures groovy?
Green pastures was just a technicolor movie
When you stomp up to heaven and you meet old Saint Pete
Tell that boy
“Jump for joy”
Step right in
give Pete some skin and
Jump for Joy. (genius.com)
The lyric is bidding the South farewell, farewell to the land of cotton, cotton is out of
style- there’s something new happening and be glad about it. Little Eve, references the character
in “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” the little white girl who befriends Uncle Tom and sees no difference
between blacks and whites. “All the hounds I do believe have been killed.” The dogs that were
used to hunt runaway slaves. “Ain’t cha thrilled?” Be joyous. Green Pastures alludes to the
movie that was released in 1936; it featured an all-Black cast, with a biblical referenced
storyline. When you get to heaven and see St. Peter, “step right in, give Pete some skin” (slang-a
tactile greeting- performed by slapping hands), and “jump for joy”. There is reason to be joyous.
The visual impact of blacks seeing themselves in positive situations was like turning on millions
of lights within their consciousness. This much-needed inspiration was the salve for a deeply
wounded psyche because of the stereotypes of minstrelsy and Jim Crow.
In the 1930’s, America was caught up in the great depression. African Americans were
hardest hit, they were the first to be laid off from their jobs, and they suffered from an
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unemployment rate two to three times that of whites. At the same time whites were calling for
the jobs that blacks worked. In early public assistance programs African Americans often
received substantially less aid than whites, and some charitable organizations even excluded
blacks from their soup kitchens. Racism was rampant, discrimination was clearly a part of
President Roosevelt’s New Deal in housing and employment projects, and lynching in the South
had severely increased (Aberjhani 127-129). Problematic for African descended people in all
Diasporas was the common practice of colorism, which was established through colonial rule, it
reinforced separation, and promoted a false hierarchy that functioned to halt any form of unity.
Globally, an assertive awareness was beginning to crystalize. Poet, essayist, activist,
playwright, and politician Aime’ Cesaire states. “I believe that at that time in the history of the
world there was a coming to consciousness among Negroes, and this manifested itself in
movements that had no relationship … Unbeknownst, Parallel movements such as the “Negro
Renaissance Movement in the United States, La Revue indigene in Haiti, Negrismo in Cuba, and
Negritude in Europe and the Caribbean were emerging” (Interview 27). Such movements were
not organized simultaneously, however, because all diasporic Africans lives were affected by
discrimination, there was indeed synchronicity.
In 1931, Aime Cesaire, along with Leopold Senghor (who went on to become the prime
minister of Senegal), and his childhood friend, Leon Gontian Damas, were students in France
and begun to question how they were being identified under French colonial rule.
Cesaire reveals:
Until that time, until my generation, the French and the English, but especially the
French-had followed the politics of assimilation unrestrainedly. We didn’t know
what Africa was. Europeans despised everything about Africa, and in France
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people spoke of a civilized world and a barbarian world. The barbarian world
was Africa, and the civilized world was Europe. Therefore, the best thing one
could do with an African was to assimilate him; the ideal was to turn him into a
Frenchman with black skin. (Interview 28). “The West told us that in order to be
universal, we had to start by denying that we were black…I on the contrary, said
to myself, the more we were black, the more universal we would be. (Cesaire
biography, selected writings 1)
In Paris, a small group of Blacks developed a strong solidarity to challenge the imposed
marginalization, and begun to discover themselves. Senghor, provided a path of Sankofa by
introducing Cesaire to African history and culture; which in turn artistically allowed him to
produce works with more political and critical relevance. Their struggle against the indifference
birthed a movement which endeavored to question French colonial rule and restore the cultural
identity of Blacks in the African Diasporas (Cesaire Biography 1).
Negritude, was the movement against assimilation. Blacks responded by searching for
self, while attempting to relinquish a well-developed inferiority complex. It was the affirmation
that one is black and proud of it. It strengthen solidifies the solidarity between all blacks. While
existing in an atmosphere of rejection, globally, Blacks came to a consciousness that as African
descended people, we have a cultural heritage of great civilizations; that has been written out of
history books. We don’t accept that. We are black, proud of it, and will represent our beautiful
Black past in our lives (Interview 30). Amiri Baraka states, “Cesaire defines Negritude in 1959
as the awareness of being black, the simple acknowledgement of a fact which implies acceptance
of it, a taking charge of one’s destiny as a black man, of one’s history and culture. Here there is
self- knowledge, self-affirmation, and the move to liberation” (Callaloo).
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“The path of transitioning into one’s authentic self” is a process, Cesaire states, “There
must first be work directed at a “decolonization of their consciousness” (29). Negritude was
self-defining, and provided a bridge between Africa and the Diasporas. Words have power.
From a racial slur, they crafted a word that helped solidify a collective in Black communities.
Engaging “Negritude as a posture for revolt against oppression” (Diagne 3), alerted the larger
community that Blacks had taken control of their power. It also shaped a literary revolution and
produced an affirmation of self-recognition. The literature of Negritude was a voice of revolt, of
resentment, a voice of freedom, most importantly- a voice for retrieved identity. Throughout his
life, he was a social activist. From his Discourse on Colonialism, Cesaire writes: “A civilization
that proves incapable of solving the problems it creates is a decadent civilization. A civilization
that chooses to close its eyes to its most crucial problems is a stricken civilization. A civilization
that uses its principles for trickery and deceit is a dying civilization.” (Biography 4). From
Repression to expression, globally African descended people had a brand-new vision as a result
of observing themselves, one could say, through a wide angled lens.
Theater in the Harlem Renaissance was evolutionary in that Blacks were allowed a stage
for productions, even though some performances still reeked of minstrelsy. During the early part
of the twentieth century W. E. B. Dubois and Alain Locke had two opposing visions of theatre as
a vehicle for moving the agenda of African Americans forward. Author Samuel A. Hay states
DuBois’s theatre was to be one of protest, strictly political, “that depicted the struggle of African
Americans against racism…reflected as model human beings and historical figures” (3). He
envisioned dramatization within a didactic framework to reflect social and self-criticism,
utilizing high literacy. His objective was to familiarize Blacks with their history, as well as make
a statement to whites about their humanity. On the other hand, Locke found DuBois’s theater
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unbelievable; he imagined an art theater, not one of protest and started grooming young writers
accordingly. His goal was to represent “folk art”, inclusive would be all folks that comprise a
community- high culture as well as low culture, using ordinary language. Despite opposing
tenets, both were influential in advancing Black theatre (5).
Some of the poets of the Harlem Renaissance are well known while others writers had
smaller voices. Helen Johnson, one of the youngest poets of the time, a cousin of the wellknown novelist of the time Dorothy West, and a friend of Zora Neale Hurston, chose to write
poetry for poetry’s sake, not necessarily following a theme. However her work, merely entitled
“Poem” was most significant for raising self-esteem. This work expresses her sense of race pride
and passionately articulates a love that is alive within her cultural awareness:
Little brown boy,
Slim, dark, big-eyed,
Crooning love songs to your banjo
Down at the Lafayerre
Gee, boy, I love the way you hold your head,
High sort of and a bit to one side,
Like a prince, a jazz prince, And I love
Your eyes flashing, and your hands,
And your patent-leathered feet,
And your shoulders jerking the jig-wa
And I love your teeth flashing,
And the way your hair shines in the spotlight
Like it was the real stuff,
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Gee, brown boy, I loves you all over,
I’m glad I’m a jig, I’m glad I can
Understand your dancing’ and your
Singing; and feel all the happiness
And joy and don’t care in you,
Gee, boy, when you sing, I can close my ears
And hear tom-toms just as plain,
Listen to me, will you, what do I know
about tom-toms? But I like the word, sort of,
Don’t you? It belongs to us.
Gee, boy, I love the way you hold your head,
And the way you sing, and dance,
and everything.
Say, I think you’re wonderful. Your’re
All right with me,
You are. (Lewis 277-278)
This poem exemplifies a heightened awareness of one’s cultural Blackness. It is written
for her lover who is a jazz musician. Johnson expresses “black as beautiful”. She admires how
he appears under the spotlight on stage. Speaking from a deep prideful place inside of her, she is
saying I’m black, you’re black; therefore, we understand one another- others may not relate to
your song, but I get it. She references the famous theatre in Harlem “The Lafayette”, the first
major theatre to desegregate in 1913. She equates her love of jazz, love of her prince, and her
overall joy with hearing tom-toms as a cultural bridge. Through her ebony prince, she feels the
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connection with the motherland. The freedom of jazz music inspires the singer to dance and
arouses passion in her. She is emotionally transported by the drums and is exorbitantly happy.
To affirm love for one’s identity is resistance- when one is individually standing within their
culture, they are voicing their cultural solidarity with others who love themselves.
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Chapter 3
The Black Arts Movement-Can you hear me now?
The Black Arts Movement was “referred to as a component of the sixties
movement, an intense revolutionary period with rebellions in Harlem, Rochester, Watts, Detroit,
Newark, Cleveland, and many other cities that caused revolts of immense proportions”, states
poet, author, filmmaker, teacher, activist, and social critic Kalumu ya Salaam (Historical
Overviews of The Black Arts Movement). It was born symbolically in Harlem, with the death
of Malcolm X in 1965. The initial designers were drawn to a Nationalistic philosophy
articulated by Malcolm X, who taught that freedom for Blacks would only be realized when
Blacks reawakened to their history, and lived within a cultural understanding of their African
identity (Robson 8-9), an idea that had begun to resonate with a group of highly intellectual
artists, who were outraged as the atrocities against Blacks continued.
The racial upheaval in America saw no shortage of issues for the BAM to address and the
artistic community undertook them all. Nathan Hare, author of The Black Anglo-Saxons, fought
to establish a Black Studies department at San Francisco State University (Salaam 3). Hare
along with Robert Chrisman founded the Black Scholar, the first journal of black studies and
research in this country (5). There were the ongoing battles for equal rights and justice which
involved confrontations with the white power structure. Author David Robson states, “The
movement began underground in people’s homes, in corner cafes, and in university quads”
(Robson 69), and soon expanded having organizations in nearly every major city in America,
with California and the Chicago/Detroit areas as the centers for the Black Arts ideological
leadership, while New York remained its heartbeat (Salaam 3).
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It acquired poets, painters,

novelists, sculptors, playwrights, and musicians that eventually inspired a national solidarity.
Their goal was to creatively engage art to liberate African descended people.
Thomas Jefferson stated, “I hold that a little rebellion now and then is a good thing, and
as necessary in the political world as storms in the physical” (Monticello.org)—The Black Arts
Movement was that generation. In some aspects, the conflict of the sixties was antithetical to Gil
Scott Heron’s lyric “The revolution will not be televised”, as the constant rebellion was a hot
topic daily for the evening news. The message was loud and harsh so unlike the pleadings put
forth by the intellectuals of the Renaissance. The artists of the new movement were raging, their
words and actions were screaming to the dominant society: you never listened before—can you
hear me now? Against a prejudiced invisibility, the artists/intellectuals began to rave against
hegemonic oppression through art. Refusing to conform within an illusion of equality, they took
resistance to new heights. The development of the movement could be thought of as a rebirthing of the HR, and an extension of the Civil Rights Movement, however, it was critically,
considered more radical (Robson 9). Whereas the writers during the Renaissance had
consistently attempted to reason with whites to get them to comprehend the humanity of Blacks,
but also recognize their own inhumanity; the activists of the Black Arts Movement completely
gave up the indignity of begging. As past experiences had been futile, these intellectuals were
not writing to or for whites, or using their standards of traditional literature as a prototype for
their newly crafted creations. Their work had an entirely new objective—to affect the oppressed
Black populations and awaken them to a sense of purpose, to gather them in a spirit of
nationalism so that they could liberate themselves.
An international climate of unrest led to critical perspectives on Black culture and more
relevantly helped define African American identity. Amidst the turbulent sixties, a visual culture
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of resistance became vogue. The representation of one’s cultural political awareness was
usually symbolized by raising a closed fist as a greeting, and professing “power to the people”,
or “right on”. African Americans began to ‘walk the talk’. Replacing one’s slave name with an
African name was popular and Blacks quite stylishly wore natural hairstyles, such as afro’s and
braids. The “in” attire was the “Bold as Black like me” African styles of woven fabric, and
colorful patterns proudly worn to reflect solidarity. Men could be seen in long robes, called
buba’s with kufi caps, or dashikis, and women sported kaftans and head wraps, called geles. No
matter the outfit, it was essential to show one’s unity with the people. Visual representation of
protest reinforced countless words. The drum would return to Black communities, as a popular
instrument to be enjoyed, and through a time of extreme turmoil, cool became customary.
Overall, much like Martin Delany’s strategy against oppression; for African Americans, being
one’s blackest was itself resistance.
The word “Soul”, seemed to roll off nearly everyone’s tongue to describe everything
“hip”. Despite its eternalness, it gained popularity as a word used in the African American
cultural experience. Author Stephen Henderson posits, “Soul” as the American counterpart of
the African “Negritude” (115), and defines it as:
“A distinct quality of Negro-ness growing out of the Negro’s experience and not
his genes … it is the feeling with which an artist invests his creation, the style
with which a man lives his life. It is, above all, the spirit rather than the letter: a
certain way of feeling, a certain way of expressing oneself, and a certain way of
being” (115). It is a certain kind of walk, talk, gesture, dance, or attitude …
manifestation of primal spiritual energy … though physical as well as “all of the
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unconscious energy of the Black Experience (124) … An awareness with a
seemingly inexhaustible energy. (128)
Eloise Johnson affirms “Soul reflects (itutu) what the Yoruba culture defines as coolness or
hipness, which enjoins the ancestral relationship (78-79). In other words during the BAM, soul
came to represent the epitome of blackness, reflected by African descended people in all of their
creativity.
While African Americans were coming to terms with their African identity, the
hegemonic system was intent on keeping Blacks subjugated through denying equality in all
areas. A systematic process of exclusion had been created for African descended people; and
much like Edward Said’s theory, where the dominant society attaches fictional attributes to a
people, who they redefine themselves against; those who are deceptively imagined are kept at
arm’s length as “societal others”. This process represents an illusion of race. At the time
integration was a foremost issue. Many people that didn’t want to deal critically and realistically
with the matter of racial injustice would merely confess “we are all the same” however, to
simply acknowledge similarities reflects no in-depth understanding of cultural difference; it
further inhibits solutions to racial discord. Difference exists harmoniously in nature, and within
our difference there should be a concerted effort to find mutuality to learn and grow.

There is a

myriad of cultural knowledge to be ascertained and enjoyed. The real problem was how to
become the just society spoken of by the early authors, who professed “liberty and justice for
all”! Clearly, the democratic concept was in jeopardy. Intellectuals of the movement were more
focused on what integration actually meant and how this professed inclusion would equate with
equal rights and justice for Black populations.
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Africans in Diasporas have lost hundreds of years of their true identity, and although they
have become a part of the dominate culture, they like other ethnicities maintain a distinct culture
within the mainstream. Instinctively, they retain parts of their African identity through ethnic
memory, where traditional culturalisms which they cherish and elect to hold on to, are embedded
in their soul. In an interview with commentator Bill Moyer, distinguished playwright August
Wilson addresses the issue of African Americans not being allowed the dignity to live as
Africans. Wilson explains the injustice that they are subjected to, stating:
African culture is separate and distinct from mainstream white American culture. There
are reasons why African Americans don’t fully embrace that part of them that is African, Wilson
explains [this] “is attributed to the linguistic environment in which we live in”, in which we are
all subjected to, whites included. Dictionaries define black, or anything associated with black as
negative; while white is associated with positive descriptions. (Moyers/Wilson).
These derogatory images solidify negative connotations in people’s minds. Moyers
response was that some mainstream Americans feel that for blacks to emerge in the culture, to
thrive, they must become a part of the white culture. Wilson asks: “Why are blacks expected to
melt into white society, when Orientals and other cultures are allowed cultural differences.
Wilson concludes by stating, “I don’t have to adopt European values, European aesthetics, and
European ways of doing things to live in the world” (Moyers/Wilson).
Dr. Molefi Asante concurs:
It is unreasonable to expect African Americans to divest themselves of culture
when such unilateral divestiture is neither required nor expected of other cultural
groups. Embedded in the suggestion is a notion of power and hierarchy according
to which only communities considered of low status are required to abandon their
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essential characteristics, while others seek to preserve their characteristics for
generations yet unborn. (Afrocentric Idea 13)
To presume such is clearly an absurd imperialistic mindset.
The aspiration to make everyone the same raises questions: what is the purpose? What is
to be gained? And who will be served by the uniformity? A major consideration is what
becomes of the original culture’s identity, their traditions, etc. To blend cultures into some
homogenous synthesis is extremely problematic. Furthermore, creating new terms to classify or
re-classify a population such as hybridization, or subaltern-which implies lower status, is highly
suspect. Globalization has brought ethnicities closer, all cultures should look intensely at their
own cultures to begin to function within a global cultural cohesiveness. Respect is central, along
with humility, which must rest upon justice and equality.
Along with the overt problem of racism, identity and representation posed a major
dilemma. Psychologically, slavery had adversely impacted Black as well as white populations.
Blacks desperately needed to be resurrected from a polluted past. Initially, a sense of worth had
to be instilled in many Blacks who had come to believe that they were inferior and upon whom
struggling had taken its toll. Tellingly, the sixties intellectuals were driven by a new fire, having
witnessed little change from the protest put forth during the Harlem Renaissance; the new
artists/intellectuals began to disconnect from mainstream America and an earlier plan of
redemption was enlivened.
During an era of harsh realities and extreme violence, Author Julius E. Thompson posits,
“the most pressing demands which many blacks sought a solution to as: Freedom from
enslavement and destruction of family; The right to earn a living; Freedom from harassment,
terror, and violence; Equal justice; The right to vote; The right to quality education; The
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movement toward integration, or alternatively, escape from oppression; Recognition of the
African cultural heritage; and The right to self-pride and an end to stereotyping” (23). What was
needed was a liberating ideology—a new Black aesthetic. This was achieved by a collective of
creative artists and academicians; two major architects of the BAM were Amiri Baraka and Larry
Neal.
Out of the oppressive fog of the 1960’s; a light appeared with Everett LeRoy Jones, who
would later become Amiri Baraka, poet, novelist, essayist, agitator, activist, playwright,
organizer, and chief orchestrator of the Black Arts Movement. Author William J. Harris states,
Jones was born the 7th of October in 1934, in Newark, New Jersey to a middle class upwardly
mobile family (3). As a child, he socially interacted with whites, and came to realize through his
education, how stifling any knowledge of his culture was. He attended Howard University for
two years, but found the school “devoted to middle-class values and filled with Negro selfhatred” (3), totally uninspired and refusing conformity, he left. Two significant moments helped
to chart a course for his life’s work. While a sergeant in the Air Force, he happened upon a
bookstore on the Southside of Chicago and a serious transformation took place.
Baraka states:
What it was that seemed to move me then was that learning was important; I’d
never thought that before. The employment agency I’d last gone to college at, the
employment agency approach of most schools I guess, does not emphasize the
beauties the absolute joy of learning … I vowed, right then, to learn something
new every day. It was a deep revelation, something I felt throughout my whole
self. I was going to learn something every day. That’s what I would do. Not just
as a pastime, something to do in the service, but as a life commitment. (4-5)
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This discovery set a precedence in his coming to understand every aspect of himself.
This critical statement provides insight into the self-discipline he acquired and the underlying
motivation that transformed an extraordinary thinker into an artistic revolutionary. The second
revelation came while reading a poem in the New Yorker. Jones was brought to tears upon
realizing that the supposed example of high art poeticism had nothing to do with him as a Black
poet. Through an awakening of what he wasn’t, he came to face his life’s work in a
representative aesthetic through which he could express who he was, relative to other Blacks (5).
These two eureka moments established his life’s path.
Baraka’s intellectual passion, led him to Greenwich Village, among a community of
avant-garde poets: “Allen Ginsberg of the Beat Generation, Frank O’Hara of the New York
School, and especially Charles Olson of the Black Mountain Group” (6), who like him, were also
searching for avenues away from the bourgeois class. The poet collective was connected by their
shared socio/political awareness, and for a while, the affiliation provided a framework to blend
intellectualism with creativity. However, he came to realize that within their shared societal
perceptions, a void still persisted in his life struggles, a part of him that needed his full
participation. (Harris 30). His experiences with police brutality and an unjust legal system (10)
helped to confirm his decision to move from bohemianism to Black Nationalism. In 1960 he
embarked on a trip to Cuba which further grounded him in a revolutionary reality. Baraka states.
“The trip was a turning point in my life…Cuba split me open” (7). Harris states, “After the trip,
he began his long voyage toward a politically committed art and, not coincidentally, a movement
toward blackness and a third-world perspective” (7). These experiences evolved a highly
focused and deeply committed activist. He came to understand that more than just an awareness
of political change was needed. In Cuba, he witnessed young intellectuals craft plans to
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transform society and act upon them (8). He returned home with a new agenda— art with
activism.
Baraka’s ideology evolved within a reality that culture and art are intrinsically joined.
Author Theodore R. Hudson states Jones (Baraka) defines culture as “simply how one lives and
is connected to history by habit (41). It is the sum total of one’s life experience- style of home,
food, dance, and dress, how one worships, and one’s whole soul expression is rooted in one’s
cultural history. For African descended people, art so deeply represents the culture and is
understood in the symbolism of the circle, where all cultural traditions are intertwined. Jones
declares, “Art is supposed to decorate people’s houses, their skin, clothes, to make them expand
their minds, and it’s supposed to be right in the community , where they can have it when they
want it … it’s supposed to be as essential as a grocery store … That’s the only way art can
function naturally” (42). Above all, for the Black artist, art must be expressed through truth and
genuine experience. This concept is intrinsically contrary to an imperialistic aspect of “high” or
“low” art (44). Theoretically, for the Black Arts creator, poets, in particular, Baraka’s
perspective offered a cultural framework within which to create- one in which the artist must
authentically perform from a Black experience, not from a hegemonic reference, attempting to be
something that he/she is not. Theorizing culture and the functionality of art, Jones made some
astounding declarations which became the argument for a Black aesthetic—“the black artist must
express his unique experience in America through unique forms; his art, consequently, must be
judged by criteria that take those unique forms into consideration” (Harris 125). In this way, the
artist could be left alone to create and just “be,” meaning to live naturally, not being held hostage
through, unnatural conformity.
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Baraka’s work, like many of the Black Arts poets, did not incorporate ideas of traditional
form; much like painters who colored outside of the lines, he refused barriers and restrictions. In
dissecting his works, one can find within his creative process spontaneity, the improvisation of
feeling, or free intuitive, artistic creation, (Hudson 64). Hudson states, “Jones tenet that the
essence of art is a process rather than artifact ... one must also keep in mind his insistence upon
initial reliance upon what is felt rather than upon what is thought … He favored black idioms,
thought, grammar, and syntax” (59). Author John Lowney situates the poet as a Jazz Griot.
Baraka demonstrates owning and operating within a Black aesthetic through interjecting “the
trope of freedom formally as well as thematically, through typographic and special variation and
through fragmented phrasing. Baraka likewise manipulates pitch and tonality … His
“ideophonic performance suggest his extensive knowledge of African music, African aesthetics,
and jazz improvisation (421), No matter what form, technique, style, or genre Amiri Baraka was
a distinctly brilliant artistic creator.
Harris states, “Baraka uses the metaphor of the boy who cried out that the emperor has no
clothes to describe the role of the artist” (127). Like the boy, His blatant social critiques at times
were offensive to some, but he did not shy from speaking the truth. He preferred to give accurate
societal assessments. Baraka believed that America had institutionally denied reality (127),
therefore his literature was intended to expose, annihilate; and through the violent eruption,
impart an understanding of a venomous situation to purge an oppressive society. As Jones
matured, his work grew to profess a spirituality essence because of, and in spite of the hopeless
situation that permeated American society. Jones defines his earlier works as “a cloud of
abstractions and disjointedness” (Hudson 133). He came to see that his prior writings had been
comprehended outside of his culture, therefore his later works came to reflect the problematic
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nuts and bolts of Black reality. In time, Jones transformed into what Hudson calls, “an activist
priest poet” (145), where Form and content became a bit weightier to reflect a more unifying
nationalist poeticism. Hudson states, “Increasingly, he emphasizes the divinity of black people,
trying to make them see their cause as spiritual and their actions as religious duty” (138). As his
work became more performance directed, it exhibited nuances of Black spirituality; he infused
the power of Black magic to awaken and enliven the oppressed.
Baraka’s poem “Black Art” launched Black Art and makes a statement about the severity
of the era; his roar is heard and felt. He states: “… poems are bullshit” unless they tell the truth
and advance political interests … We want poems that kill, assassin poems” (Hudson 45). He is
saying we need to annihilate the horrific situation in which Blacks in America live. He further
implies what is needed is a “put it on him poem” (45), one that deeply affects, arouses, and stirs
one to take action to improve the situation. Within the poem, he is writing against “love poems,”
and questioning, how can one write love poems, when all the societal filth is being regurgitated
daily. He further urges us to “clean out the world for virtue and love” (45). He directs us to do
better. This poem was to shock one out of a blasé, complacency into the painful, yet truthful
reality. Baraka was driven to implement a new artistic politicism. Harris states, “Baraka set the
tone of the black poem in the 1960s” (137), and helped to establish “soldier poets” (135), that
continue to write through their authentic cultural voice, as evidence that major poets need not
conform to established rules proclaimed as universal (138).
Phillip Brian Harper states, “S0S” is part of Baraka’s collection Black Art, comprising
poems written in 1965 and 1966” (237). The poem sent a call out to Black People- A distress
signal, to emphasize the troubling situation that Black people were in. The poem implies
nationalism when it states, “all Black people,” and Pan-Africanist content as it addresses Black
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people, “wherever you are” with an immediacy; which suggests the critical nature of the alert. In
the poem, Baraka demands that Black people get with the new program, the new Black art
aesthetic that is joined with political consciousness for liberation; He instructs the
intellectual/activist to tune in and tune up, meaning to unify within a nationalistic solidarity.
Many poets indeed heard the call and became dedicated disciples; intoxicated by the new
aesthetic, the work spoke for the intensity of their purpose. While at times the new poetry
appeared extremely inflammatory, it must be understood that to the artists fighting oppression
within the reality of “the pen being mightier than the sword” words at times, had to be razor
sharp. The Black Arts artist brought a new dimension of creating which culminated in what
Author Regina B. Jennings stated as, “A new aesthetic that represented the ethos, pathos, and
expression of African Americans, and although the tone was indeed revolutionary, anarchy was
not the goal…These poets considered themselves to be word soldiers for black people, defending
their right to have equality, honor, and glory” (119). The new aesthetic would have to contain
powerful convictions to challenge and change oppression.
Larry Neal, poet, writer, activist, and professor, was one of the most influential figures of
the Black Arts Movement. He was born on September 5, 1937, in Atlanta, Georgia and grew up
in Philadelphia. It was there that he got a dual degree in English and History from Lincoln
University in 1961, and earned a prestigious creative writing award. He went on to take graduate
courses in folklore at the University of Pennsylvania and earned a master’s degree in 1963.
During his college years “He gained an appreciation for all aspects of black life, such as folk
tales, slang, and street chants, and used them as sources of artistic expression” (Contemporary
Black Biography). He later moved to New York, married, and became editor at The Liberator, a
Black Nationalist magazine.
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Baraka and Neal met as young comrades, fighting imperialistic injustices. They would
later recognize organic artistry in one another and through collaboration were inspired. Baraka
states, “To create an art, a literature that would fight for black people’s liberation with as much
intensity as Malcom X, our “Fire Prophet” (Neal ix-x). Both were revolutionary innovators on
the frontline of change. In 1968, Neal, dubbed theorist and spiritual leader of the movement
wrote an essay which so superbly defined the movement’s ideology and has become the
referenced historical discourse to better understand the era.
Some basic tenets are:
The Black Arts Movement is radically opposed to any concept of the artist that
alienates him from his community; [the artist] … primary duty is to speak to the
spiritual and cultural needs of Black people … implicit in this reevaluation is the
need to develop a ‘black aesthetic’ … The Black artist must create new forms
and new values, sing new songs (or purify old ones); and along with other Black
authorities, he must create a new history, new symbols, myths and legends … We
advocate a cultural revolution in art and ideas … It is clear that the question of
human survival is at the core of contemporary experience … The black artist must
address himself to this reality in the strongest terms possible. In a context of
world upheaval, ethics and aesthetics [the Black Artist] must interact positively
and be consistent with the demands for a more spiritual world” (Neal 62-64).
Neal further stated, Without a strong sense of Nationalism Black people would
not survive America. (130)
The essay profoundly addressed the needs and aspirations of the community and
established the movement as a lifeline between the poets and the people. Since America had
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established a racist segregated nation, the intellectuals resolved to operate outside of mainstream
society to focus exclusively on themselves. They directed their energy entirely towards Black
communities where art, all art genres, could speak in the loudest voice to forward their goal of
liberation. It was in this spirit of purpose driven creativity that a blueprint for a Black aesthetic
was formed.
Within this ideology, Neal called for an art that was “as black as our music … a funky
verse … a bebop and new music poetry … An art that would educate and unify black people”
(Neal x). At the time, clearly music was magically transforming society, it was the voice of a
generation to educate and unify. As with music, the intellectual’s goal was to re-structure Black
literature … to “re-evaluate Western aesthetics, the traditional role of the writer, and the social
function of art” (62-63) … and to transform the Euro-American cultural sensibility, as applicable
to black creative artist (64) … transforming would also mean, enjoining ethics and aesthetic”
(65). Black art was boldly juxtaposed with traditional art forms to make an important cultural
statement. Now that Black art and culture was defined, Neal would articulate within the new
aesthetic— “the relationship between art and politics, [as well as] … the art of politics” (62). The
objective was to assure the uplifting of all African descended people- politically, culturally,
economically, and socially; this would be accomplished by initially advancing a strong cultural
identity through political art. One very relevant point that Neal advocated for was the dissolution
of individuality (a separatist Westernized approach to life), and return to an African cultural
sensibility of communalism, meaning assume an African collective consciousness; to work
towards a more culturally/spiritual world (64). These young intellectuals were performing the
rites of purification; which they communicated, and understood as a necessary process to shift
into a state of wholeness (62-64). As they proceeded within a new activism, new creative
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standards required new articulation. No longer waiting for acceptance or approval, the
architects began to fashion and shape resistance in numerous art forms.
Salaam states, “Larry Neal proclaimed, “Black Arts the aesthetic and spiritual sister of
the Black Power concept” (1). Black power had been previously used to generally refer to
nationalistic uplift of the Black race, however during the sixties it was popularized by Stokely
Carmichael, who would become the leader of SNCC, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee.
Professor Peniel E. Joseph affirms:
By 1966, black power defined a movement for racial solidarity, cultural pride, and
self-determination. More than that, its urgent rhetoric, militant posture, and
defiant tone made the phrase a clarion call for an increasingly revolutionary age
… it came to be defined as the cutting edge of black activism (755). The era
produced the Black Panther Party, “the most visible face of radicalism in the
1960’s … organized in response to brutal and violent conditions in Oakland’s
ghettos, and inspired by the dignity of black sharecroppers in Lowndes County,
Alabama, who insisted on their right to vote … they were committed to
transforming America’s social and political institutions, these activists served free
breakfasts, staffed prison inmates, and attended and taught political education
classes in hopes of shaping a new world.” (762-764)
The various components of the movement can be seen as fundamental in helping to
liberate a subjugated people. Larry Neal’s commitment is highly spoken of by artist/activist
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Jayne Cortez:
Larry Neal jumped into the middle of the whirlpool of cultural activity in the early
1960s and 70s. A young man, a young poet/writer/activist, with friends and
associates who together doo wopped, finger popped, name dropped, orally
bounced information off of each other, offered social and political comments to
audiences, and produced books, magazines and articles that gave voice to unheard
voices of alternative attitudes and viewpoints” … linking his poetry to the black
struggle for liberation, [he] stood in the front row of the literary part of the march
for civil rights, the literary part of the need for revolution. (Neal 171)
Built upon pillars of Nationalism, a premise that “black people share a common identity
and destiny” (Robson 12); the Black Arts theoreticians fine-tuned and expanded the Black
Aesthetic of the Harlem Renaissance. Nationalism supports direct responsibility for self.
Cultural awareness reveals true identity; a remembered consciousness will produce selfconfidence; self-empowerment can then be achieved. When coupled with the collective aspect
of African communalism there is immediate unity which can then produce unlimited possibilities
to positively impact community.
The literary movement was tremendously strengthened by Black publishing houses that
supported the new writer’s insistence for social, political, and cultural change. Dudley Randall, a
gifted writer, poet, and visionary founded Broadside Press. Based in Detroit, it would become
‘the major black press in America’ during the Black Arts Movement (Thompson 28), and would
anchor the careers of Nikki Giovanni, Margaret Walker, Gwendolyn Brooks, Etheridge Knight,
Margaret Danner, Langston Hughes, Amiri Baraka, Don L. Lee, and Sonia Sanchez. The other
major press was Haki Madhubuti’s Third World Press in Chicago (Salaam 6). Two New York-
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based publications, Dan Watts “Liberator magazine”, and “Freedomways” worked to distribute
the movement’s philosophy (Salaam 4). Other prominent publications were Negro Digest/Black
World, Jet, and Ebony edited by the intellectual walking sourcebook Hoyt Fuller (5). The wide
circulation of these Johnson publications were extremely important in disseminating an activist
aesthetic to Black communities. Other writer’s groups significant to the formation of the
movement were: Umbria, a collective of young Black writers based in Manhattan’s Lower East
Side established an oppositional voice to the traditional literary establishment, the Uptown
Writers Movement, of which Neal was a part. On Guard for Freedom, and the Harlem Writers
Guild (2).
English bibliographer Celia C. Daniel confirms, “Madhubuti, formerly known as Don L.
Lee, a major poet, essayist, editor, and publisher throughout the Black Arts Movement,
“embodies the trues spirit of a renaissance man” (3). He was born in 1942 in Little Rock,
Arkansas, and raised in Detroit. His political and cultural contributions were at the center of the
movement. As a fierce advocate of self-determination, self-reliance, and social protest for the
Black community, his ingenious contributions were directed at raising black awareness, through
providing mental spaces where one’s thoughts could soar and connect with Black matter; or the
place where true self is recognized. “Madhubuti has stressed the creation of an independent
black identity” (3), evidenced in his work which reflects an innovative style, where he
incorporates the “invention of words with explosive rhythms” (3). Harris credits him with
contributing to the poetry style of Baraka: He states, “Madhubuti taught Baraka to make his
poetry sing; from him Baraka learned the “fast rap” … similar to scat, although a street form, an
immediate one, while scat writing tends to be more abstract, closer to complex musical patterns”
(Harris 134). As a political activist, he generously worked with the Student Non-Violent
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Coordinating Community (SNCC), the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), and the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). Along, with Larry Neal, they created, The Black
Books Bulletin, a forum for book reviews for the work of African American writers (Daniel 2).
“His work is characterized both by anger at social and economic injustice and by rejoicing in
African-American culture” (4). His untitled work crafted in 1967, was written to get Blacks to
see how their lives are set up to be structurally contained:
America calling,
Negroes
Can you dance?
Play foot/baseball?
Nanny?
Cook?
Needed now. negroes
Who can entertain
ONLY.
Others not wanted.
(& are considered extremely dangerous). (Tatum 105-106)
The poem suggests the extremely biased position afforded Blacks by a racist America,
who would only relegate entertainment, or service careers. It implies that all others, of an
intellectual capacity, not classified as entertainers, the scientists, doctors, lawyers, teachers,
architects, etc. are considered extremely dangerous. Distinguished writer, social theorist, and
professor, Patricia Hill Collins states, “While Black youth were suffering the intersections of
racism in the ghettos, mass media projected “images of poor and working-class Black American
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youth as athletes and entertainers flooded global popular culture. The images project a certain
track available … as their only viable option” (From Black power to Hip Hop 3-4). It is
especially critical to correctly interpret the tales the media tells.
Madhubuti’s oeuvre stands as a testament to his commitment to the Black community.
Along with Johari Amini, and Carolyn Rodgers, he founded Third World Press in 1967, which is
dedicated to publishing works by and about African descended people. The organization was
and is an example of one of the tenets of Black Nationalism, to have Black-owned businesses
within the Black community. He co-founded: The Institute of Positive Education 1969, The
New Concept School 1972, and The Betty Shabazz International Charter School in 1998. He is
Director-Emeritus of the Gwendolyn Brooks Center, Chicago State University, and Director,
MFA in Creative Writing, Chicago State University, Co-Founder and Chairman of The Board of
the National Literary Hall of Fame for Writers of African Descent. Co-Founder of the Annual
Gwendolyn Brooks Writers Conference at CSU, Founder of the Black Literary Hall of Fame,
New Orleans Men's Conference, and From Prison to Community: The Inter-Religious Challenge
Conference, Chicago (Howard University Libraries website). He is the recipient of numerous
other prestigious honors and awards.
Author Scott Brown states, “Maulana Karenga was born Ronald Everrett in 1941, the
youngest among fourteen children, he was raised in Eastern Shore, Maryland by working class
parents, who insisted that they excel academically. As a young man, he attended Los Angeles
City College, where he made a connection with his African roots. His interest continued at
UCLA. He reasoned, “I’m African, why don’t I know an African language?” (10) Soon he
learned Arabic and Kiswahili, also called Swahili, a language spoken by a broad range of
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ethnicities in regions throughout eastern, central, and parts of southern Africa. His thirst for
African history led him to establish the Southern California based “US” organization.
Brown affirms:
Karenga was inspired by a mélange of prior cultural nationalistic movements:
Negritude, African nationalism, the Third World neutralism … and African
Studies as an academic discipline in the United States (2). US was a community
organization that further assisted in unifying a Black aesthetic and emphasized
Black cultural nationalism, an understanding that African Americans, and really
all African descended people possess and share culture uniquely rooted in African
cultural traditions (6). Much like one’s restoration through “sankofa”, Brown
states, “Karenga identified cultural restoration as a political mandate for African
American liberation (13).
Karenga and Baraka met sometime in late 1966 (99), and engaged in progressive black
activism; their collaboration helped to build a mass movement and led to the election of the first
Black mayor of Newark New Jersey (100). Contrary to the argument that ensued during the
Harlem Renaissance concerning art as propaganda, during the Black Arts Movement, Karenga
declared:
There is no such thing as “art for art’s sake”, since all art reflects the value
system(s) from which it comes. For if the artist created only for himself and not
for others, he would lock himself up somewhere and paint or write or play just for
himself, but he does not do that. On the contrary, he invites us over, even insist
that we come to hear him or to see his work; in a word, he expresses a need for
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our evaluation and/or appreciation and our evaluation cannot be a favorable one if
the work of art is not first functional, that is useful. (Karenga 33)
This is a totally logical assessment of the argument. Art is to be shared with others. For artist
who created within an era of inequality, the idea of “art for art sake” is to live selfishly within
one’s totally unrecognizable reality; such an artist usually creates from the “twoness” assessed
by DuBois, devoid of truth, disconnected from the reality of one’s natural rhythm and culture.
During the BAM, Art for art’s sake became totally unrealistic for conscious creators, as art and
politics were inseparably linked.
Dr. Maulana Karenga’s intensive search for cultural traditions inspired millions to
connect with and appreciate their African heritage. In his 1988 publication, The African
American Holiday of Kwanzaa: A Celebration of Family, Community, and Culture, he gifted all
African descended people with a holiday called “Kwanzaa”. It was created in 1966, founded on
the agricultural celebrations throughout Africa called “matunda ya kwanza”, a Swahili phrase
meaning ‘the first fruits’ (Karenga 16). First fruits celebrations date back to ancient Kemet and
Nubia and are also found in modern African societies. (16) Kawanzaa is informed by African
traditional first fruits values and practices of Ingathering- bringing together the abundance of the
crops. “Kwanzaa introduced the Nguzo Saba (the seven principles): Umoja unity; Kujichagulia
self-determination; Ujima collective work and responsibility; Ujamaa cooperative economics;
Nia purpose; Kuumba creativity; and Imani faith” (Karenga 29). These nationalistic values were
established as a first order to strengthen and rebuild the families.
These African celebrations recognize a harvest of the most valuable crop—the people,
who gather in unity for a grand celebration (17). Kwanzaa is a time for honoring the ancestors.
Karenga states, “They are a source and symbol of lineage … they are spiritual intercessors
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between humans and the creator … and are honored by the pouring of libation” (20-22).
Kwanzaa is celebrated through dance, poetry, stories, singing, music, drumming and feast. It
strengthens the bonds between family members, between the community, and reaffirms cultural
traditions (24). The holiday is observed from December 26th through January 1st.
The artists/ activist’s objective to awaken their cultural heritage as a means of liberation
was performed collectively with a sense of urgency. They organized networks across the nation
where their creative expression served as their best armament. One of their earliest projects was
the Black Arts Theatre Repertory School conceived just after the death of Malcolm X (Robson
30) and founded in 1964, by Amiri Baraka and Larry Neal, with additional support from Charles
Patterson, William Patterson, Clarence Reed, Johnny Moore, and a number of other Black artists
(Neal 67). Neal affirms, “Not since the thirties had such a union been attempted with such
intensity. Never before had black artists entered into such a spiritual union of goal and purpose.
For the first time in history there existed a “new’ constellation of symbols and images around
which to develop a group ethos” (129).
For the activists, this was a significant step for the movement. Baraka states he founded the
Black Arts Repertory Theatre and School (BARTS):
To re-educate the nearly half a million Harlem Negroes to find a new pride in
their color (Hudson 21) … We brought new music out in the streets, vacant lots,
playgrounds, [and] parks. To make this happen, the theater created a jazzmobile.
We had trucks with stages we designed from banquet tables held together by
clamps … And Pharoah, Albert, Sun Ra, Trane, Cecil Taylor, and many ther of
the newest of the new came up and blew … The theater held classes in poetry,
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playwriting, music, and painting … Every Sunday Jones, Neal, and other artist’s
organized free concerts, poetry readings, and art shows (Robson 32-33).
These audiences experienced a cultural awakening and were introduced to the true reality of their
lives. Baraka’s plays during the early 1960s were the beginning of revolutionary Black Theater.
The Black Arts Repertoire Theatre produced Experimental Death Unit #One, Black Mass, and
Jello. (Neal 67). Baraka won an Obie Award in 1964 for his most popular play (Zygmonski 139).
Dutchman illuminates binaries ensconced within the racial discordance in America
during the sixties. In a 1979 New York Times Review The Changes of Amiri Baraka, Darryl
Pinckney commends Baraka’s skill as a playwright, he states, “He is a highly gifted dramatist.
Much of the black protest literature of the ’60s now seems diminished in power, even
sentimental. But Dutchman immediately seizes the imagination; it is radically economical in
structure, striking in the vivacity of its language and rapid shifts of mood” (NYT). In the play,
Lula, a white female, who affluence has availed of everything, personifies temptation of the
apple in the biblical garden, which is suggested by her continuous devouring of apples; partially
eating them and throwing them away. Her behavior reflects her gluttonous appetite to consume
and discard Black men. She is a temptress, Jezebel, wanton woman, who is willing to have sex
with anyone that accepts her lewd advances. She initially accuses Clay, the black man she
encounters on the train, of staring at her. She is out to seduce Clay and stops at nothing to make
that clear. Clay’s passive manner is indicative of Black men who during those turbulent times,
were just trying to get through life and fit in. He is an educated man and feels confident in
engaging in casual rapport with a white woman passenger on a train.
Lula gives the impression that she not only knows his type, but she attempts to define
him by racist stereotypes (Zygmonski 140-141). Clay laughs off Lula’s insults and is amused for
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a time. Clay, unaware of where the encounter is headed, has made a bad choice. He engages in
Lula’s weird antics and overfamiliarity. Baraka juxtaposes her rants and open proclamations of
her being a liar to the fabricated accusations made by white racist women, which costs many
black men their lives. This type of behavior between a white woman and a black man was still a
sure sign of trouble in certain places during the 1960s; heinously evidenced, and unjustly so in
the Emmitt Till murder. Clay continues to converse with Lula in spite of her belittling remarks
and insults.
Lula’s strange behavior typifies one who is steeped in bigotry. Throughout the play,
Baraka masterfully addresses the societal blindness that Lula embodies and allows the audience
to gain insight into an ugly 1960s reality. The play acquaints one with the strange behavior of
Lula, who has inherited generational racism. Baraka addresses the societal blindness which Lula
embodies. Author Jerry Gafio Watts states:
Harold Clurman, theatre critic for the Nation Magazine, at the time, perceived
more in Jones’s anger, than a protest against white racism. Instead, he imagined
Lula as the absolute neurosis of American society: She is “hip”; she has heard
about everything, understands, and feels nothing. She switches, jangles, jitters
with thin but inexhaustible energy, propelled by the vibrations from millions of
ads, television quiz programs, newspaper columns, intellectual jargon culled from
countless digests, panel discussions … She is the most “informed person in the
world and the most ignorant … She is the bubbling, boiling garbage cauldron
newly produced by our progress. She is a calculating machine gone berserk; she
is the real killer; what she destroys is not men of a certain race but mankind. (72)
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Lula’s over the top behavior continues and eventually affects the audience in the train.
She becomes frantic and louder with her verbal abuses. Author Professor Aimee Zygmonski
analyzes Lula’s behavior as such- she states “It is clear from the subtext of her dialog that she is
not just trying to paint Clay as the hypersexualized, stereotypical black buck to the audience, but
rather paint him as the black buck to himself so that he will react (141). Lula has attacked his
physical appearance, his mental and emotional well-being, and still, she is like a ravenous wolf.
She is out to annihilate him and all Black men. Her remarks about ‘uncle Tom’ are
representative of how white society continuously emasculates the black male- to their death; as
so artfully portrayed in Suzan Lori Parks play The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole
Entire World (Zygmonski 143). Her cracks about Clay’s father and him being afraid of white
people sends him over the top. The rage surfaces and he is no longer the passive easy-going
passenger. Through the verbal gymnastics, Baraka brings attention to the language, as well as
the ignorance of the time, and makes known the fact that there is a fuse in black people that can
be ignited should the inhumanity persist. What comes to mind are the rap lyrics of Grandmaster
Flash and the Furious Five “Don’t push me, cause I’m close to the edge; I’m trying not to lose
my head” (lyricsmode). Clay yells at her and finally slaps her.
At this point, Clay unloads a barrage of insults “I could murder you right now; I could rip
your lousy breasts off.” He insults her former sexual innuendos and begins to speak out not only
for the extreme anger that has arisen in him, but also for the animosity of blacks everywhere. He
suggests that whites who claim to understand blues and jazz, namely Bessie Smith and Charlie
Parker, are fooling themselves and know nothing; and what the artists are really saying is “kiss
my ass.” (141) Clay states: “murder would make us all sane, but I am safe with my words.”
Baraka was implying—I have my words as weapons; Clay then attempts to get off the train. In
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analyzing the play, for some, this was an indication that he was giving up; however, another
interpretation suggests that through this final action, Baraka severs the connection. His
rationalization was—whites don’t and never will understand you, so what’s the use. His last
remark, “When whites agree to the eventual acceptance of African Americans, they’ll murder
you and have very rational explanations” (144), may suggest that assimilation is futile as with the
character “Uncle Tom” who relinquished his identity to appease whites.
In Dutchman, Baraka was signifying on the power of words; he cleverly manipulated
dialogue as a transformative. He wanted to make all people think. Clay’s refusal to
counterattack with even harsher explanations can be seen as lacking a spine. However, his
actions can also be read as intentional and directed at a white audience- the fellow passengers on
the train were white lookers-on; interpreted to imply that supposedly humane white people stand
back and allow racist activism to persist. The last action performed by Clay is to leave the
volatile situation/environment.
In conclusion, Baraka leaves us with the simple reality that action is what is called for.
Again, he engages us to think critically about the social atmosphere at the time in America. The
play demonstrates how a constant state of racism chisels away at the soul, and those who sit back
and do nothing are co-conspirators.
Baraka ends the verbal assault with nationalistic insight.

Zygmonski states, “Lula’s

swift reaction to knife Clay then is read not as her frustration with his lack of action, but rather
with his ability to see through Lula’s façade of equality through social change as opposed to
black separatism” (144). His stinging rebuttals to her abuse drove her to finalize what her
intentions were all along— to commit murder. The multi-layered symbolism, within the play,
attests to the situation of the ‘burning house’ – America’s racial relations in the 1960s.
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Dutchman has been called a breakthrough moment for the movement in that it impressed upon
the American consciousness how racist whites actively sought out blacks to murder and it
showed how crucial it was for African Americans to resist such oppression.
The Black Arts Repertory Group only lasted three years. However, it inspired many
Black art groups to form nationally in major cities and on college campuses. Larry Neal asserts,
“Black Revolutionary Theatre is the name given to that special Black American strain of theatre,
film, and agitprop public activity that organized in the Black Arts Movement” (Neal 30). Other
proficient playwrights that expressed the Black Arts ideology were Ron Milner, Ed Bullins, Ben
Caldwell, Jimmy Stewart, Joe White, Charles Patterson, Charles Fuller, Aisha Hughes, Carol
Freeman, and Jimmy Garrett (Neal 74). Yet it was Amiri Baraka who Larry Neal professed
represented the most advanced aspects of the movement in drama (Neal 68). In speaking of the
genius of Amiri Baraka, Author, Novelist, Playwright, and Professor Alex Pate acknowledges,
“He taught us black words build a black world, he symbolized the function of words as
weapons—art as implement” (Power of the Word You Tube).
Several factors were responsible for the decline of the Black Arts Movement, which
began in 1974. Salaam states:
The Black Power movement was disrupted and co-opted...by repressive
government measures; Black studies activist leadership was gutted and replaced
by academic personnel that favored no Black political progression; Internal
disruptions within the movement, namely Baraka’s ideological change from
Nationalism to Marxism; Philanthropic foundations only funding non-threatening
art-oriented groups; and The overall economic recession resulting from the oil
crisis. (Historical Overview of the Black Arts Movement, 7)
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Although short-lived, Salaam, states, “The Black Arts Movement was the only American
literary movement to advance ‘social engagement’ as a sine qua non of its aesthetic” (Salaam 1).
With no relief in sight for oppressed Black populations, intellectuals and artists understood that
time was running out. Under a racist hegemonic system, ADP was trying to live under too much
pressure, and things were about to explode. Those leaders who bore the weight of the
communities dared to conscience address the injustices with a sense of urgency. Operating
within agency inspired by Malcolm X, the artists/activists of the sixties recognized a need for a
revolution of immense proportion, and moved to address cultural, political, and social issues
through a literary sensitivity; furthermore, they took theatre directly to the people; their goal—to
educate the world about conditions that denied simple humanity and liberation to African
descended people.
The BAM attracted an impressively talented group of artists, many of whom would
become professors; others would become distinguished professionals outside of academia
(Robson 9). Poet, novelist, playwright, editor, and publisher, Ishmael Reed writes:
I think what Black arts did was inspire a whole lot of Black people to write.
Moreover, there would be no multiculturalism movement without Black Arts.
Latinos, Asian Americans, and others all say they began writing as a result of the
example of the 1960s. Blacks gave the example that you don’t have to assimilate.
You could do your own thing; get into your own background, your own history
were not your own tradition and your own culture. I think the challenge is for
cultural sovereignty, and Black Arts struck a blow for that. (Salaam 1)
As a response to the Schulenburg blog which asks: What if more organizations that
started as a result of the Black Arts Movement survived? Director, playwright Dominic Taylor
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responds, “I can properly state without reservation that our art form would be light years ahead
of where it is now. I say this not out of cultural pride alone, but looking at the artists and the art
the movement spawned”. (Taylor).
Those committed to advancing humanity to a higher level, recognize art as a vehicle. All
art genres facilitate moving the process forward by joining art and politics to free those that live
oppression. The stage is a perfect place to create change. When given theatre tickets to the
American Negro Theatre, singer, songwriter, actor, social activist Harry Belafonte states, “It so
transfixed me; the theatre was a place of social truth; it was a place of power, it carried thoughts
and images that could influence people profoundly” (Sing).
The objectives put forth by the Black Arts movement culminate in Afrocentricity, as a
natural contemporary progression of Nationalistic thought. Professor, philosopher, and author
Dr. Molefi Kete Asante, the originator of the ideology states, “Afrocentricity means placing
African ideas at the center of any analysis that involves African culture and behavior” (
Afrocentric Idea 2). As Africa is the oldest continent, with the oldest people, and as such, Asante
states:
…a radical critique of the European ideology that masquerades as a universal
view in the field of intercultural communication, rhetoric, psychology, linguistics,
psychology, education, anthropology, and history. Yet the critique is radical only
in the sense that it suggest a turnabout, an alternative perspective on phenomena.
It is about taking the globe and turning it over so that we see all the possibilities
of a world where Africa, for example, is subject and not object. (Afrocentric Idea
1)
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In other words, African history and culture must be considered in any logical inquiry.
Asante suggests to engage an Afrocentric protocol in today’s contemporary society will no doubt
make for “fuller participation in a multicultural society and will enrich the world” (8). Why is it
necessary? Due to the exclusion of African historical and cultural significance by Eurocentric
writers, African principles must be analyzed, interpreted, and recognized within discussions of
cultural phenomena to reveal a more accurate reality. African descended people do not perform
at their highest level because they are void of cultural knowledge, which is the umbilical bond
that unites them, and they don’t understand its significance to progressively advance in life.
Those who begin to live within re-membered knowledge will become empowered to participate
more positively in a diverse world. (8) Coming full circle, Afrocentricity takes one back but can
set one on a historically cultural path, where factual information provides clarity and allows one
to purposely and progressively find relationship in their world.
Again, identity is critical, and an Afrocentric epistemology inspires agency and awakens
one to the very core of Nationalism, which is to empower one’s self. As a transformative,
Asante states, “It reaches beyond decolonizing the mind … [and is] … the total method to effect
psychological, political, social, cultural, and economic change” (137). By locating a true place
of origin, one is then situated within a cultural framework to proceed best and become their
optimal self.
The artists/intellectuals of the Black Arts Movement stepped outside of a confining
reality to create something new, inspired by a desire for liberation; they saw no limitations and
dared to see, feel, hear, and express something unique. They discarded the non-serving concept
of protest, and within their reasoning, a new paradigm of performing resistance was instructed.
They adopted an African concept of creating-improvisation or performing creativity to the
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infinite. Consequently, a new aesthetic brought Black populations to a historical perspective of
themselves that resonated with their cultural traditions; they embraced a heritage that they could
be proud of; that empowered them, and allowed them the privilege to only be accountable to
themselves within that knowledge. New solidarity was shaped, rooted in nationalism that has
continued to reverberate with African descended people, and has also invigorated other
oppressed ethnicities.
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Chapter 4
The Music - Cultural Prophets of Performance
Historically, music has documented the experiences of African Americans. From the
continent of Africa, throughout the Diasporas, to contemporary music, Black Music is one
continuum. Amiri Baraka declares, “If you want to know where black people are at any point in
our sojourn in this wilderness of America, listen to the music of that period” (Lewis). In his
work from Digging, he continues: “Whether work song, spiritual, hollers, Blues, Jazz, Gospel,
etc., no matter the genre, the ideas contained in Afro- American art, in the main, oppose slavery
and desire freedom” (107). The progression in Black music originates from social and
economic issues. Black music carries great power and influence and is recognized and
celebrated internationally. It has served as a tool to define and shape our lives (107), and during
the sixties, this significant power set a generation on fire. It is no wonder that the activists/poets
during the Black Arts Movement would cultivate musical content as a mighty tool to uproot
subjugation.
African communalism is identifiable in Black music with the tradition of “call and
response,” an African tradition of including the collective; it identifies and promotes a living
breathing flow of communication between all who are present while affirming that all in the
audience are on the same page. As the various genres developed, Black music acquired new
names. Moaning and chanting in the South produced Blues, songs that revealed painful
emotions. When slaves built churches in the woods, it became Gospel. For those that ventured
away from the church, it was called secular music and acquired many expressions. One was
Jazz, where scat singing was popularized, and improvisation reigned supreme. As the popularity
of African American music became a business, it came to be classified as rhythm and blues
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(R&B). When the need to reaffirm one’s roots became evident, the music took a 360-degree
turn and reverted to its origins, where crowned with spirituality; it was righteously labeled
‘Soul.’ In the Caribbean islands, the music came to be identified as steel drum, calypso, and
reggae. Whenever and wherever Black music came to be the voice of the oppressed.
During the Harlem Renaissance jazz, rooted in West African’s cultural and musical
expression, along with African American traditions, birthed a new genre of jazz. The music
came at a time when American music was dominated by “swing” music, an enjoyable dance
music. However, its popularity had come to suppress the spontaneity of African American
musicianship. Jazz musicians are constant creators. Dunkel states “A jazz musician bases his
improvisations on a repertoire of riffs, scales, harmonies, and other material” (34), these highly
skilled artists would not be limited by the sterility of dance music. In response to the dominant
normative (37), they created a musical expression that was more intellectual and performed
protest not only against popular music but against economic exploitation. Amiri Baraka
confirms, “Musicians were replaceable and merely functioned as caterers to a racist
entertainment industry” (38). Bebop was born as a natural reaction. The music was defiant, it
helped to establish a Black aesthetic, and hollered back at a racist society. The style allowed the
artist the freedom to venture anywhere they liked musically; they would then trade licks among
themselves that spoke of the degradation that they lived. Bebop established a counterculture,
recognizable by those that fashioned zoot suits, and spoke in an entirely different language,
known as (jive), understood only by the in-crowd (38). When Black musicians began to
experiment; jazz left the mundane and ventured into an untapped field of musical innovation.
The music was revolutionary in that it helped to develop an appreciation for a liberated music
aesthetic; it inspired political insight that opened pathways to Black consciousness.
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Bebop expressed what subjugated peopled desired—freedom. Within this new creation,
musicians could resume expansion with their capabilities. New freedom offered them a space to
exhale, as they could relate to each other and the music on their terms without intrusion. It was
within this vast reservoir of political invention and creativity, that jazz musicians created Bebop.
During the BAM, the guitar grew in popularity as an expressive instrument. Guitar-God, Jimi
Hendrix produced songs where his guitar screams and moans, reflective of an era of oppositional
voices, most recognizable in his arrangement of “The Star-Spangled Banner,” first performed at
the Woodstock Festival in 1969.
The 1960s was an intensely explosive era. On the world stage, there was the opposition
to the Viet Nam War. Other issues closer to home were sexual liberation, drug usage, capitalism,
women’s rights, political reform, unconventional social norms, and overall defiance to authority.
Those in the flowering of age challenged traditions; they existed on the verge of change, and
their uneasiness culminated in all-out rebellion. America was not the only hotspot, as many
locations worldwide were also powder kegs. People everywhere were either chanting freedom,
singing freedom, or swinging freedom; physical violence was rampant. For African Americans,
it was the same game with different players. Blacks across America were continuing to fight for
civil rights, human rights, and overall equality. Amidst the frequent clashes with police, hate
groups, dogs, and water hoses, those who stood committed in the fight for freedom were
basically trying to stay alive another day. From the eye of the societal storm arose cultural
prophets of performance, whose musical contributions awakened the world to a critical need for
change; their works still resonate in hearts and minds around the world.
During this era of high stakes, African Americans turned up the literary heat, as it was
necessary to fight fire with fire. The racial hatred in the Southern United States had intensified
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and required, not merely cinders to enlighten, but a blaze that would make the world wake up
and take notice of the horrific treatment of African Americans. The language of the sixties,
unlike the Harlem Renaissance, became more forceful—more impassioned. The words became
thunderous, and the voice of the people was a roar. The drums and bass increased in volume,
and within their relegated hell, activists were inspired to generate and publish conscious content.
The intent was to “tell it like it is,” not through delicate flowery lyrics, but through bold African
inspired affirmations. This landmark age of U. S. history experienced the emotions of those who
were enraged by the political aggression and social inequities; this generation ushered in an
urgent prophecy through the music. Artists were writing lyrics that enlightened the general
public on critical situations, while the war in the streets provided constant content. With anger
standing next to madness, one relived the conflict daily by turning on the evening news.
Two significant protest songs were “Strange Fruit” and “A Change is Gonna Come.”
“Strange Fruit,” a hauntingly tragic ballad penned by Abel Meeropol and sung by Billie Holiday
alerted the world to the horror of lynching (Blair, 2012). Although released twenty-one years
before the Black Arts Movement, the song profoundly raised awareness of an extremely
gruesome practice of murdering Black men and women. It had a powerful influence on the
future writers of protest songs during the Civil Rights Era and has become an inspiration for the
Hip Hop generation. Author Edwin Moore states, “On the last day of 1999, Time magazine
selected “Strange Fruit” as its choice for the best song of the passing century” (Guardian, 2010).
In 1964, the successfully talented singer/songwriter and businessman Sam Cooke was
mysteriously murdered. A year after his death, his inspiring Civil Rights anthem “A Change is
Gonna Come” was released which gave a timely message of hope during an oppressive Jim
Crow Era. The song was inspired by Bob Dylan’s “Blowing in the Wind,” and is thought to be
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Cooke’s most acclaimed political song (Sam Cooke Biography, 2015). It spoke of a people
living in hard times but gave an indelible assurance of better days ahead.
Jazz Maestro extraordinaire, Charles Mingus was born in 1922 in Watts, Los Angeles
(Dunkel 1). He was a free-thinking jazz artist, whose music reflected his experiences growing
up in a racially oppressive America. The jazz idiom commands the artists to venture deep within
their musicality to create music that is free of restrictions and to use imagination and
experimentation so as not adopt a ‘cookie cutter’ compositional process. For Mingus, this was
his lifestyle. Mario Dunkel states:
For him, the primary aesthetic criterion for jazz music was authenticity- artists
should be true to be themselves, and jazz should be a way to genuinely express
spontaneous ideas and feelings … The uniformity of mass culture posed a threat
to the integrity of individuality, and African American jazz artists were among the
first to experience and to notice this … Mingus was concerned with a state of
what Dwight McDonald called “narcotic acceptance” (Theory of Mass Culture
72) in society, and maintained, “people are getting fragmented, and part of that is
that fewer and fewer people are making a real effort anymore to find out exactly
who they are and build on that knowledge.” (Mingus’s liner notes to
Pithecanthropus) (2)
This rationale is consistent with the development of jazz as an art form. It is for the abovestated reasons that some Jazz artists have not enjoyed overwhelming success, as Jazz is a nonconforming music genre. How to breathe, or live within this confinement has been their main
dilemma; and for many, finding resolution became so exasperating that they left the United
States and relocated to other countries. Mingus understood the importance of locating one’s
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unique self, honoring that, and not becoming another puppet in the game of life. His integrity as
a musician would become apparent as his music and politics converged.
Mingus, a pioneer artist of jazz resistance, functioned within this freedom from the late
1950s through the Civil Rights Era. He composed music that served as a form of protest against
inequality, with lyrics to counter the white supremacy that he struggled with throughout his life.
His 1960 release of “Fables of Faubus” was written about the governor of Arkansas who in 1957
refused to desegregate Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas. Mingus used musical
parody to illuminate the world about the racist agenda opposing school integration. The song’s
purpose was to boldly educate and critique the issue of racial bigotry. It was performed at an
elementary level, like a nursery rhyme to reflect how ridiculous racism is; and to impart the
absurdness to children (22). The musical activism of Charles Mingus also helped to convey the
possibility of a path of economics for musicians; who were continually exploded by the
mainstream music business, as well as, demonstrate how performance serves as an appropriate
platform to address injustice (2-3).
The stately and statuesque Nina Simone was the iconic heartbeat of protest songs. She
struck blows for freedom with her lyrics. She was classically trained. Initially, it was the great
composers who had inspired her. That is until she encountered the turbulence of the Civil Rights
Era. Loudermilk reveals, “Simone claims to have been unaware of racism until her first town
recital, at age eleven, when her parents were asked to give up their front row seats to a white
family…She felt cut raw, yet the skin grew back again a little tougher, a little less innocent, and
a little more black” (122). When on stage, her beautiful dark skin exuded a power, not displayed
by many performers at the time. She wrapped herself in beautiful African fabrics, visually she
epitomized Afrocentricity well (125). Simone states. “In the 1960s, I was half crazy with anger
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… as I watched my people struggling for their rightful place” (Loudermilk, 123). Infuriated, she
responded with her most renowned song: “Mississippi Goddam” in which she revealed her rage
with the situations that transpired almost daily: “Hound dogs on my trail…picket lines, school
boycotts, they try to say it’s a communist plot, all I want is equality, for my sister, my brother
and me. Alabama is got me so upset; Tennessee made me lose my rest” (Lyricsmode). The song
references the death of Mississippi Civil Rights activist, Medgar Evers, and addresses the 1963
incident of the four little girls that were killed in the church bombing in Birmingham, Alabama.
Simone unapologetically hurls insults “too damn lazy,” “failed promised desegregation, mass
participation,” with constant reminders of “too slow” signifying on how Blacks were repeatedly
told things to take time (Pierpont, 2014).
As the battles during the Civil Rights Era intensified, Simone became the foremost
songstress of protest songs which included: “Four Women” written “partly to expose the color
caste system”…”I got Life” spoke of and to the disenfranchised … , and “Young, Gifted and
Black” became a national anthem in the 1970s” (Loudermilk 125). Simone was instrumental in
conveying messages to Black women about self-love and instilling pride in their blackness.
Tellingly, the contributions made by Nina Simone as an activist, have been overlooked. She has
been excluded from several historical references about the Civil Rights Era and the Black Arts
decade (131). Could it be that as a Black woman, her statements of protest were too aggressive?
In “Black Feminist Thought,” Patricia Hill Collins states, “Suppressing the knowledge produced
by any oppressed group makes it easier for dominate groups to rule because the seeming absence
of dissent suggests that subordinate groups willingly collaborate in their own victimization…
Black women’s knowledge often points to the politics of suppression that affect their progress”
(Collins 3). Simone’s contributions could be defined as “subjugated knowledge— the
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suppression of Black women’s ideas within white-male-controlled social institutions” (251).
However, her input and activism to the Civil Rights Movement were recognized in a
controversial 2016 movie of her life. The following artists were endowed with a special gift to
touch everyone’s soul.
Prolific singer/songwriter/record producer, Curtis Mayfield, was one of the most
prominent orchestrators of soul and politically conscious music. He was born in 1942 to parents
who had migrated from the Jim Crow South to Chicago, where he grew up singing gospel music
in his grandmother’s church. He eloquently wrote and produced numerous songs which are
classics, and performed as a member of the highly successful music group “The Impressions,”
which included Sam Gooden, and Fred Cash. According to author Craig Werner in Higher
Ground, Mayfield acquired the moniker “the gentle genius” (2). Gentle- as he was soft spoken
and easy going. Genius- because “he matured into an urban Griot” (5). Mayfield critiqued
issues through nationalism. His music always contained informed commentary, as expressed in
his 1964 release, “I’m So Proud,” which was a nod to Black women (5).
By the mid-sixties, the songs of the Civil Rights Movement, “Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody
Turn Me Around,” “We Shall Overcome,” and “Oh Freedom,” were joined by Mayfield
compositions that became the “soundtracks of the movement” (118). Notably, the Impressions
1964 album release “Keep On Pushing,” would be their biggest selling album. Werner explains,
“When the struggle seemed too much to bear, followers of both Martin and Malcolm took heart
from Mayfield’s gentle exhortation to “Keep On Pushing” (66) …“The songs are organized in a
way to echo and comment on one another, cleverly blurring the personal and political” (122).
The Impressions continued to release conscious compositions, “People Get Ready” gave
encouragement to look for better days. Another song that was instrumental in bringing people
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closer together was “Meeting Over Yonder.” Grounded in Nationalism, Mayfield understood
the battle that the movement was waging, and believed, as did other conscious musicians, that
education through the music was an obligation, as well as providing entertainment value. The
song “This is My Country,” addressed the right for African Americans to lay claim to this
country, as they had rightly built it (144). The Impressions next release, confronted politics,
head on, and could be heard everywhere in Black communities. Werner states, “We’re a
Winner,” didn’t mask the message, which is probably why, despite its distinctly upbeat feel, it
was banned on several Chicago radio stations” (140). Despite the unfavorable opinion of station
programmers, those who lived the struggle loved it, as it conveyed a strong social message of
equality and affirmed consciousness.
“We’re a Winner” became an anthem for the masses (140-141):
We’re a winner
And never let anybody say
Boy, you can’t make it
Cause a feeble mind is in your way
No more tears do we cry
And we have finally dried our eyes
And we’re movin on up (movin on up)
We’re living proof and all’s alert
That we’re hued from the good black earth
And we’re a winner
We’ll just keep on pushin
Like your leaders tell you to
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At last that blessed day has come
And I don’t care where you come from
We’re all movin on up (movin on up). (Lyricsmode)
Music, as a major influence on popular culture, is extremely significant. The lyrics, like
so many penned at the time, were positive affirmations that became firmly ingrained in one’s
consciousness. The music was empowering. Mayfield was saying: don’t internalize the
negativity, rise and achieve. Shake it off and know, by not carrying that weight, you’re already
a winner. Your life is your stage. You already have all that is needed to star in your life’s story.
We have stopped crying about the oppression, and have made it known to all that we are just as
human as anyone else. We demand to be treated with respect and have a right to justice and
equality as any other people. Furthermore, we have leaders on the front line who are our voice,
and we are inspired by the movement for liberation, so we are moving towards a better time, and
will keep on pushing. We will keep the resistance going, moving on up to a better life.
As Americans witnessed the murder of John F. Kennedy, Bobby Kennedy, Malcolm X,
Dr. Martin Luther King, and thousands of others that were gone too soon, Mayfield released
“Mighty Mighty (Spade and Whitey).” Werner affirms, “’Mighty Mighty’” details the problems
in a country that’s killing off its leaders and envisions a world where “black and white power
unites to do what’s right” (144). “Choice of Colors” is a composition that held Black men
accountable to positively get involved, rather than complain from the sidelines. Werner states,
“It doesn’t make sense to hate white teachers… [when you need more education] … and turn a
blind eye to the backbiting within black communities … [those that cuss and fuss]” (144). The
lyrics suggest analyzing one’s behavior within the struggle, he then prophesies: “a better day is
coming for you and for me,” affirming-it will come about with people working together.
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However, the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr tore at everyone’s heart. Hope
was shattered, not only in the Black communities but for all who envisioned that better day.
Amidst a time of broken spirits, Mayfield introduced a new perception with his release of
“(Don’t Worry) If There’s a Hell Below We’re All Gonna Go” (146). It was released in 1970.
Werner states, [It} “explode[d] into a “reverb-laced jeremiad directed at everyone, from niggers,
crackers, whitey, sisters, and Jews, to the “police and their backers” (146). Mayfield, like
everyone else, was angered by the violence. The song was directed at all segments of the
population, to alert them that everyone should assume responsibility to disentangle the hellish
situation that was festering in America. It was shocking to some, but it was real. Although his
songs were secular, they fittingly echoed his gospel roots through ‘call and response’ harmonies,
and impeccably blended unison. Mayfield exemplified one of the foremost politically aware
artists of the day and produced one of the largest cannons of work during his career. His protest
music influenced and continues to inspire many artists today.
Aretha Franklin, affectionately crowned ‘the Queen of Soul,’ was born March 25, 1942,
in Memphis Tennessee to a musically talented family. Her father, the Reverend C.L. Franklin,
was a nationally known minister. Franklin and her siblings were raised in her father’s Baptist
church, where they were steeped in the gospel tradition.

When the family later moved to

Detroit, they were surrounded by a pretty impressive extended musical family. Biographer Mark
Bego confirms, “Mahalia Jackson, Clara Ward, Sam Cooke, James Cleveland, Art Tatum, Arthur
Prysock, Lionel Hampton; a virtual who’s who of popular black music” (11). Franklin taught
herself to play piano before the age of ten, and discovered that she could sing. Soon others
recognized the talent of this young gospel prodigy with a huge voice. She was recorded by
record producer John Hammond, who upon hearing her sing …“Called Aretha an untutored
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genius—the best voice I’ve heard since Billie Holiday” (32). She eventually was to connect
with the awe-inspiring producer Jerry Wexler, at Atlantic Records and the rest is history.
In 1967, Aretha Franklin reigned supreme. She had an instant hit with a song that was
written and released two years prior by Otis Redding. Franklin’s feminized version with
sensually suggestive lyrics was more meaningful when she demanded: “sock it to me.” Her
rendition came to represent a voice of liberation for women, who demanded their “propers” or
(respect) from a more personal perspective, yet it fittingly addressed the national climate.
Wherever one ventured in the Black community; someone could be heard singing “Respect.”
The song’s popularity came at a time when the hegemonic powers made continued promises of
change, but at a snail’s pace, and Blacks were demanding “freedom now.”

Poetically, the

message was to alert men and women to how a relationship should function grounded in
mutuality. Franklin clearly understood that what everyone wanted and needed was “respect.”
The song clearly called for human dignity and social change. (Shmoop). Franklin’s recording
was and still is magic.
Two weeks after Martin Luther King Jr. was buried, Franklin recorded the song “Think.”
Werner states, “Although she had written the song before the assassination, it rang out as a
desperate plea to a nation that seemed to have surrendered to the violence and hatred that King
had given his life to overcome” (139). The lyrics: “you better think, think about what you’re
trying to do to me,” were most apropos for the situation, and also like “Respect” suggest layered
messages. In the lyrics, Franklin, repeatedly sings the word "freedom” and she cautions Black
and White alike to consider what she is saying. Think about it: “you need me and I need you,
without each other there ain’t nothin’ we can do” (139). The song was perfect to diffuse
hostility that may have escalated into a race war.
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"Respect" was a runaway hit, topping the US Billboard Hot 100, Pop Singles and Rhythm
and Blues Singles charts in 1967. The song won a Grammy for Best Rhythm & Blues Recording
and Best Rhythm & Blues Solo Vocal Performance by a Female in 1968. It was named #5 on
Rolling Stone's 2003 list of “The 500 Greatest Songs of All Time”, and was #4 on the Recording
Industry of America and the National Endowment for the Arts list of Songs of the Century.
Aretha Franklin was named the #1 Greatest Singer of All Time by Rolling Stone. In 1987 she
became the first woman to be inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame; and as of 2011,
Franklin had acquired more top forty singles than any other female performer in history, per her
biography at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame (Shmoop).
James Brown, the Godfather of Soul, was the “entertainer of entertainers,” hailed as “the
hardest working man in show business.” He set the bar for which all accomplished performers
aspired to attain. Soul music, righteously labeled, embodied the rage and pain experienced by
Blacks, and it is typified in the music of James Brown. Author Ron Wellburn states, His
saxophone section has been called “the most deadly and earthy music section in the history of
American music” (Gayle 139). Likewise, Author Stephen E. Henderson confirms, “With great
perception, William Melvin Kelley, in the June 1968 issue of Jazz and Pop magazine described
the modulations of James Brown’s voice as ‘the sounds of molecules cracking apart’ (124). His
performances were trans-invigorating; he transmitted high levels of kinetic sensations across
mind/body spheres that communicated an other-worldliness, and those who understood soul, got
it.
In 1968, Brown released a song with lyrics that could be heard everywhere. “Say it
Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud” became an international anthem, echoed by Blacks as a
testament to affirm their visual identity, and an example of unity. The lyrics spoke of an urgency
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in getting what had been delayed for too long, and of self-empowerment. “Some say we got a lot
of malice, some say we got a lot of nerve, but we won’t quit moving, till we get what we deserve.
We’re people like the birds and the bees [natural people] we rather die on our feet than keep
living on our knees” (Lyricsmode). In the outro, he screams and informs, “oowee, you’re killing
me.” The song became a daily affirmation. It instilled pride, it was uplifting, and re-affirmed
hope. Brown continued to voice nationalist attitudes in his 1969 recording “I don’t want nobody
to give me nothing, open up the door, I’ll get it myself,” which reinforced self-esteem in the
Black community. Wellburn confirms, “The James Brown band represents the quintessence of
an African-directed movement in black music expression from the popular idiom” (Gayle 140).
In his book, Mercy Mercy Me, journalist and cultural critic Michael Eric Dyson informs
us, “Marvin Gaye was dubbed the prince of Motown for his great voice, good looks —and his
undeniably music talent” (2). He had previously enjoyed success, with his talented singing
partner Tammi Terrell at Motown, the music conglomerate, whose success had been built on
recording love songs. In the past this genre had produced hit after hit, but the unsettling climate
of the 1960’s began to raise awareness and settled into a new music that first and foremost
addressed the issues in American culture. Unfortunately, at the height of Gaye and Terrell’s
success, Miss Terrell passed away, causing Gaye to sink into a deep depression (46). As fate
would have it, a series of events transpired that drastically changed not only the output of
Motown, but the entire music industry at the time.
In May 1969, musical group The Four Tops, arrived in San Francisco, where
composer/singer, Renaldo Obie Benson a member of the group witnessed police attacking a
crowd of hippies over an unoccupied urban lot called People’s Park. Author Stewart Maganga
states: “The incident as told to Ben Edmonds in the 2001 book, What’s Going On: Marvin Gaye
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and the Last Days of the Motown Sound: The police were beating on them, but they weren’t
bothering anybody. I saw this, and started wondering what the f___ was going on. What is
happening here? One question leads to another. Why are they sending kids so far away from
their families overseas? Why are they attacking their own children in the streets here? (Maganga
“The Conversation”).
This experience culminated with Benson, along with Al Cleveland, a co-writer of many
Motown hits, sketching an insightful song to inspire Gaye and help him recover. Gordy, of
course, was under the assumption that the forthcoming piece would be a love song, but Author
Michael Eric Dyson notes, “Gaye had become fed up with making music that failed to address
the world around him, a world that seemed to lurch into catastrophe in the newspapers he read
and in the stories, he heard from friends and family. He yearned to be more socially relevant in
his art, to reflect in music the hopes and terrors that seized his soul” (73). Although the mutual
feelings of unrest by Gaye and Benson appeared to be an ideal opportunity for collaboration,
initially, Gaye passed on the composition. However, in time after repeated urging by Berry
Gordy, Motown’s founder, for Gaye to begin a new project; he acquiesced. Inspired by his
Brother Frankie’s painful experiences in Vietnam, as well as unanswered questions closer to
home (Dyson 53), Gaye added his magic to the piece; the resulting lyrics and musical
composition are mesmerizing. “What’s Going On” became one of the most critical songs of the
era; the lyrics provide a clear representation of a troubled time in America:
Mother, mother there’s too many of you crying. Brother, brother, brother there’s
far too many of you dying. You know we got to find a way to bring some love in
here today, yeah. Father, father we don’t need to escalate. You see war is not the
answer, for only love can conquer hate. You know we got to find a way to bring
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some love in here today. Picket lines and picket signs, don’t punish me with
brutality. Talk to me, so you can see Oh, what’s going on, what’s going on,
yeah, what going on, ah, what’s going on. In the meantime, right on baby. Right
on brother. Right on. Mother, mother everybody thinks we’re wrong. Oh, but
who are they to judge us, simply cause our hair is long. Oh, you know we’ve got
to find a way to bring some understanding here today. (Lyricsmode)
The magic of this song is that it completely side-stepped the love song formula
responsible for Motown’s stable of hits at a crucial time, and directly spoke to an urgency in the
world by asking a question. “What’s Going On” brought awareness to important concerns and
caused many to think critically about what was happening globally. One can envision a long
conference table, with oppositional sides seated, pondering how to peaceably resolve an
altercation. The lyrics begin to address the mothers who are crying because of battles raging on
all sides, whether in the Viet Nam War, or dying in American streets due to police brutality—
mothers were losing their children.
To the Fathers, he says, we don’t need to intensify the situation, whatever our difference,
war is not the answer. Love is what we need. It is love that will conquer hate, and we must
find a solution to reconcile peaceably. Then the chorus asks what’s going on, and he answers
I’ll tell you what’s going on, and he does. Gaye alludes to visible protest and the violence
associated with it when he sings “picket lines, picket signs- don’t punish me with brutality”.

He

goes on to suggest, if we talk about it, then we will all understand what’s going on. But in the
meantime, right on- go on with your life. “Mother, mother, everybody thinks we’re wrong, who
are they to judge us because we wear our hair long” (Gaye Lyricsmode). This would speak not
only to the big afro hairstyles at the time, but also to hippies with long hair, who were being
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attacked because of a hairstyle. The song not only brought awareness at a critical period in
American history, but inspired deeper insight culturally, socially, and politically. Gaye’s multilayered vocals are read by Professor Mark Anthony Neal as politically and socially relevant; a
reconstruction of communal voices (Dyson 75). Critic Stanley Crouch interprets Gaye’s lyric,
harmony, rhythmic, and emotional improvisations as pure artistic genius. He states, “The result
was a swirling stream-of-consciousness that enabled him to protest, show allegiance, love, hate,
dismiss, and desire in one proverbial swoop” (Dyson 74-75). Metaphorically, his vocal
replication is unity on all levels. It is harmonic mediation where he gathers voices to understand
and speak on the situation, ultimately to address the question what’s going on.
Dyson states, “Marvin Gaye’s commitment to a socially responsible aesthetic vision,
surpasses any measure of commercial success” (68) …“What’s Going On”, a classical
contribution to protest art “is widely regarded as one of the most, if not the most, influential
black protest recording ever created … Dyson argues, “Gaye not only set a standard for
exceptionalism in a musical composition (3), but Marvin’s album [What’s Going On] helped to
create a sonic storm of social protest and political expression that inspired other artists” (85).
What's Going On" peaked at #2 on the Billboard Hot 100 and #1 on the Hot Selling Singles in
1971, it was named the #4 greatest song of all time by Rolling Stone. Not surprisingly, the
Motown-produced track was also named the #1 greatest Detroit song of all time by Metro Times.
What's Going On was rated the sixth best album of all time by Rolling Stone. The UK-based
Guardian/Observer named it the greatest album of the 20th century (Shmoop).
The beauty of the protest songs of the Black Arts Movement is that many musicians still
infused love themes in their music, but were more in tune with the relevant issues of the time.
Some saw the marriage of soul music and the movement as a threat, as it was more than
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entertainment (2), it was ushered in to unify a deeply troubled America. The music was
powerful, it made you think, but furthermore, it made you feel, that’s why it’s called “soul”.
Berry Gordy’s vision to create a hugely successful organization, modeled on Ford’s production
strategy (Dyson 2), was realized in Motown. It became a music giant and made monumental
progress in easing racial tension by bringing together Black and white youth who fell in love
with the Motown sound, and subsequently many of their parents warmed to the music of that
generation. Congruently, Werner reveals, “Jerry Wexler, who’d produced Ray Charles and
Aretha, spoke for many when he claimed that “the green dollar and the black song did more to
eliminate segregation than all the polemics and preaching in the world” (9). The hard-pressing
social political concerns of the era, begged a more radical tone to address racism, the oppression
of women, and equality for all those marginalized.
Black artists became cultural magicians; they mixed a little bit of this, (soul), with a little
of that (social political commentary), to create something beautiful—and magic happened. The
conscious lyrics helped raise awareness and inspire agency. Other musicians such as The
Temptations, Stevie Wonder, Sly and the Family Stone, The O’Jays, Bob Marley and the
Wailers, The Last Poets, the incomparable Gil Scott Heron, and countless others would continue
to champion the cause to end oppression by recording socially relevant music. The protest
songs created by these musical prophets have become classics. As injustices persists, ‘aluta
continua’. Conscious Rap music and Spoken Word are natural progressions.
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Chapter 5
Miss ticism and Miss understanding –Reasoning of the Feminine
“Seshat is an ancient Egyptian (Kemetic) goddess of wisdom seen as a female
scribe/historian. She is credited with invented writing, and is always seen with her pen to record
the deeds of the king. Recording and vocalizing of words were seen as feminine functions. She
was also mistress of the house of architecture where she helped to lay the foundation for the
temples” (Kwesi YouTube). That a Black goddess is historialized as inventing writing is
reflective of the deep emotional reservoir that women possess and their unity with profound
inner places of power. In Rediscovering the Harlem Renaissance, Louise Johnson reveals,
“Historically, “African society was based on a matriarchy. Women were held in reverence and
given a great degree of personal freedom that women in patriarchal societies did not enjoy …
black women have always owned their space” (Johnson 49), and continue to do so.
The dynamism of women is eloquently exemplified in the women writers of the Harlem
Renaissance who shaped a distinct Black identity and, also, through the Black Arts Movement
poets, who not only instructed, but fashioned an identity for cultural awareness and reform. In
doing so they created a new style of transmitting art. The power of women contains unlimited
possibilities that have yet to be fully explored. Within women resides places dark and fertile.
States Feminist, and activist Audre Lorde’s. Her intense exploration of Black female identity,
admonishes women to perform from their essence. She states:
These places of possibility within ourselves are dark because they are ancient and
hidden, they have survived and grown strong through that darkness … From that
same dark infinite space there is a reserve of wisdom, emotion, and feeling
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[where] … dreams birth concept, as feeling births idea, as knowledge births
(precedes) understanding. (36)
This regenerative power is available when women perform from their mighty reservoirs of
creativity and awaken to their hidden gem of potential which is accessed through intuition.
Like Seshat, women still have the power to create and must own it. It is intuition that
guides a woman’s creativity. With this understanding, Lorde states, “For women, then, poetry is
not a luxury. It is a vital necessity of our existence from which our dreams can shape the
realities of our futures. These sacred spaces are our sanctuaries” (37). Women as nurturers of
life possess the power to transition and delve deep within their essential substance and manifest
that which is vital to life. As they begin to re-member or unify within an African cosmological
understanding of ancestral eternalness they can reclaim and reshape that which was, is, and will
be.
When women work through the hegemonic mire that serves to diminish their lives and
begin to identify and challenge misrepresentational history, then they will be free to unmask and
become their truly beautiful selves. A biased media that continues to portray Black men as
dangerous and criminal, and objectifies Black women as “Holler Back” girls, defined within
Patricia Hill Collins “Four controlling images” is grossly subversive, and perpetuates racism.
Black women cannot allow others to build stages and direct the performance of their lives. They
must side-step negative media depictions, define themselves within their own positivity, and love
themselves within that reality.
Throughout time, many women have begun the journey spoken of by Lorde. These poets
frequent places of limitlessness and fashion art that is timeless; it deeply impacts the world. The
women herein mentioned, are literary warriors, their works stand as a testament to the evolution
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of a more humane world. In drama and literature, I gratefully salute the genius of: Angelina
Weld Grimke, Marita Bonner, Lorraine Hansberry, Nikki Giovanni, Sonia Sanchez, and Suzan
Lori Parks who took up the pen to write revolution. Their masterful works so profoundly and
artfully address oppression.
During the Harlem Renaissance, a time when art desperately needed propaganda, two
women crafted revolutionary dramas and ingeniously wrote directly against a bigoted
establishment. Angelina Weld Grimke was born in 1880, and was raised by her father who was
a staunch liberal in Boston’s aristocratic society (Hull 109). Although her early writing focused
on love her later works became more directed towards social activism. In detailing the scope of
Grimke’s expanded awareness, Carolivia Herron states:
…her fiction, nonfiction, and drama focuses almost exclusively on lynching and
racial injustices. These works take on African American cultural grief rather than
personal grief as their thematic focus, and they express great outrage over the
lynching of African Americans in the South, over the failure of Northern whites to
band together and demand an end to the crimes, and over racial injustice in
general. (Introduction 2)
The violence of lynching was most often addressed by male writers, as confirmed in
Color, Sex, and Poetry by Gloria T. Hull: “black women writers tend not to graphically depict
lynching and burning rituals, and do not normally use sexual accusation of black males as the
primary cause” (131). However, as a literary advocate for the oppressed, Grimke’s writings did
not shy away from this evil, and made it a focal point in her drama and fiction. Hull states, “At
the age of nineteen, she collected signatures for an anti-lynching petition, and through her desire
for equality, she began writing racially relevant literature” (131-132). In her signature play
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Rachel, she wholeheartedly confronts the evil of lynching and how a family is broken in the
aftermath.
The gist of the drama is: a teenage brother (Tom) and sister (Rachel), are told the heartwrenching story of how their father and uncle were lynched ten years earlier because they
denounced the hanging of an innocent Black man. Four years later, they have achieved
professions that they cannot get hired in, and both have come to experience racial prejudice.
Generationally, racism is perpetuated, when Rachel’s seven-year-old son “comes home
traumatized by being called a “nigger” and having stones hurled at him” (117). Rachel, too, is
emotionally overwhelmed. She sends her boyfriend away and renounces motherhood. Much like
Sethe, in Toni Morrison’s Beloved, Rachel would not have children that would have to live in a
racist world. Grimke states, “The purpose was to show how a refined, sensitive, highly-strung
girl, a dreamer and an idealist, the strongest instinct in whose nature is a love for children and a
desire someday to be a mother her self—how this girl would react to this force [racial prejudice]”
(117).
Rachel was motivated by Grimke’s desire to break down a wall between the races. She
hoped to appeal to the emotions of white women, who themselves were mothers. She confesses,
“My belief was …if their hearts could be reached even if only a little then, perhaps, instead of
being active or passive enemies, they might become, at least, less inimical and possibly
friendly…Her second purpose was to counter the stereotype of “the darkey” by presenting “the
best type of colored people” (117-118). To that end, she presents characters that are educated,
well-spoken, are inspired to do well in life, have a family, live morally and basically have human
aspirations.
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Herron quotes Grimke as stating, “In preparation of the coming of this black genius, I
believe there must be among us a stronger and a growing feeling of race consciousness, race
solidarity, [and] race pride. It means a training of the youth of to-day and of to-morrow in the
recognition of the sanctity of all these things. Then perhaps, someday, somewhere black youth,
will come forth, see us clearly, intelligently, sympathetically, and will write about us and then
come into his own” (20). Clearly, Grimke understood the necessity of a strong sense of
nationalism with identity as the common denominator.
Hull states, “Rachel was first staged in 1916 and published in 1920. It was the first
successful stage drama to be written by a Negro”, and was first performed in Washington, D.C.,
by the NAACP and a year later in Harlem and Cambridge” (177-119). As with all reviews of a
dramatic piece, there were negative critics. However, as Hull points out, “most of the nearly
fifty reviews and notices published as of April 1921 were favorable. The bulk of these repeated
Rachel’s subtitle, “A Play of Protest”, observed that “all the characters are colored,” and praised
the author for vividly portraying “the black man’s burden” (122). Those who favored the play
thought she had been successful in driving her message home. Hull states, “Grimke’s play was
the first attempt to use the stage for race propaganda in order to enlighten the American people to
the lamentable condition of ten million of colored citizen in this free republic” (117); it
represents a monumental revolutionary statement. Grimke’a passion for equality positioned her
as an initiator of a much-needed Black literary sensibility.
Marita Bonner, born in Massachusetts in 1899, was described as one of the best educated
of the Harlem Renaissance writers, and one of the most versatile (Gates 1205). In 1928, she
penned a one act play, The Purple Flower. It was first published in The Crisis magazine in 1929,
where it won first place in a playwriting contest (Marita Bonner University of Minnesota digital).
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It is regarded as her masterpiece, though never performed in her lifetime. The Purple Flower is
masterfully crafted and very thought provoking. “Purple is the most powerful visible
wavelength of electromagnetic energy … it is associated with supernatural energy and the
cosmos” (Morton color matters.com). In the play metaphorically, the purple flower represents
the highest strivings of the Us’s, but sadly equality is unattainable without bloodshed.
Contextually, the play is best understood in terms of the many themes: race, class, oppression,
Africanisms, community, power, and the struggle for human rights. Symbolism is represented
by the hill, the valley, the locations of nowhere and somewhere, and by “the purple Flower-ofLife-at-Its-Fullest” (Encyclopedia.com), which represents living life at its fullest.
In discussing the layered allegorical content and the plays problematic production,
Professor Allison Berg states, “philosophical and political questions about racial identity, social
conflict, and the relative primacy of race and class oppression…are often difficult to discuss
candidly in predominantly white classroom settings” (470). However, racially diverse
instructional settings are perfect opportunities, difficult as they may be, for students to discuss
race, and the deconstruction of it; the enormity of the subject makes people put it aside, tip-toe
around it, and hope it will disappear. It is the younger generation that will point the way to the
future, and insightful, respectful communication is necessary. Bonner uses juxtaposition to
illuminate significance, she interjects extreme representation of reality. The play is not as
ambiguous as Berg suggests; it performed its intention, which was to reveal lived injustices of
African descended people, while reflecting their constant struggle to obtain freedom with
equality and does this quite effectively through various emotions of different characters that live
within the desire.
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The Purple Flower implements “Art as propaganda” within a very realistic scenario,
particularly as it pertained to how African Americans were oppressed, at the author’s writing. In
comparison to other plays during the Harlem Renaissance, Bonner as a visionary, quite clearly
imports the revolutionary tone of the 1960’s. The heavy imagery cleverly situates the hegemonic
society, or those that live on the hill (the White Devils), with those that live in the valley (the
Us’s), who continually try to climb the hill, to attain a better life through justice and equality
(symbolized by the purple flower). However, through numerous attempts, they are constantly
kept down by those in power. Synonymous with how life for African descended people is an
uphill battle.
The community of Us’s have names that tell their story and represent how they function
within the group. Another Us- “represents an apathetic attitude toward the idea of putting any
effort into fighting for racial equality”. He tells the others that he is not concerned with the
White Devils, stating, ‘when I get ready to go up that hill—I’m going!’ But he promptly rolls
over and goes to sleep”; Average- “expresses hopelessness about ever making it up the hill. He
represents an average attitude of complacency about the status of the Us’s. He tells the others
that they ‘better stay safe and sound’”; Cornerstone- “represents the cornerstone of her
community, she recognizes that there is a lack of unity and supports others in their efforts to
work toward equality”; The First Young Us- “is full of skepticism … [he] represents the
viewpoint that simply laboring away at the types of menial job[s] available to the African
Americans will not accomplish anything in terms of improving the socioeconomic status of the
race”. Interestingly though, he says the elders should try listening to God, instead of so much
talking; The Newcomer- has wealth but it does him no good “because the White Devils refuse to
sell him land or property on the hill. His character represents the effects of racial prejudice that
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prevents even financially successful African Americans from buying homes or other property in
desirable locations”; An Old Lady-“represents an attitude of defeatism, because she has spent her
whole life working like a slave”, and has lost hope. She laments, “We ain’t never going to make
that hill”; The Young Girl (Sweet) “was sexually harassed by a White Devil. This incident is an
allegorical reference to the history of rape and sexual abuse of African-American women, by
slave masters”; Young Man- who “throws down his bundle of books that he’s been carrying,
represents the efforts of African Americans to improve their socioeconomic status through
education”. His behavior suggests an ineffective white dominated educational system that
Blacks are written out of; The Young Man (Finest Blood) - is the brave one, the Us, that will
eventually volunteer to confront the White Devils; An Old Man- represents the “obi man”, the
“witch doctor”, or shaman. From his ancient wisdom, he will use some juju to offer as a solution
for the Us’s.
The oppositional characters, The Sundry White Devils- “are represented as “artful little
things full of artful movements and artful tricks” to imply that racism is imposed upon people of
color through various forms of trickery and deceit. They have no dialogue, but silently mimic
the main action. They dance about, ‘sometimes as if they were men and sometimes as if they
were snakes’ [this signifies the biblical imagery of the snake being crafty, sly, and evil] … They
live on the hill … which represents their socioeconomic privilege over African Americans, and
‘try every trick, known or unknown, to keep the Us’s from getting to the hill’”.
The storyline details the various trials the Us’s have gone through while in pursuit of real
life. In the play the “thin-skin-of-civilization” symbolizes the fine line between those that call
themselves civilized, and how barbaric they treat other segments of humanity. This idea is staged
as a thin board dividing the upper level, and a lower level, which the Devils occupy. As the play
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evolves, nothing has previously worked for the Us’s, not hard work, not gold, nor their book
knowledge. The elders have slaved their entire life, but have gotten nowhere. Generationally,
there have been various ideas as to how to reach the purple flower. The elders believe one
should call on God; the younger ones declare calling on God ineffectual. They have also
abandoned the books written by the White Devils.
The play concludes with an elder, who refers to himself as “a servant of God”. He
arrives beating a drum, as he gathers the elders and the ancestors. He mixes dust, blood, and
books, in his old iron conjuring pot, as he informs them that God has told him to— shape a new
man. He then instructs “Finest Blood” “to confront the White Devils with the power of music,
faith, and the readiness to sacrifice his own blood … and the message ‘blood has been taken and
blood must be given’ … The final stage directions read: Let the curtain close leaving all the Us’s,
the white Devils, Nowhere, Somewhere, listening, listening. Is it time?” (The Purple Flower
Encyclopia.com). Abstract locations of “nowhere”, and “somewhere” are constructed to support
the all-inclusiveness of racism. Bonner is suggesting that maybe time has run out, or has it?
Maybe there is still hope for reconciliation by listening.
“The White Devils represent, at an allegorical level, white people who oppress others.
The Purple Flower is an allegory for racial relations in the United States, although it could be
applied to the conditions of oppressed people anywhere in the world, at any point in history”
(Encyclopedia.com). This was a pretty heavy ending for a revolutionary play in 1928. Bonner
was prophetic in foretelling the racial situation that would come about during the Black Arts
Movement, as she was writing to make people think. Although it has been determined that this
play would be quite difficult to stage, it could become an interesting movie, and its performance
Berg states “could serve to reflect critically on how racial difference is constructed and
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maintained” (470), and suggests methods of deconstruction. The finale imparts an enlightening
message: we have a choice— the opportunity to live as civilized beings on the planet, or to
continue to participate in earth’s destruction, at an alarming rate.
Lorraine Vivian Hansberry was born in 1930, the granddaughter of a freed slave. Her
father was a successful real estate broker, and her mother was a teacher; both were actively
involved with civil rights issues of the day. At eight years old, her family moved to a “rigidly
segregated” South side community in Chicago, where she witnessed the terrorism that some
Blacks were subjected to. When a white racist neighbor hurled a brick through their window,
her family took the case to the Supreme Court and won. Fortunately Hansberry was raised in a
conscious family among very involved pan-Africanists, one being her uncle, the highly esteemed
William Leo Hansberry. At the age of twenty, she secured a job working with the “Freedom”, a
newspaper owned by Paul Robeson; and was taught African history from W. E. B. Dubois who
strongly shaped her views on liberation of the black race. Her Nationalistic impressions are
written in the dialogue of the character, Beneatha.

(American Radio Works Raisin in the Sun)

Lorraine Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun, was first performed in 1959, and changed
Black theatre forever. It was the first play written by a black woman to be produced on
Broadway and with content about and for African Americans; for many it was an introduction to
theater. It also inspired African American entrepreneurs to own their own theaters. Hansberry’s
success expanded creative energy in the arts and the play was a major factor in promoting a
Black aesthetic. The factors that made this play a classic are numerous; most important was
Hansberry’s effectiveness in illustrating the social and economic real-life situations of the times,
and it still has relevancy today.
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Social and economic issues were introduced through the everyday lives of the Younger
family, a strong, “barely making it” black family with very relatable problems, experienced by
many black families in the 1950’s. The play is based on a Langston Hughes’ poem, “What
becomes of a dream deferred”, and is centered on the deferred dream of Walter Lee who worked
as a chauffeur. He has bigger dreams—not merely to have a job, but to own his own business
which would allow him to provide employment for others. This says a lot about his work ethic
which he could then pass along to his son, Travis. Walter Lee is employed as a chauffeur, to him
his position was nothing more than a “yes” man to his boss; he was frustrated because his
potential was stifled. However, in the 1950’s, there were few options for a black man.
Throughout a good part of American history, the black man has been negatively imaged as
irresponsible, and non-supportive for his family. At a time when many black men chose to leave
their families due to the pressures imposed upon them, Hansberry presented a strong family man.
While Walter Lee’s ambitions reflected a desire to achieve a better life, sadly his
behavior revealed what happens to a man with dreams that he can see, but cannot manifest. As
the play progresses, the inability of Walter Lee to live as the man he desires turns him upside
down and inside out, with his family bearing the brunt of his failure. The early morning kitchen
scene between Walter Lee and Ruth, his wife, introduces the theme of fertility— she repeatedly
states, “Eat your eggs”, symbolic of her pregnancy. The scene reflects how the black man’s
frustration is heaped on his black woman as he has no one else to lash out at; this scene also
reflects the untrue perception of black women not being able to understand or show empathy
concerning their man’s circumstances.
In the 1950’s, a time when many Black families were torn apart, it was essential to
portray the cohesiveness of the family unit; this is one element that is often missed in
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contemporary storytelling. There cannot be a strong black community without strong family
units. Raisin reveals layers of unity in the black family. There were three adults sensibly
working to maintain the upkeep of the apartment. Ruth did ironing in the home, so she was there
when Travis arrived from school. Beneatha was free to focus on school. Walter Lee worked
every day. Even Travis was willing to carry groceries to earn his money for school. Although
arguments arose, in spite of them there was respect for one another while they all struggled to
maintain their dignity and sanity; this unifying factor runs throughout the play and concludes
with Mama’s dream being fulfilled— the family together in a new home.
Dreams shaped the foundation for Hansberry’s writing; she penned the dreams that
African descended people held within the American dream, and it is the dreams of each character
that provides the tension within the story. Ruth’s dream, though not as verbal, was merely to live
in a decent home where her son could have a bedroom, and a yard to play in. Mama’s was to
live in a better neighborhood where she could have a garden. Throughout the play she repeatedly
expressed her regret that her plant never got enough sunlight or water. She was signifying on
essentials necessary for real life, which at the time her family could not enjoy; however, she
remained the nurturer of her family, and held it together. Everyone’s dream is fulfilled with the
new home. Walter Lee is allowed a new beginning, seen in the re-birthing of his manhood, to
live the family values instilled in him by his parents.
The play reveals strong African American cultural values, the respect for Mama’s
wisdom, the discipline of Beneatha, and the spanking that Travis never received because of the
good news of the newly purchased home. The Younger family struggled to deal with issues
relatable to all families, but Hansberry thoroughly articulates the difficulties encountered by
Black families during the 1950’s. Mama’s character represents the strong matriarchal provider
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of the family. Her love is the glue that holds the family together, and it is love that she calls on
to heal the family when misfortune arises. Through Mama’s insight they learn that their love is
worth more than the money that was lost. The play provides many heartfelt moments, one that is
memorable is the wisdom imparted by the wise African pertaining to the lost inheritance. Joseph
Asagai asks, “Isn’t there something wrong in a house- in a world- where all dreams, good or bad,
must depend on the death of a man?” Truly such a wise statement could expand anyone’s
humanity.
Many times, the black woman has had to become a pillar of strength, while singleparenting, and/or trying to survive an oppressive system. In the play, Mama is seen as a strong
black woman; however, Hansberry does an exceptional job of mirroring her strength with
moments of tenderness, such as when she reminisces about her husband, or her affection for
Travis. The trip to the bar to look for Walter Lee was another scene where the warmth of her
heart is felt. Although she was adamant concerning Walter Lee’s investment in a liquor store,
she understood that he needed to feel like a man, to be the man in the family. He did make a
foolish decision, but her love and forgiveness through that loss, reflected the wisdom of the
much loved “Ma-dear” in the black community.
At a time when most young women aspired to become secretaries or nurse assistants,
Beneatha’s goal to become a doctor spoke to a changing time and a reality that could be attained
through perseverance. This was a particularly vital statement for black people to see in 1959.
Beneatha was an intelligent young woman with a thirst for life, she became her own person and
was not afraid to try new things. She represented a new generation with very different views
witnessed in her outspoken opinions about God. She embraces her natural self. She understood
that to find herself she would have to look towards her African roots. A transformation is
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witnessed in her natural hair and African dress which exemplified her illuminated Nationalistic
beliefs. Beneatha was certain that the shallowness of George Murchison would never fulfill her
idea of a man; Asagai proved to be a much more appealing mate. In Raisin, Hansberry puts forth
a timely message of identity—that you don’t have to lose yourself in assimilation, and that
“Black is indeed beautiful”.
Raisin reflects racial stratification, identifiable in nearly every area of American society.
The small cramped apartment, where the Younger’s lived with insects and rodents and a shared
bath demonstrates how many Blacks had to live. Secondly, inequality was reflected in the
amount of work that blacks had to do to earn a decent living, these biases were societal norms.
The play climaxes to address racial bias; unfortunately these attitudes still pervade contemporary
American society. The home that Mama purchased in Cybourne Park was quite representative of
housing discrimination in the 1950’s up until the Civil Rights law that supposedly ended
discriminatory housing practices in 1968. Mr. Linder’s suggestion for the Younger’s to move
into a neighborhood where people “share a common background” represented the racist views
expressed by many whites at the time; he even offered to pay them to not move into his white
community. The story unfolds in a way that allows viewers truly experience the emotions.
(Notes from reading and discussing A Raisin in the Sun in Professor Clarence Gilyard’s class).
Lorraine Hansberry at the age of twenty-nine, became the youngest American, the fifth
woman, and the first black playwright to win the New York Drama Critics’ Circle Award for
Best Play. The play was a major revelation in exposing the truth of black people’s lives, while
simultaneously addressing the most damaging social-economic problems of inequality and
racism. The play stimulates critical thinking for all viewers to hopefully make our world a better
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place. This classic work is still recognized as an example of quality Black drama. It
significantly revolutionized Black film and Black performance (Biography.com).
Nikki Giovanni was born in Knoxville, Tennessee. Her family then moved to Cincinnati,
Ohio where her parents were teachers. In the ninth grade, she returned to Knoxville to live with
her grandmother, who was a major influence on her political activism. In the early 1960’s, she
enrolled in Fisk University, but was expelled because “Giovanni’s ideas about the intellectual
seriousness and political awareness appropriate to a college student” were contrary to the beliefs
of the dean of women (Giovanni pp xxxiii-xxxiv). Her grandmother wrote a letter that resulted
in her being reinstated. On her return to Fisk, her path as a writer was shaped. She became
involved with writer’s workshops, where she would soon be in the company of other notable
writers like Robert Hayden, Melvin Tolson, and Dudley Randall, the creator of Broadside Press,
Margaret Walker, and LeRoi Jones (Amiri Baraka) (xxxiv). In 1968, she published her first
volume of poetry, Black Feeling Black Talk. In reference to her more revolutionary works,
Giovanni reveals, “No one was much interested in a Black girl writing what was called
“militant” poetry. I thought of it as good poetry but we all have our own ideas. Since no one
wanted to publish me I formed a company and published myself…Now I had a goal. I wanted to
be a writer who dreams or maybe a dreamer who writes” (Nikki Giovanni.com).

That she is.

Giovanni was prepped while growing up to understand that as a writer, she should
address the reality of life around her. (xix). Strong culturalisms are reflected in her poems which
whole-heartedly embraced a Black aesthetic during the revolutionary Black Arts Movement.
Author Virginia Fowler, who wrote the introduction to Giovanni’s “Collected Poems” defines
Giovanni as “one of the most popular and controversial young writers to emerge …who equates
the survival of her people with their ability to use the only thing left them, their human voice
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(xxiii). With words that touch the hearts of people and enlivened their spirits, her poems express
a truth that is all hers. Not desiring to compose within the confinement of written English
tradition, she engaged the orality of African-American traditions (xvi) to use her voice for
expression. Fowler states, “Written language … becomes a barrier to expression and
understanding when we treat it as an end in itself rather than as a means to an end” (xvii). As
Amiri Baraka confirmed, art must reflect value, its duty is to express meaning through live
communication, hence the importance of orality.
For Giovanni, morality coupled with empathy is the foundation for aesthetic value. She
states, “Empathy is key to human life and understanding because it is key to human connection
… it enables us to collapse the dualistic structures that polarize our world into ‘us’ and ‘them’”
(xxv). Stylistically race and gender, along with history and identity are central to her work. In
writing revision of a bigoted society, Giovanni artfully embraces the Black woman’s essence.
She defines the Black women by crafting positive affirmations; and much like the “propers” that
were so soulfully requested in the Aretha Franklin lyric, Giovanni “authenticates the Black
woman’s voice [acknowledging] the comfort, support, celebration, encouragement,
unselfishness, and prayerfulness that it has lifted itself to speak and sing” (xxiv).
The didactic aspect of her poetry is most nurturing. In “Poem (For Nina)”, she articulates
the importance of, and encourages love of one’s melanin rich hues. In spite of what a biased
society thought or felt, the new aesthetic was emphasized and only African descended people got
the final word on self:
We are all imprisoned in the castle of our skins…And some of us have said so be
it…If I am in jail my castle shall become my rendezvous…my moat will not
restrict me but will be filled with dolphins sitting on lily pads and sea horses
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ridden by starfish…my wounded chocolate soldiers will sit in evening
coolness…if I am imprisoned in my skin let it be a dark world…with a deep bass
walking a witch doctor to me for spiritual consultation…let my world be defined
by my skin and the skin of my people…for we spirit to spirit will embrace…this
world. (Giovanni 175)
Giovanni stresses the importance of loving one’s self beyond the obsession of race. We
are all given skin tones, and there is nothing that can be done about that, she states, “so be it”,
meaning: I am at home in my castle, and do love it/my black skin is not a restriction/ and my life
will be filled with awe and wonder. Black men, equally wounded because of racial ignorance,
will remain cool/ and if the world chooses to imprison him, then it shall be a dark world/ It shall
be an African relatable world, where I shall gain strength when needed, from spiritually directed
African knowledge/ I will not run from myself/ I will be defined by my culture/ Black music will
guide my steps/ and my world will reflect an ever-Black presence embraced by ancestral spirits.
Of the revolutionary writers of the Black Arts Movement, Nikki Giiovanni states:
…a group of people who actually started out not knowing each other formed a
team and not only sharpened their game but lifted it. We went to Championship
form poetically speaking, and even now if poetry were an Olympic event our team
from the Mighty Sixties would be as outstanding as the Four Horsemen of France
or the mighty run Australia made in the fifties. We are, in the words of the great
Curtis Mayfield, A Winner. (Reid xiv)
Giovanni has authored over twenty-seven books and produced numerous records, CD’s,
and tapes. She has been honored with “Keys to more than two dozen American cities; Life
Membership in Scroll, the National Council of Negro Women; Seven NAACP Image Awards;
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The Rosa Parks Women of Courage Award; The Gwendolyn Brooks Award; The Langston
Hughes Award; Sankofa Freedom Award; Best Spoken Word Grammy; The Carl Sandburg
Literary Award; She was named Woman of the Year by Ebony Magazine, Ladies Home Journal,
and Mademoiselle Magazine. She was also named one of Oprah Winfrey’s 25 Living Legends.
Giovanni is a distinguished professor at Virginia Tech and has been honored with many other
prestigious awards.
Sonia Sanchez, born in Birmingham and nurtured in New York, is one of the most
passionately motivated, and committed artists to emerge from the Black Arts Movement. A
poet, activist, playwright, editor and teacher, Sanchez, dubbed a revolutionary poet, has
significantly influenced African American literature and culture by the urgency of her sustained
and powerful voice (Sanchez Poets.org). As a dynamic advocate for humanity, Sanchez remains
in a continual mode of creating works that are thought provoking and fresh. In Joyce A. Joyce’s
Conversations with Sonia Sanchez, Sanchez unapologetically states “All poets, all writers are
political. They either maintain the status quo, or they say, ‘Something’s wrong, let’s change it
for the better’. That’s what my life has really been about” (83).
Motivated to fashion a new activism, author Regina B. Jennings, states, “The artists of
the BAM waged a linguistic war with America (122). A main objective of the poets was to take
their message to the people in the Black communities wherever they were. Sanchez explains
how the artist initiated the process at her first poetry reading in a Harlem bar:
We—this is Amiri Baraka and Askia Muhammad Toure and a bunch of other
poets from the Black Arts Movement…I don’t know who—pulled the plug on the
jukebox, and that got everybody’s attention. We said, ‘We want to read some
poems,’ and before the people in the bar could moan because the music’s gone,
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we started to go ‘pshon t-t-t-t’, staccato-style, ‘d-d-d-d’—you know like machine
guns. (Reich 81)
The intent of the intellectuals was to educate and unify the people, and to perform their
objective with content entirely built upon nationalism. Jennings explains: “The poet’s tone and
perspective encouraged Black people to rethink their collective position, to seize control of and
direct their own destiny” (120). Within this new cultural commitment, Black women found
their voice and begun to speak out. However, the style they evolved was not the soft, fuzzy
oratory expected of females. Sonia Sanchez suggests “the new female was writing through a
harsh, unfeminine, militancy” (Hull 213) where upon reading their works, one could feel
enlivened with a new awareness to understand the severity of the crisis that had become an
assault upon their life. The further objective, was to inspire the audience to stand in
consciousness, and be-come actively charged to effect change. The artists were deeply
committed. This was their process.
Artistic creations are constructed on experience and imagination, where identity is
established as a tool to introduce context, and ground the reader with the text. For Sanchez race
and gender provides substance for her work (Joyce xii), like the free flowing jazz idiom,
Sanchez’s poetry would not be confined, nor would it conform to “traditional taxonomies,
imitating and revising established meter, versification, and rhyme” (Jennings 124)…Her poetic
voice remains visionary (125). Sanchez, like many of the poets of the Black Arts Movement
refused conformity; their new expression alerted a rebirthing. The Articulation of a jazz
sensibility, new direction and a sense of freedom is evidenced in the style and organization of the
following untitled poem from ‘We a BaddDDD People’
I am a blk/woooOOOOMAN
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my face
my brown
Bamboo/colored
blk/berry face
will spread itself over
this western hemisphere and
be remembered.
be sunnnnnnnNNNGG
For I will be called
QUEEN.

&

Walk/move in
Blk/queenly/ways. (122)
Through orality, Sanchez’s poem comes alive, freedom is denoted by spaciousness,
where words float, not confined to a format. At a time when women empowered themselves and
searched their immediate horizon for enriching, fulfilling experiences, Black female poets
encouraged the journey by granting Black women access to their cultural heritage through their
words. The poem identifies the Black woman, and recognizes her beauty in the many shades of
a melanated face. Her poems, like many poets of the Black Arts Movement confronted negative
ideas about Black identity, and helped establish positive awareness. Extending the word
“woman” denotes eternity or ever-ness, where time is presented as a continuum. The poem
defines the power of the black woman within an African cosmological understanding. Jennings
states, “This sense of continuity depicts power, harmony and victory” (123), distinctive
aesthetics associated with African descended woman in all diaspora’s. In the phrase “be
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remembered” Sanchez situates memory as an important aspect of cultural identity. Here she
connects memory with “be sunnnngg”, where the importance of the sun, as life giver was at the
core of many ancient African cultures. She ends the poem by declaring once African identity is
recognized, as well as African cultural heritage, thereafter, “I will be called Queen”, adhering to
reclaimed ‘regal ness’. She can then live accordingly. Possessing extraordinary powers with a
newly found aesthetic provided a circular reference to re-member, but also redefine, reform, and
re-birth. Sanchez’s works contain signposts to nationalism. She observes, “To be reborn black
again is a prelude to collective self-reliance” (124), a major tenet within the doctrine. Locating
one’s power is the first step to re-discovering self-identity. An awareness of an umbilical union
with Africa, helped women acquire a fuller acceptance of their beautiful black selves.
Sanchez’s poems implemented orthography, a literary effect of situating words to be
read as extended orality. Introduced by the Black Art Poets, this orality would produce a definite
sound vibration, to transport the reader into a deeper dimension of the text and experience more
feeling. Jennings observes, “This orthography for the effect of sound is a poetic praxis that
demonstrates the Black Arts Movement’s theory of audience involvement and can be traced back
to Africa” 125). Her lyrics and the orthographical transformation is an example of the “linguistic
war” (122) that was going on between the Black Artist and traditional literature. Sankofically,
her historical references allow one to reach back and then come forward, thereby accessing a
cultural connection to positively guide one’s life aspirations.
In harmony with Lorde’s concept of sisterhood:
Sanchez states “One of the things I’m trying to pull on is our residual memory as
women…We are in danger, great danger, of losing the memory that connects us,
that keeps us alive…Another goal of my writing has been to reconciles us with
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ourselves and to reclaim our history/herstory…Although we think we do it
without them, some ancestor is pushing us...Poetry has kept me connected to this
long line of African people who stayed alive just to tell their stories. (Bailey7879)
The memory that Sanchez recognizes is Black culture, retrievable by way of African culture,
through an understanding of ‘let’s go back, and get it.”
Sonia Sanchez made a natural progression from writing poetry to playwriting, where she
“impacted the genre in terms of race and feminist politics…her drama reflects themes also
evident in her poetry: anger against racism and bigotry” (Wood 128). As one of the few
playwrights of the era who critiqued Black revolutionary drama, she addressed issues seldom
mentioned like “the dual oppression of African American women” (128). The Black woman was
caught in the middle; she, like her spouse, experienced racism from the dominant society, but
oftentimes, being in close proximity to her spouse, she became a victim of his miss-directed
anger. Although a hard task to right, Sanchez addressed this issue in her first play, The Bronx is
Next. Her goal was to unite African American men and woman in an effort to extinguish white
oppression. The play was inspired from a newspaper article about a cop chasing a kid down 125th
street in Harlem. When asked by the policeman why he was running, the kid’s response to the
cop was “I was just running because it’s my street, it’s my street”. Sanchez reveals, I wrote that
play because I wanted to show how urban cities were killing Black folks”. (Joyce 199), her
message is that in a seemingly hopeless situation, one must never remain hopeless. Agency must
be engaged and from that point other positive changes will manifest.
The drama commences with three Black Revolutionaries who have taken over a Black
community and a white cop finds himself in the middle of a riot. The policeman repeatedly states
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“there’s something going on, what’s happening here” to reflect the fact that this white policeman
allegedly has no idea of how Blacks are being brutalized. Sanchez utilizes role reversal, as an
antidote for a situation that has ensued. The revolutionaries convince the policeman to role play,
him as the Black victim, and they would represent the police. He is reluctant at first, but finally
agrees. While the scenario is being played out, he is continuously verbally and physically
abused, so that he can feel the inhumanity that many Blacks were/are subjected to. Within the
dialogue Sanchez points out the merits and difficulties of Black activism (Wood 129). In the
role of community organizer/protector, these young Black men see no other alternative to an
injustice, but to rid themselves of the problem—their community. Within this solution, they
display an overall “dominating paternalism witnessed in the patriarchal oppression of women”
(129). The play reveals how all are affected by a racist white supremacist ideology; mentally,
physically, socio/economically, and emotionally—all people on all levels become impaired by its
ills, directly and indirectly. Like their destroyed lives, the young Black men burn their
community and warn—The Bronx is Next.
Wood alludes to the necessity of engaging art that recognizes the African American
struggles. She observes. “Sanchez has always acknowledged and continues to recognize the
potency of drama. She uses it as a venue of the artistic expression of social protest and the
condemnation of injustice, as well as to explore personal anguish and spiritual transcendence”
(Wood 127). Interestingly, The Bronx is Next and professor/activist Jane Elliot’s anti-racism
experiment were both produced in 1968, a year of much racial turmoil. Sadly, the context of the
play still resonates in contemporary society.
Sonia Sanchez was one of the three original Black professors for the first Black Studies
Program at San Francisco State College (now University). The other architects were Askia
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Toure and Amiri Baraka (Joyce xiv-xv). She has authored over 16 books, including Homegirls
and Handgrenades, for which she won the 1985 American Book Award. She is the recipient of
numerous prestigious awards: the Lucretia Mott Award for 1984, the Outstanding Arts Award
from the Pennsylvania Coalition of 100 Black Women, the Community Service Award from the
National Black Caucus of State Legislators in 1985, The Governor’s Award for Excellence in the
Humanities for 1988, the Peace and Freedom Award from Women International League for
Peace and Freedom (W.I.L.P.F.) for 1989, A PEW Fellowship in the Arts 1992-1993, The
Langston Hughes Poetry Award 1999. She is the Poetry Society of America’s 2001 Robert
Frost Medalist and a Ford Freedom Scholar from the Charles H. Wright Museum of African
American History, to name a few. She was the first Presidential Fellow at Temple University.
The Sonia Sanchez Literary Review is the first African American Journal that discusses the work
of Sonia Sanchez and the Black Arts Movement (Poet’s.org website).
Suzan Lori Parks, playwright, screenwriter, and novelist writes resistance exceptionally
well. She exploded on the scene in 1990 at the Theater of the Brooklyn Arts Council, also
known as the BACA, with one of her theatrical masterpieces The Death of the Last Black Man in
the Whole Entire World. Author Alice Rayner states, “The play radiated such power, passion,
and rage, Parks was hailed as theatre’s vibrant new voice. An Indigenous theatrical talent, and
“the most promising playwright of the year” (447). The play presents a painful slice of history
through a clever literary twist. This is her second historical play in which she has woven a
sophisticated storyline so intricate and thoroughly interesting, it may require several readings.
Presented vertically with roots that go deep in African American history, the play presents a
historically mirrored image of time, but there is no confinement of time. It is told in an “eternal
now”. As the drama evolves, historic revelations reveal the ongoing oppressions of ADP, with
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dialogue that provides commentary on contemporary issues. In looking at how the play came
about, Parks reveals the birth of an idea:
One day I was taking a nap. I woke up and stared at the wall, still sort of
dreaming. Written up there between the window and the wall were the words
‘This is the death of the last Negro man in the whole entire world.’ Written up
there in black vapor. I said to myself, you should write that down, so I went over
to my desk and wrote it down. Those words and my reaction to them became a
play. (Parks 3)
This is pure Black revolutionary thought articulated in a consciousness of right/write on.
Suzan-Lorie Parks was born May 10, 1963 in Fort Knox, Kentucky. Her father was in
the military and the family moved around a great deal internationally. The constant moving,
coupled with numerous hours spent in libraries, exposed her to many varied cultural experiences,
and helped to heighten her imagination and sharpen her creativity (Karen Wada 65). She
attended high school in West Germany, then went on to Mount Holyoke College, where she
majored in English and German. While in a writing class, it was her professor James Baldwin,
who suggested that she start writing plays (Larson 1). However even as a child, she had begun
fantasizing and acting out stories. (Karen Wada 65).
The Death of the Last Black Man is well rooted in African cosmology where the
primordial word was birthed with rhythm—as it was in the beginning, so it is. Author Louise
Bernard explains, “rhythm is indispensable to the word: rhythm activates the word; it is the
procreative component…In terms of ontology, rhythm within Senghor’s Negritude economy, is
the ‘architecture of being’, and it is through the rhythm of the power of the Word (Nommo) that
Kuntu drama, becomes the theatre of testimony” (690). Author Mikell Pinkney defines Kuntu
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drama as ritual based “drama that has its ultimate purpose to reveal and invoke the reality of the
particular mode that it has ritualized … through the combined use of word power, dance power,
and music power” (23). Within this understanding, ancestors are always a link in one’s life—
past, present, and future. “Park’s work engages the African Continuum a totally integrated
environment where all spiritual forces interact, [where]…man is essentially spirit; there is no
‘finish’, ‘end’, or ‘death’, for the spirit’s immortality is as constant as the cosmos” (Bernard
690). Parks has traveled the sankofian journey to artfully piece together hidden gems. By
presenting snapshots of her characters’ ongoing circular history, we are allowed to witness her
findings, and study them; for she has heeded Queen Hatshepsut’s instruction to “write it down”.
With the landmarks provided, we can further understand African communalism and ancestral
reasoning.
Parks explains her process, “Since history is a recorded or remembered event, theatre,
for me, is the perfect place to ‘make’ history—that is, because so much of African American
history has been unrecorded, dismembered, washed out, one of my tasks as playwright is
to…locate the ancestral burial ground, dig for bones, find bones, hear the bones sing, write it
down” (Bernard 688). Mehdi Ghasemi situates Park’s writing style as Post-Revolutionary,
Drama, she states, Parks was “Inspired both by the Black Arts Movement and the postmodern
revolt against it” (2). She incorporates ambiguous characters, figures, and stage directions,
within a disguised revolutionary genre, but she retains a DuBoisian concept. With Parks, the
expression “no holds (holes) barred” is applicable—there are no boundaries. She is free to be
her total creative self. Parks’ plays represent ongoing oppressions and stereotypes that serve to
rupture equality for African descended people.
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The power of the ancestors is personified within the figures and have names that denote
how they function within the play. “Black man with watermelon” has experienced multiple
deaths. He has fallen from a slave ship, been electrocuted, been lynched, chased by slave
catchers and their dogs, only to keep returning home to put an end to these painful experiences.
The repeated deaths in the play signify the repeated hits on the humanity of African descended
people throughout history, and on how history presents holes and gaps, relative to them. If
repeated multiple times, this cyclical violence can kill one’s respect, esteem, determination, and
overall development. In reading or defining “Black Man”, we understand five components of
his existence: Bernard explains, “As a satirical subtext to the play, Black Man with Watermelon
is a revision of the folkloric trickster figure—he just keeps on coming back” (688); likewise,
author Alice Rayner suggests, “Black Man with Watermelon locates himself within the
performative continuum of African American experience … [he] exists in a liminal space
between the living and dead. He is dislocated, caught in a continual “Middle Passage … In
addition, Black Man with Watermelon’s plight reflects the current dislocation, fragmentation and
disillusion that Cornel West terms the ‘postmodern condition’ of contemporary black America
… [where] he is seen as the prototype for every Black man. Park notes, “We’re (African
Americans) a people who are honored or damned because of the actions of one of our group.
One of us stands for all of us” (450-451).
In his most recent return, he welcomes his earthly release as a remedy to the injustice he
has experienced and witnessed in his lifetimes. Furthermore, he disowns the perceived
stereotypes (subjugated identities)—the baggage attached to him. In the play Black Man
repeatedly states: “saint mimes, saint mines cause everything I calls mines got uh print uh me
someway on it … who gived birth tuh this I wonder. Who? Not me” (4). He is so burdened with
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all the baggage that accompanies a Black man in America: no jobs, which translates into no
respect, no family, along with racism, profiling, “driving while Black”, and all the other
oppressions, that he must suffer. He denies the reflection of himself that is incorrectly seen and
assumed true by others- he makes the declaration that the stereotypical attachment of
watermelons is incorrect, stating "Don’t look like me”; he detaches the stereotype that has been
associated with Black people and their love of the fruit. In “Understanding Suzie Lorie Parks”,
Author Jennifer Larson states, “Stereotypes sanctioned by white hegemonic historiography
perpetuate destructive miss-representations of black culture that re-enact a pseudo-slavery, and
through the figures in this play, ‘Parks challenges and satirizes these stereotypes and questions
their origins” (23). Through his many reappearances, “Black Man” is literally insanely
suspended. Bernard states, “He is forever trapped within the metaphoric parentheses of the
stereotype that transcends (linear) Time as History” (688), as these stereotypes are ongoing.
His wife “Black woman with fried drumstick”, the only live figure, loves him and
nurtures him whole-heartedly in his short return home feeding him. She is confused and in
denial of his death and tries to ease his pain and her distorted reality by constant praise of him for
getting away and outsmarting “them”. This has been the role for the Black woman to nurture, to
give hope, to understand, while she is experiencing her similar subjugation. Yet she attempts to
inspire beyond the current reality.
“Yes and Greens Black-Eyed Peas Cornbread” is an illiterate slave girl, however, she can
be imagined as an old soul full of mother-wit, that sits on the front porch rocking and reflecting
on days gone by, occasionally speaking in broken phrases to passersby; or perhaps as an elder
sister in a black church, whose years can attest to what is being said with a timely “amen”. In the
script her instructions suggest being witnesses to their lives and writing down true African
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American history and placing it under a rock for preservation, as did Ancient African cultures
who wrote history in stone—a guarantee to never be written out of history. Parks reminds us of
the importance of honoring heritage and tradition. Here again, the significance of identity is the
instruction.
“Queen-then-Pharaoh Hatshepsut”, “the only female pharaoh of ancient Egypt, ruled
during the Seventeenth Dynasty with power and authority … She comments on the importance
of asserting authority over one’s own history, and the need to write it down” (Rayner 453). She
represents ancient Kemetic wisdom; yet clearly connects ancient history with a more
contemporary story. She speaks about being on the scene before Columbus arrived,
acknowledging his comings and goings, and being witness to what rightfully happened.
“Before Columbus” delivers the word on the history of the world before the actual
arrival of Columbus and how knowledge evolved that placed constraints on location and time.
Author Philip C. Kolin avows, “Before Columbus is another literary sample from the book They
Came Before Columbus: The African Presence in Ancient America (1976) by Ivan Van Sertima”
(71). This figure reiterates the importance of keeping one’s historical traditions, again
admonishing all to write it down.
“Ham” represents the biblical figure. In the play, “Parks satirizes and questions the
legitimacy of organized religion … She exposes the racial injustices and distortions present in a
widely disseminated religious myth [and how it became] a justification for the African slavetrade” (Rayner 454). Parks exposes “his-story”, or the made-up version for all who desire to rid
themselves of unnecessary mental baggage.
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“Prunes and Prisms” is supposed to cure big lips by repeating Prunes and Prisms 40 times
a day. This references Blacks who are in denial of their African features through brain-washing.
Kolin affirms:
“Parks also addresses the incorporation and disavowal of white relationships to lackness
by highlighting the negating effects of slavery on the self-esteem of African Americans. The
increased opportunities afforded to blacks with more refined or “European” features speaks to
the incorporation of white ideals of beauty by black subjects. These self-effacing images are
reconfigured in Hip Hop music as the music industry privileges particular racial and sexual
stereotypes of African American men and women to sell music” (71).
This is a more contemporary assessment of W. E. DuBois’s “double consciousness”
where Blacks are in self-denial of the beauty of their cultural aesthetic through ignorance of
history and traditions, therefore they mimic others aesthetics, only to become a puppet, in the
commodification of their culture.
“Bigger and Bigger” is identified by Louise Bernard as [an] “escalated descendent of
Richard Wright’s “Native Son”, he wishes only to return to the fictional world from which he
has come … [He] is re-read, re-presented at what Frantz Fanon termed the ‘genital level—the
black man as penis, the penis as weapon, or a threat that must be negated by the ‘emasculating’
act of lynching and castration” (696). He remains shackled and begs to be free, repeatedly
asking to have the ropes removed from his neck. Meaning, “I can’t breathe”. Again, we are
reminded of the power of stereotypes; that can mentally bind, oppress, and suppress; they
become a powerful detriment to one’s overall liberation.
“Voice on Thuh Tee V”, Rayner confirms, “a more recently deceased or disembodied
spirit represents the most powerful contemporary medium for the dissemination of images,
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values, and ideas [are] subject to distortions, misinterpretations, and inaccuracies” (455). Biased
media coverage and image projections perpetuates dangerous misconceptions. Kolin states,
“Parks addresses the predatory nature of the media and the criminalization of black men that
diminishes their life chances. From civil rights leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr., to Hip
Hop leaders such as Tupac Shakur, and beyond, the lives of black men have been extinguished
before they have reached their potential” (71). There are a few other supporting figures in the
play, all deceased, that participate as a part of the chorus and from time to time co-sign what is
being said.
Contextually holes, gaps, and spaces are important to Park’s technique. She is obsessed
with “the liminal space between perception and reality”. In reference to the intrigue behind her
approach, Kolin states, “The stage for Parks is both the emptiness as space in history as well as a
new and (re)claimed acting area for African Americans” (Kolin 14). The “Great hole” in history
is quite significant. It represents the “fabricated absence” of black people in history. Meaning,
Parks explains, “Once upon a time you weren’t here and you didn’t do shit” (Drukman 296), or
Black people made no contributions in ancient history. In “Rediscovering the Harlem
Renaissance” Eloise Johnson further explains this inaccuracy of myths parading as reality: “The
answer lies in the myth that black people lack the intellectual capability for creating masterpieces
… For black American history, this historical myth generates from the period of slavery and still
functions today as a historical reality” (27), a deception shaped around Darwin’s concept of
racial inferiority.
Using this “absence” as her backdrop, Parks incorporates real life and theatrical
experiences to search out ancestral burial grounds, where she uncovers ancients and allows them
to speak life into intriguing stories that causes an audience to think. Relative to Author Stephen
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Henderson’s notion of ‘mascon images’ (a concentration of Black experimental energy,
consisting of Black speech, Black song, and Black poetry) … Bernard suggests, “Park’s
historical discourse, projected through the performative space of theatre, can be read in the
context of the ‘Soul Field”—Henderson’s paradigm for ‘the complex galaxy’ of thoughts, ideas,
and experiences that shape the ‘common heritage’ of Afro-diasporic peoples” (689).
Parks, obsessed with the space in between things, takes liberties with literary technique.
Like her evolutionary predecessors, she side-steps traditional writing style, she is then free to
draw from her creativity. The play can be compared to a jazz composition, relative to how she
borrows techniques from jazz principles, such as improvisation; and how she restructures typical
A or B song format to reconfigure progressions in the play. Engaging this fluidity allows her to
create in and out of time. This element is the heartbeat of her work where she creates dramatic
texts that are non-linear in style. Characters are given the opportunity to resolve a situation
through Rep & Rev (repetition and revision), where they will re-fashion their words and through
the process of re-creating language they will experience fresh dialogue. In breaking from a
traditional writing style, this is a more challenging approach for real life presentation. If there
are no limitations, one has the option to stretch to the fullest, constantly giving birth to new
creations (Parks 8-9).
Author Nicole Hodges Persley juxtaposes Suzan Lorie Parks’ revolutionary approach in
writing with the creation of Hip Hop music where digging, scratching, cracking, sampling,
breaking, mixing, and remixing, all recognizable components of the style, are engaged in the
mix. Persley makes a great analogy between the processes where DJ’s compose sounds with
literary innovation, she states:
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In the literary world, the written word and its sound equivalent are comparable to
musical beats … The constant overlapping of sound in the play is similar to
looping in Hip-Hop (65-68) … By digging and scratching, Parks cracks the
mirror of history, the cracks are the breaks in history … In Hip Hop, the breaks
are where the music stops to let the rhythm section play unaccompanied … She
spins back to the breaks in history in order to show the places of suture and
overlap in existing discourse on blackness … The constant overlapping of sound
in the play is similar to looping in Hip-Hop. (Persley 67-68)
The ongoing evolution of words utilized as weapons to overcome oppression is indeed
recognizable in the construction of rhythms and beats, layered to create fresh Hip-Hop
compositions.
Likewise, from a blank space, a deejay will dig to locate a backdrop per se, usually a
favorite LP recording, he will then work his magic by utilizing any number of the above creative
methods to produce a final product. The DJ historealizes the music with sampling, using what
has been before, while adding a new idea. to align the creation in the timeline of history (in the
present), much like Park’s who mixes themes and images, and remixes representations of
blackness in American history and ancient African history, and samples historical black racial
stereotypes (67).
Within Park’s play, Persley acknowledges the kinship between imagery and Black
cultural traditions. Symbolically, the physical restraints on “Black Man’s” hands and the lines
repeated in the play “the Black man moves his hands”, are identified with the instruction given at
many Hip-Hop concerts where the audience is instructed “wave your hands in the air, and wave
them like you just don’t care”. Both are indicative of what oppressed people desire—freedom.
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All of history is sampling, just taking a little of this that came before, throwing in a bit of
someone else’s beautiful experience and ‘stirring it up’, or in the slang of the DJ’s, “throwing it
in the mix”. Similarly, the African oratorical expression of call and response can be identified as
“re-mixes of representations of blackness” (67). The exchange at Hip-Hop concerts where an
artist on stage instructs the audience: “everybody say hey, say oh, now scream”; this is circular
confirmation of the whole, utilized by Parks’ characters, who sample and re-voice, remix lines,
or loop the content circularly (75). The method used by DJ’s, when they start to play a record,
stop, and then restart playing it, is equivalent to Park’s Repetition and Revision. If the DJ were
speaking, he would say to the audience “that’s so nice, let’s hear it twice”; he would then spin it
again; acquiring conformation, he might ask “Did you get that” or, (to reference Park’s
uncovering history) in jazz lingo), “you dig”.
The story is written to reveal two very real truisms. First, the devastating effects of
stereotypical behavior when projected into a collective consciousness, and secondly, the script
brings to light the importance of people not being written out of history. If either scenario is
permitted to continue, death is eminent. In the play, events and people from the past are
speaking in the present about events that happened long ago, about events that are happening,
and about future happenings. The storyline reflects how history repeats itself and addresses a
need for remembering and reawakening. Through the figures, Parks shows how prolonged
stereotypical behavior culminates into dysfunctional personalities. The characters “tell-tale”
names refer to certain trials and tribulations or historical implications. Parks is not
romanticizing the horrendous scenarios in which The Last Black Man has died; she is clearly
espousing the necessity of a burial for those stereotypes- that as a society, we put all the racism,
injustices, inequality, marginalization, etc. away, literally bury them.
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The components of the play- structure, language, and the figures suggest a circular
motion to life. The comings and goings of figures past, present and futuristic exist in an ongoing
progression. There is no confinement of time or space. Parks suggests that time has a circular
shape and proposes that maybe time is tricky or complicated, depending on when and how it was
perceived. Her take is the world was once thought to be flat looking from that position in time;
but maybe looking at things beyond the world, we found it to be round (Parks 10). In the play
history is projected as round. “Queen-then-pharaoh Hatshepsut “says:
“Before Columbus, thuh worl usta be roun they put uh/d/ on thuh end of roun, making
round. Thusly, they set in motion thuh end. Without that /d/ we coulda gone on spinnin forever.
Thuh /d/ thing ended things ended” (Parks 115).
There is profound reasoning in this concept which is quite organic; considering that the
earth is constantly re- birthing. Through Park’s setting of past and present events, the play
provides contemporary respective discourse. Bernard states, “The semantic relationship between
the hole of History and the need to revise such history to make it whole, leads Parks to consider
the metaphoric ‘black hole’ of Time and Space” (688). Within Park’s reasoning is a totally
‘wholistic’ approach—circular in thought, ‘roun’; where initially seeing the connectivity of
things, without separating or distracting provides profound understanding to the circular and
spiral progression of life. By not conforming to a linear timeline, she is free to create from an
infinite aspect of black matter-space where further freedom is accessible.
Cogently, this play is a continuation of both the Harlem Renaissance and the Black Arts
Movement. The play moves through time, to identify ancient history, while delivering a didactic
understanding of relevant issues. It weaves a scenario that projects the subjugation of African
descended people, while referencing African historical aspects. It unifies physical and spiritual
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wisdom while incorporating Black music sensibilities and Black word creations. As
discrimination is ongoing, it so precisely addresses racism and stereotypical behavior, and the
long-term effects of such. The play reveals how a human becomes as the walking dead, when
life is repeatedly squeezed from them. Parks states. “the theatre is the perfect vehicle to “to tell it
like it is” ‘tell it like it was and was not, and to tell it could be” (21)…”because theatre itself is an
event that allows people to gather at a specific place in time, it is the perfect place to make
history” (Parks 4). A perfect place for the conscious visual collective, Park’s plays are
constructed in a way to provoke curiosity about the content, characters, and structure, and to
inspire questions, debates, and discussions. She encourages active uncovering, or ‘digging’ to
further piece together history. Parks has created an indelible work of art that so aptly interprets
the issues in a troubled society. She has dared to be her kind of storyteller; she pens
revolutionary, conscious works of art that contextually sheds light on societal injustices. Parks
has enjoined Sankofic exploration with contemporary theatre to encourage progressive
understanding, all within artfully entertaining presentations.
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Conclusion
With words, anything is possible. Like the infinity of a circle. We are gifted with mental
faculties to express ourselves. One to one, we must engage in open “revolving” conversationcall and response. We hold more power than we realize. Words are transformers, and we are the
conductors. We can emit positive energy for change before we even speak a word. Our thoughts
are powerful and contain the wherewithal to produce positive or negative manifestations. For
this reason, wisdom advises us to “Be here now,” meaning to be conscious of actions and
thoughts nearly moment to moment.
From the 1920s, Harlem experienced phenomenal changes that came to be known as the
Harlem Renaissance. Motivated by a basic desire to live a better life, Blacks left the South in
large numbers. Housed in neighboring communities, the proximity allowed them to support one
another economically, socially, politically, and emotionally. Black businesses sprang up, and
one can see the concept of African communalism arise. Harlem attracted many African
descended intellectuals, those from Africa, the Caribbean, and African Americans, engaged in
critical analysis to restore the Black race. Although their methods differed, the objective was
always socio/political protest directed at hegemonic ideologies in hopes to persuade them to
reason, howbeit their efforts usually fell upon deaf ears. With an understanding of art as
propaganda, conscious artists would engage their art for liberation, though not all artists would
follow suit.
Colonization created a certain mystique about Africa, and many popular white artists
began to borrow African art styles. A new exploration of the unfamiliar prompted excitement
and created the popular “glimpse of the exotic” that whites became fascinated with, causing
many Blacks to turn the gaze inward and explore their African roots, which resulted in a deeper
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connection to their African cultural heritage. Ideologies put forth by Harlem Renaissance
intellectuals helped to shape the historical progression of African Americans. As one follows the
cultural transitions, one can see how the African American psyche is affected by past
experiences. Some African American’s recover with slight damage, others are severely affected,
and sadly, some do not recover. For those that recover, something in their life experiences has
made indelible impressions that caused recognition of “I am that.” For others, the stripping away
of their soul, through derogatory relegation, is too painful, and rather than heal the unimaginable
hits on their humanity, they fully deny themselves, and live to dangle, outside of who they are.
A large number affected by prolonged subjugation, coupled with missed opportunities to become
whole, feel trapped. W.E.B. DuBois defined another aspect of mind imprisonment as “twoness”
(to exist in a state of “double conscious”). These are the African descended people, who have
chosen to mimic whites, at the exclusion of self. This twoness not only causes a divide within
themselves but has produced a separation within Black culture.
Martin Delany must be recognized as living what came to be known as a “Black
aesthetic.” He exemplified loving one’s blackness, to the exclusion of what the hegemonic
society thought or felt, which is the beginning of “Black Nationalism” It is only with living this
reality that one can begin to see self clearly. Once this awareness is firmly engrained; the
exploration of Sankofa, as explained in this thesis, will set one on a path of infinite recognition to
escape the DuBosian dilemma. Delany’s intuitiveness led him to an understanding of the
necessity of Pan-Africanism brought forth by the inhumane treatment of Blacks in America.
Hubert Harrison, another extraordinary intellectual, is often overlooked. He was a
brilliant grassroots organizer. As a political activist, he wrote and spoke with keen insight on the
conditions of African descended people, and ultimately founded a movement of “Race First” in
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an effort to make Blacks more aware of their need to be participants in their liberation. His
critical reasoning of the oppression of Blacks and intense radicalism contributed to major
changes and prompted other Black leaders to engage in various strategies of resistance.
Marcus Garvey, a monumental leader, urged his audience to become vehicles of change.
His message was to pass the awakening on, “each one- teach one,” as a way to impress upon all
the reality that change must come from the center of your “now” experience. Those who
preferred to wait until… there was more- finances, harmony, unity, education, or whatever- were
unrealistic, and were living in a fairy tale of once upon a time. Garvey insisted change was
presently necessary and must be achieved by any means necessary, and it must be brought about
by the black race. His passionate speeches led him to connect with immense audiences
worldwide; his words inspired the black race to “grow where you are planted,” an idea that is
actualized within the Nationalistic ideology.
By the 1940s African Americans had settled in northern destinations but were still
plagued with bigotry and inequality. During the aftermath of Swing, insightful musicians
evolved new music, Jazz. With roots which hailed from Africa, Jazz was birthed in the southern
United States. The music was played by Blacks and whites alike. However, Black musicians
would put a spin on jazz that would send the music and its listeners over the top. Namely, the
Bebop musicians, such as Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk, Miles Davis, Max
Roach, Bud Powell, and numerous other musical genius wrote “rebel music,” a style that
reflected the very discordant times in which they lived.
Sociologically, the Renaissance introduced a fresh racial consciousness. The new literary
explosion augmented a cultural awareness which spread to other urban cities in America. It
provided the world an inside glance at African American culture, then something extremely
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important happened- the awakening jumped across the Atlantic, where a group of African
descended students who were studying in Paris formed a collective and declared to the world
their rejection of white supremacy in “Negritude”, their professed Blackness and the positivity of
living in that reality. It was as if the spirit of Martin Delaney had emerged. Aime’ Cesaire, Leon
Damas, and Leopold Sedar Senghor’s literature spoke not only to Blacks; it impressed upon
whites a need for self-assessment.
The Renaissance, an intense period of “yes we can,” evolved paths of understanding. It
established a new sense of Black community. The early writings would act to effect social
change, strengthen Pan-Africanism, and, along with Nationalism, emphasize cultural identity.
The early intellectual’s abundance of literature, along with music, movies, dance, and art, were
all appropriated as tools for resistance and produced the beginning of a Black aesthetic.
Institutions were created, and libraries expanded. Black culture exploded, and creativity was at
an all-time high. Of major significance is the fact that Sankofic exploration uprooted the myth
that African descended people had no history; they had to see themselves, to be themselves. The
Renaissance also charted a path for the Civil Rights Movement, and soon one of the most
defining movements in African American history would follow.
America, during the mid-sixties, evolved through very turbulent times. The decade saw a
grand re-evaluation of culture by a new generation of youth who rebelliously confronted
traditionalism. They were determined to live their definition of mind expansion within an
oppositional lifestyle, which caused clashes to ensue. Voices of change were ever constant and
movements built upon movements produced a harsh reality. For Black communities there was
nothing new. In the words of Stevie Wonder and Bob Marley most people were living for the
city and working for the next day. Amidst the heat of conflict a group of intense intellectual
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artist arose and caused an uproar. Unapologetically speaking in tongues that had not been heard
before, they didn’t ask for permission, nor were they writing in western traditions. However,
their passionate words if directed at those in power might confirm: “you never heard me during
the Harlem Renaissance. “Can you hear me now?”, and to Blacks, the call might be “Now hear
this”, meaning this is a crucial message to you, about you.
The Black Arts Movement emerged and was larger than the Harlem Renaissance. It took
place in many locations among people who were tired of being ignored or told “things take
time”. It was louder, more direct and was resolved to acquire change by any means necessary. It
acquired the moniker “sister of the Black Power Movement”. The artist/intellectuals guided by
intensity of Malcolm X’s fire reasoned that there had to be a different plan in their efforts to end
oppression. They had come to see that the dominant society that professed to be civilized, was
far from that reality in their treatment to people of color. A more potent ideology had to be
adopted.
Prompted by the death of Black leaders, change at a snail’s pace, and the visual beatings
of Black men, women, and children, grass roots leaders no longer looked to those in power for
resolution. Tired of prior protests, which they defined as begging, these artists/intellectuals
demanded that Black people rise, get up from their knees, and stand tall. The word “negro” was
even abandoned to introduce a new mentality that was no longer asking for their humanity.
To quote Charles Dickens, “it was the best of times; it was the worst of times.” Birthing
is a struggle! The Black collective was strong and in spite of the racial hatred, most African
Americans maintained an intense hopefulness. From questioning hegemonic ideologies, the
intellectuals created a counter dominant art, writers began not only talking back, but talking
black. With the goal to educate the Black community on how to liberate themselves, the
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artist/intellectuals left traditional literary standards and created a fresh improvisational literature:
a new way to write and communicate their art. They took their didactic creations directly to
Black communities from street corners to theaters. Resistance trumped the literary and moved
into visual statements and expressions, where fashions, hairstyles, lifestyles, and symbols made
countless statements that spoke of unity. The movement promoted a transformation of the Black
psyche. Although equality was slow, Black cultural transformation was swift, like turning on a
light switch. Flip the switch and instantly light fills the area. Musicians of the era were crucial
to the movement. These cultural prophets of performance assumed the role as music griots
(Lowney), they engaged their art as propaganda to change a racist society, and also to bring life
and love to the masses during dark days, as evidenced in the history of Berry Gordy and the
music of Motown.
Amiri Baraka, the high prophet and orchestrator of the movement, made all aware of the
severity of racism. He lived it and confronted the evil in his literature. Baraka connected
cultural dots that reflected an African sense of purpose. Larry Neal, the architect, scripted “The
Black Arts Movement” a declaration that spoke to the cultural and spiritual needs of ADP. He
advocated a need for dissolution of traditional forms and values that no longer served Black
populations with a new ideology that would unify Black populations and not function within a
western separatist approach to life. Madhubuti, a passionate political activist and
artist/intellectual/entrepreneur operated from the center of the movement. He creatively
impacted poetics with his invention of words with explosive rhythms. He embodied the concepts
of nationalism and lived them to the fullest. Maulana Karenga connected diasporic Africans
with an understanding and appreciation of cultural traditions from the African continent through
Kwanza. Audre Lorde informed women of the endless source of creativity inside and inspired
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all to recreate. Angelina Weld Grimke, and Marita Bonner are to be remembered for their
boldness in writing to reverse racism. Lorraine Hansberry had grown up steeped in cultural
awareness at the feet of very highly esteemed Black intellectuals. She would pass on the
importance of not losing one’s identity. In Raisin in the Sun, she inspired nationalism as she
directed the gaze to Africa. Sonia Sanchez and Nikki Giovanni awakened ADP to the reality of
their power and beauty. Suzan Lorie Parks’ The Death of the Last Black Man in the Whole
Entire World so artfully illustrates literary activism. Within the play she connects antiquity with
contemporary to clarify the significance of African history and identity, and exposes ongoing
oppression. She utilizes stage performance as analytical cultural experiences that entertain, and
have immense capabilities to transform. The play’s statement is death to racism, bigotry,
prejudice, and equality.
The HR and the BAM documents the ongoing struggle and transformation of ADP.
African Americans had been taught that their history begun at slavery, the activism of the BAM
established a significant era of re-member-ing. With African leaders on the continent
communicating with Diasporic Africans, many people begun to learn their history, which helped
to set generations of African descended people on a path to seek liberation through nationalism.
The activism of the BAM established a precedence in Black studies on campuses across America
which, in turn, promoted unity and instilled pride. Coming to consciousness was most definitely
helped not only by the massive amounts of literature produced, but by the techniques that were
implemented- orality, improvisation, call and response, rhythmic enhancement, calling on all the
components from cultural traditions. Coming full circle, as an antidote for healing the psyche of
AD population, Dr. Molefi Kete Asante suggests “the inclusion of Africa at the center of all
logical inquiry that involves African culture and behavior” Words form relationships and open
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further avenues of communication. In anticipation of a more equitable humane world, may
inspired words and artful creations be engaged as pillars of transformation, as we go on spinning
forever.
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